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IXTKODl'CTrOX.

.My study of tfliiciated regions in the tcnipt-rate zone in California, Britain, Eastern,

Central and French Alps, in New Zealand and at Kosciusko, liad taught nie that the

most fruitful suhject for investigation in the Antarctic Continent was the differentiation

of erosion by ice fr(jiu erosion by running water.

In England 1 benefited by the teaching of the English Bcliool iiiHlcr Professor Jioiiney

and Professor (larwood, wliile I had the iini(|ue opportunity of travelling leisurely

through the Western Alps with Professor W. M. Davis, the leader of the advanced

American (Schot)l. The obvious difference between the (Jlacial regions of the Alps

(especially their faceted walls and over-deepened valleys) and the better known profiles

due to normal erosion made me incline strongly to the views of the American teacher.

As a result, however, of my Antarctic studies, I have to record that my views have

swung backward from the extreme opinion of those who credit ice alone as the chief

agent in the sculpture of a glaciated region, to the view that ice plus water is the effective

agent. In Antarctica, under present conditions, the " thaw-and-freeze effect " is

much more important than any mass-ice effect ; and the chief value of the latter is seen

in the " scour-wall "' mechanism, which 1 have already described briefly elsewhere.*

(8ee i)age 157 herewith.)

Thus the action of water under the present conditions in ^Antarctica becomes of

great importance ; and the following thesis is very largely concerned with illustrative

examples of such action. It may be thought that my adherence is given to the views

of Professor Garwood, who advocates the Protective-glacier Theory. This is to some

extent true, but I find myself most in accord with the later views of Hobbs, Chamberlain,

and other American glaciologists. I had independently come to conclusions mucli the

same as those recently published by Chamberlain, and 1 hope that the present evidence

will strengthen the theories of those who may be termed the " Thaw-and-Freeze
"

School of Glaciologists.

Geologists, and especially those interested in the last ghapter of the subject (i.e.,

Physiography), look forward to a time when every type of land surface can be relegated

to its own position in the classification of Earth Features. Professor Davis has urged

a greater attention to the characteristic features in any given region with a view to

identifying co-ordinaU'd elements, so that the mere reference to a tyj^e topography may
enable the competent student to infer the essential details. The same study has been

carried further by certain French geographers. There are only one or two memoirs

treating with the details of Antarctic topography, so that I hope that the present thesis

will have a value from this standpoint also.

The popular conception of Antarctica as a plateau covered with an uninterrupted

* Geographical Joanial, 1914, p. 562.
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iro-cap is correct ciunigli, luit gives no clue to the delightful liuntiiig ground afforded

to ii physiographer by the coast line of MacMurdo Sound. At the first view I was

amazed at the large areas of bare land, two of which, each aggregating 80 .square miles,

were exaiiiinetl in considerable detail in 1911-12. During the six months which I

spent sledging, every day ofl'ered some curious topographic feature quite different from

any occurring in l)etter known climes. The bay ice with its reaction to pressure, to

insolation and to tides ; the great icebergs rising grandly through the massive floes and

exliibiting extraordinary evidence of internal variation in structure ; the rock pinnacles,

blizzard ridges and silt terraces on the capes and coasts in a land where no feature is

blurred by our ever-falling rain ; the waterfalls, lakes and even rivers, where one was

hardly prepared to see a drop of water ; the flow of basic lava high on the shoulders of

the trogialer,* . . . all these were features new to me ; and new. I Ijelieve. to the

majority of geologists.

jjastly, the presence of a complete sequence in the life history of glaciers ; from

snowdrift through glacieret to cirque glacier and back from outlet glacier to a decadent

ice slab without power or movement—-all these were oftered in the survey which I was

privileged to make as a member of the British Antarctic Expedition of 1910.

Reference may perhaps be matle to four earlier publications by myself, dealing

with the work of the Kx])e(liti()n. in addition to the chapters in " Scott's Last

Expedition"

—

{(i)
" i'liysiograpliy of Kast .Vntarctica." Geoc/raphi ceil Joiinial, London. 1!)14.

(h) Oxford Survey of the Kmpire "
(\'ol. \'. Chapter 10)- Antardka. 1014.

((•) • With Scott -The Silver Lining." l>ondon. 101(5. (200 illus.)

((/)
' (ieology of Antarctica."' Mi)iin(i Miujaziiw. London. LMT.

I have to thank the Council of the Hoval (ieographical Society for permission to

use a lunnlxM- of illustrations from the above ])ublicatioi\ {a).

The Cominouwcaltli l)c])art incMit of lloiiic .UTaiis kindly granteil me leave of

absence during the ex])e(lition and in lOKJ. I was akso allowetl certain hours for

Antarctic research, which made tlie writing of this memoir possible.

My acknowledgments arc due to mv comrades. Debenham, Wright and Uran.

'J'he plane-table suivcys l)v l)ci)eiiliani of the region north of Cape Bernacehi have

been of the greatest value. I have also made use ()f a few photographs by I'onting and

Debeidiam. To Trofessor Sir Kdgeworth David, F.ILS., 1 owe a debt of gratitude for

his ever-ready hclj) in suggesting problems for Antarctic Re.>*earch. The Memoir by

Professor l)a\iil and l!a\iuoiul I'liestlev, as the result of the 1007 Kxpedition, will

long remain a monument of rt'search in Antarctic Physiography.

To Dr. M. .\. Wilson all the scientific staff of the Kxpedition owe nnuh. but

the writer beiiciited especially from his help in the matter of tield-sketching. In this

connettioii I ho|)e that my readers will prefer illustrations by a phy.siographer rather

than more artistic pictures by a professional without a knowledge of topography.

* Trog-'Pai : :i i,'Iiui;il xallcv wim.sf wili-iiuirkfil liomih \< duo to ico orii.>^ioii ainl nut to tixniuh-f.iult*.
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My r^ratt'fiil tliaiiks aiv due to ('oloiicl II. (J. J>yoii.s, F.R.S., for the heavy work

entailed in editiiijf this ineinoir. His helj) has been the more vahiable owing to the

writer's residence in Australia.

It will not perhaps be out of place to conclude this introduction by stating how
much I owe to Captain Scott, not only for his kindness in leaving me free to .study just

those regions which I Idt of most value in glaciology, but also for the ever-present

interest which lie showed in my special subject. Indeed, the extraordinary acumen he

showed ill liaiidliiiL; many of tlic broailcr problems we all di.scussed together is one of my
ploasantest memories of the .six mouths at iieadquarters.

SCOI'K OK IIIK iMKMOIi;.

My plan has been to describe those features of the legioii wlii<'h give it its .special

fades, and differentiate it from a region undergoing normal or arid erosion. It will

become evident that the topography is by no means the same as that usually exhibited

in the glacial regions in temperate lands, and I dwell on these differences throughout

the latter portion of the memoir.

It has seemed logical to employ what may be termed a heitn'stic metliod. I have

described the various features somewhat in the order in which the investigator would

naturally come across them. Thus, Part I (Section 1) is concerned with sea levelfeatures,

and deals with bay ice, icebergs, islands and shorelines. Part I (Section 2) describes

the lowland features, including the coasts, cliffs, rock floors, lakes, terminal moraines

and glacierets. Part II (Sections 1 and 2) deals with the Ujiland and Outlet Glaciers

and their characteristics. Part II (Section 3) discusses, firstly, problems of ice erosion

(by planation and sapping), and, secondly, cirques and their evolution.

A brief glossary and subject-index appears as an Appendix.

Nomenclature.

The place-names first used in our large map in '" Scott's Last Expedition " have

been retained throughout. Our first journey in February, 1911, had shown that the

old ' Ferrar Glacier " (as named by Scott in 1903) really consisted of two " Apposed "

glaciers. I described their differing supplies and differing directions of floAv in

my report, wliich Captain Scott read in the hut in the Winter of 1911. To the

northern '" twin " (whose lower half we had first mapped) Scott gave the name of the

Taylor (ilacier, while the southern " twin " retained the name Ferrar Glacier. Details

concerning the ice-flow and medial moraines of the Taylor Glacier are given on pages

95-96 and 137-138. Scoffs action is also described on page 280 of my book •• With
Scott," where a map (based on that in my report to Scott) is inserted.

I have ventured to name the Piedmont Glacier behind Butter Point after mv old

comrade. Lieutenant Bowers. (See page 79.)

( xvi )



Part I.-THE FACIES OF THE SOUTH ANTARCTIC
LITTORAL.

Section I.-SEA-LEVEL FEATURES.

CHAPTER I.

BAY ICE.

In the region witli which I am particularly concerned, that is the south-west

corner of Ross Sea, the sea ice formed during March and April, consolidating in later

rctic physiography
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less permanent holes in tlie bay ice was at the junction of a projecting glacier snout

with the land. Such an example is illustrated in tig. 2 at the junction of the Blue

Glacier and Moraine. At this time the open sea was about 2 miles to the north, while

this pool was ipiite open. Here probably the thaw waters running down the lateral

moat of the Blue Glacier contributed largely to the opening.

A similar pool was observed at the north-east extremity of the i^'errar Glacier in

February, 1912 (Plate 1).

IScrew Pack is due to the combined ell'ects of winds and currents on the bay ice.

The latter is broken into blocks of all the shapes consistent with an original thickness

of 4 or 5 feet, and piled together in a broad belt on the lee shore. The dominant wind

was a south-easter ui MacMurdo Sound, but tlie current was largely a northerly one.

This w^as shown by the advance into the sound of many large bergs. As a result of the

Fig. 2.—The junction of Blue Glacier with the Moraines at the S.E. corner of the Snout ; showing pool
in bay ice with jostling pancakes, due to tide and thaw. Looking West. 16th Feb. 1911.

two vectors the screw pack was wholly confined to the western shores of the sound, and
its boundaries in 1911-12 are showai in the sketch map (fig. 15).

The picture (Plate II) gives a good idea of medium screw pack, heavily covered

by later snows which we encountered off Cape Bernacchi in November, 1911. The
blocks rarely projected more than 2 or 3 feet above the general surface, but were

regular mantraps, owing to the smooth snow covering. Numerous small bergs were

also entangled among the pack ice debris.

Furrowed Ice.—A feature of the sea ice in bays was the phenomenon of furrowed

ice. This was due to the action of the tide and wdnd driving the sea ice into an enclosed

bay before it was quite consolidated. As a result a series of very fiat ridges was
produced, which could only be observed from a considerable height and distance. In
North Bay, ofi Cape Evans, there were about twenty of these pairs of ridges and furrows

in a mile, so that they were about 80 or 100 yards wide and each formed a strip roughly

parallel to the coast and about a mile long.



'J'liey are shown very clearly in the stereograph (Stereoscopic Plate I) which I

obtained from the top of Inaccessible Islanrl (515 feet). A similar structure was to

be observed in the bay between Turk Head and Glacier Tongue, about 8 miles south of

Cape Evans.

Wilso" •'' '

Fig. 3.—A " Cloven Hoof " of old sea ice in 15 Berg Bay, Cape Roberts. iSrd Jan., 1911.

A, B and C are cracks in the ice foot. The '" cleave " extends from X to Y.

Cloven-Hoof /ce.—Another feature of interest which we observed at the head of

enclosed bays was an ice structure, to which I have given the name " Cloven-Hoof.''

This was a relic of a former year's ice which had not broken away with the greater

part of the sea ice during the summer, but had remained locked to the shore. On the

next freezing-in of the sea the
- , . -,

,
Seals 1 100 000 or I Inch . 1 58 Stat Miles

new ice and the wmds and

tide had pushed the hoof-

shaped area of old ice over the

ice foot and shore ; and in

crowding it into a narrower

space had split it along the

middle and tilted up the shore

end of the ice. In the sketcli

(fig. 3) of the example at the

south - west corner of Cape

Roberts, the " hoof " was about

80 yards wide and about 40

yards along the central split.

A more imposing " cloven-

hoof " occupies the floor of tlio Devil's Punch Bowl at the head of Uranite

Harbour (fig. 4). This was about GOO yards wide and about 800 yards along

the central split or " cleave." The shape and structure is well showni u\ the photo-

graphs (Plates III and IV). The tilted end at the imier portion of the hoof was

3 A 2

Fig. 4.—Plan of " Cloven Hoof " in Bay Ice at head of

Puiuli Bowl Cirque, Oninito Harbour.



shoved ii|) some G feet Ijy pressure l)eliiiiil. The whole mass was isolated from hmd

ice and was risiuii and I'alliiif^ with tlie tide, as 1 deteriuixied l)y theod(jlite measure-

ments. A medial section is j^iveii in (iff. 5 (see also fig. 144).

An interesting feature was the presence of small piles of stones on the " hoof's
"

surface, more or less parallel to the sliore, and up to 200 yards from the latter. These

were, in my opinion, examples of " debris ridji;es " which had fallen from the 500 feet

clifts around and were not morainic in origin (see Plate 111).

Shear-Cracks.—A prominent feature in the sea ice is the presence of ijermanent

breaks, to which Scott and Wilson gave the name shear-crack. These are due primarily

to the tension in the sea ice existing between two islands, or an island and cape, as it

is moved up and down and north and south (in MacMurdo Sound) by the tides and

dominant winds. Several shear-cracks lay within a few miles of Cape Evans. There

Fig. 5.—Vertical medial section tlirou"li Cloven Hoof ice iu Devil's Punch Bowl.

was an important one between Tent Island and Inaccessible Island, of which a photograph

is given in Plate V. Two more lay oH Cape Evans towards the west, at distances of

2^ and 8| miles respectively from the cape.

Their features were all much the same. The two edges of the broken sea ice would

grind together and large fragments would fall between the moving masses. In many
places the adjoining edges were pressed together so strongly that the edges upturned,

forming a wall of ice 6 feet high. Snow collected on this obstruction and made it more

prominent than ever. Shear-cracks were popular places with the seals and were

largely used by them as exits from the sea (Plate VI). Even in the middle of winter

with temperature of - 40° F. or - 50° P. one could always see open water in the shear-

cracks, the constant motion preventing the formation of new ice in spite of the cold.

An interesting set of shear-cracks was studied in Granite Harbour. Here the

thrust of the Mackay Tongue, acting on the sea ice in the enclosed harbour, had pushed

it away from the head of the harbour and given rise to several parallel shear-cracks

on each side of the tongue itself.

The crack rumiing north-west from Cape Geology (G) is shown in fig. G and in the

stereoscopic photo from the Cape (St. Plate II). A seal can be seen lying alongside in

the distance. The cracks are due to a tearing action in this case, and are often 20 feet

4



wide, with islands of ice floating in tlieni. The sliear-cracks due to glacier pressure do

not pile up walls of ice as in the case of those discussed in the previous paragraph. They

are therefore very hard to identify when sledging

over sea ice newly covered with snow.

The seaward sea ice (in each " tension " crack)

is pushed away from tlie landward ice, and so the

crack tends to widen with age. This is just the

converse of the more usual shear-crack, where the

walls of ice grow higher with age.

Tide-Cracks.—It is obvious that between the

floating sea ice and the fixed " ice-foot,'" fixed

glacier, or rocky shore that there must be a per-

manent break. The former rises and falls several

feet with the change of the tide—and the crack

bounding the moving sea ice is, therefore, termed

the tide-crack (see Plates VII and VIII).

On first landing at Cape EvaiLs, I endeavoured

to level the sledge track used to convey our

stores to the hut site, and for a time I was much

puzzled by the resurrection of a large hump of ice

right across our path. It soon dawned on me that

this variable " step " in the track was due to the

tide ; but the incident will perhaps illustrate how well masked the tide-crack may be

under certain circumstances.

1m 6.—Shear tracks due to tue Maokay
Ice Tongiie in the Sea Ice in Granite

Harbour.

K = Kar Plataui. D
G = Cape Geology. C
T = Harbor Tongue

Discovery Bluff.

Co'iloir Cliffs.

V = View Point.

.Sea Ice



Ill the winter a huge snow-drift—which would ultimately have become a glacieret

if undisturbed—formed about 100 yards west of the hut. Most of this was built upon

the sea ice and extended for 300 feet, but the butt end was on shore. It obviously

crossed the tide-crack, and through this lO-foot ridge of snow the crack was always

perceptible (see Plate LXXXVII).
Of course, in exposed regions the tide-crack would Ije iiiucli wider. Thus oH" Cape

Kt)berts, which projected iiuirkedly into the Sound, the tide-crack was much more

noticeable. Jn the pliotogruph (Plate IX) it is seen to be 20 feet wide, and is certainly

compound in nature. Over this width water could be reached almost anywhere. Init

a jumble of pressure ice filled the gap to some extent, and supported the new-fallen

SllUW.

A very potent influence in widening the tide-crack was the entrance of small

streams of thaw water. Thus at Cufi" Cape (Plate X), where there was a rather unusual

amount of moraine just where the glacier reached the coast, a considerable amount
of warmish water was formed owing to the heat absorbed by the dark rocks. In the

photograph the tide-crack is seen to be about 20 feet wide, and is partly filled with

floating ice.

The widest example I noted was off Point Disappointment, where a gap of 40 feet

was filled with nmshy snow. This was at the foot of some debris-strewn cliffs, and may
also have been due to thaw waters.

Two other points of interest were illustrated by the tide-crack at the N.W. end

of Cape Evans. These are show^n in the accompanying photographs. In tectonic

geology there are structures known as anti-clinoria or domes of resistant strata, which

have been described as originating from the downfolding of weaker strata around them.

This is often accompanied by radial fractures. Near the tide-crack off Cape Evans
there was undoubtedly a huge boulder beneath the ice (Plate XI). As the sea ice sank

with the tide, portions were left perched on this boulder and the surrounding strata

sank around it, the slight flexure being accompanied by numerous cracks.

Another point of interest was the formation of small snow cornices on the windward
edge of the tide-crack. These gradually grew to leeward owing to accretions of sticky

snow, and ultimately coimected with a lesser deposit of snow on the lee edge of the

crack (Plate VIII).

This seems to me to help to explain the peculiar cross-section of snow-bridges in

crevasses (fig. 8). The same method of filling undoubtedly occurs in these huge
cracks, and it will obviously tend to make the bridge thicker in the middle and thinner

at the edge—a fact which we frequently noted when falling through the bridges. Later

the mass of snow sags downwards and has a tendency at certain places to wedge in the

crevasse, thus rendering the bridge more secure than would seem probable at first sight.

A most noticeable feature of the tide-crack, especially during the autuimi, is its

groaning. With the advent of the ocean swell—as the sea ice to the north breaks

away—the ice is jammed against the shores and gives rise to a series of sounds which
almost defy description.



At Cape Robcits, when we were prohably 2(1 miles from open water, the effect

of the swell at the cape was very striking. Great masses of ice were hurled against

the cape as they surged up and down in the widening band of water, while a constant

roar announced the periods of maximum of the ocean swell.

Pressure Ridges.—Probably the most imposing structures which characterised the

bay ice were tlie pressure ridges. Here, owing to the thrust of a moving glacier, the

Dom/nont W/nd

Fig. 8.—Vertical section.? illustrating the origin of sno\v-l)ridges in tide-cracks and crevasses.

6-foot thiclc layer of sea ice was buckled into a .series of waves varying from mere

ripples to huge ridges many feet high. I examined these in several localities. Thus

the Ross Ice Barrier raised small ridges in the sea ice in a few days at Pram Point.

Unfortunately it was not easy to get exact data here.

Another set of pressure ridges occurred just south of Turk's Head where the

Tryggve Glacier entered the sea.

The examples which I studied in consideiablo detail were those at Cape Geology

in Granite Harbour.

Fig. 9.—The highest Pressure Eidge at Cape Geology. Looking N.

A reference to the map (lig. (i) will show that the inner portion of the harbour

is squaie and is about 5 miles across. A great part of this area is occupied by the

Mackay Glacier Tongue, which is nearly 2 miles wide. The shear-cracks due to its

pressure on the sea ice enclosed between the Tongue and Cape Geology have been

described. Where the compressed ice is driven on the shore at the Cape (G in tig. (5)

a series of ridges has been formed, numbering about hfteen.

Their general shape can be gathered from the sketch (fig. 9) ami fron\ photographs

(Plate XII, St. Plate III, Plate Xlll). They are very like capsi/.ed canoes, and recall

the earthfolds of the Amoiican Appalachian Mountains, in this series the largest

incnilicr was about 100 feet long and 10 feet above the general level of the sea ice.

7 .< t



Between the ridges were their coinpleinents, the " pressure pools ' (see Plate XT! and

fig. 10), where the sea ice was waiped down below water level. The more important

ridges in this locality nre shown in considerable detail in t.lie annexed sketch map

(fig. 10). They will be seen to exhibit a fairly close parallelism of axis, but to differ

considerably in size. The largest are naturally where the pressure is greatest, i.e. where

Cape Geolog}' projects farthest. The " wave length " of these ridges, or the distance

from crest to crest, was about 30 yards. Tlie axes lay approximately at right angles

to the thrust of the glacier, as shown by the shear-cracks (fig. 6) of which the southern

end of one appears in the map (fig. 10).

During the shaip buckling which occurs in these pressure ridges, the ice is moulded

into remarkably narrow folds ; but usually the apex of the fold cracks under the strain

Eig. 10.—Sketch plan of Ice-Pressure Ridges oft' Cape Geology, caused by the thrust of the Mackay
Glacier on the sea ice. Contours approximately 2 ft. Black areas are depression pools.

and the shattering noticed in the illustrations takes place. In the stereograph

(St. Plate III) where a large pressure ridge is seen from the side this conversion of fold

stnicture into faulting can be clearly made out.

The pressure ridges changed considerably in form during the six weeks we were

in Granite Harbour, obviously in accord with movement of the Glacier Tongue, which

advanced on the average a yard a day.

It is suggested that some "accurate estimate of the mechanical thrust exercised

by the Glacier Tongue could be measured by a suitable consideration of the various

moduli involved, but I have not yet gone into the matter.



Details of the Cape Geology pressure ridges are given in the following table

(see fig. 10) :

—



CHAPTER TI.

ICEBERGS.

Oeneral.^Tlu^ study of tlu'sc forms was iindertakou by C. 8. Wiiglit. the pliy.sioist

and 1 tlu'ieforo only finpliasiso licre such points as occurred to nie while engaged on

otlier investigations.

The bergs were of two kinds, local and imported, and probably the greater quantity

were of the former type. During January a few large bergs arrived in MacMurdo Sound

and adjacent regions, but as soon as the sea ice had broken away in January and

February the edges of the local glaciers were exposed to the attack of the waves, and

the portions loosened by the years' advance of the glacier were separated and removed

(see Plate XVII).

A month later (March), when the edge of the Great Barrier at the head of MacMurdo
Sound was washed by water, great numbers of small bergs sailed northwards and later

north-westward.

When we were sledging along the sea ice below the piedmonts in Xovember and

February we saw some small bergs just separated from the glacier which moved off

later, as the ocean swell reached them, and the same thing happened to the fragment

of Glacier Tongue.

There were certain places in which icebergs tended to congregate—where the water

was of a suitable depth for their grounding or where a bay faced their line of drift.

Favourable berg grounds were off the following places :

—

1

.

Cape Evans A few very large bergs.

2. Cape Armitage A few small bergs.

3. Blue Glacier A few fresh calved bergs.

4. Cape Bernacchi to Uunlop Isle . . Many small bergs.

o. Cape Roberts Three or four large and

20 small bergs (see fig. 11).

Origin of Bergs.—They are all derived ultimately from snowfall, but this may be

consolidated into liomogeneous ice, or verv little altered. It mav even show the

-r^/-

Fig. 11.—PciQorama sketch of the Fleet of Bergs off Cape Roberts. Jan., 1912.

peculiarly-warped layers of a snow cornice. In the tilting and weathering to which a

stranded berg is subjected the " grain " of the berg is etched into strong relief, which

10



not only gives rise to tlie most fantastic pinnacles and bastions of if-e, but also helps

to disclose its origin and structure.

Probably all southern bergs on leaving the parent glacier are almost brick-shaped,

with the layers practically horizontal. But

the lower layers are sure to be eaten out

by the waters, and so a readjustment of

waterline takes place immediately that they

are free. This m;iy meiin merely that the

ice mass sinks deeper into the water, hut

it usually implies a tilt also.

If now the layers are unec^ually consoli-

dated, it can be seen that a fruitful source

of disintegration is present. It is probable

that the corrugated berg, south of Cape Evans

(Plate XXV) owed its shape to the berg grounding in such a position that the originally

horizontal snow layers were now vertical (fig. 13). The wide grooves etched by the

12.— Sketch Plan of Larger Bergs near

Cape Roberts.
(Scale- of miles.)

Glaciet~

Fig. l.>.—Sketch showing progressive water-lines on a disintegratiDj; beiy.

snow blast (and perhaps by surf at an earlier date) were several feet deep, and indicated

where less resistant portions of snow or ice had been removed.

Fig. II. Sugge.st.'il liistory of the 'riiiii\el Heri;.

The wonderful Tuiuiel Berg—well known to all glaciologists from Ponting"s

beautiful pictures (Plates XIX and XX)— was carved out in some such fashion as is

11



indicated in fig. 11. I'liotogiaplis ,slin\viii<i stages in ils disiiitcgiation arc sliown in

Plates XX and XXI II.

Tlie tunnel was probably cut out by a drainage stream just below tin; surface of

tlie ])arent glacier. We saw several such tunnels on the Koettlitz Glacier (fig. 47).

The surface was probably ])arallel

to the longer cross-section of the

tunnel, for when Wright and I

ciiniljed up the berg we were

cutting steps in layers of bedded

snow and ice.

Moreover, small fish (Noto-

thenia) were found buried in these

layers, where they had probably

been dropped by skua gulls.

(We noticed similar dropped fish

among the pinnacles of the Lower

Koettlitz Glacier on March 8th,

1911.) They also seem to show-

that this layer a, h (fig. 14) is the

old glacier surface.

The most remarkable example

of berg formation was that of

the great Glacier Tongue near

Turk's Head. This had certainly

remained unaltered since 1902, and probably had not grown much in a century.

On the wild night of March 1st, 1911, some 3 miles of this Tongue was torn

away from its l)irthplace and drifted out north with the blizzard. In September,

Captain Scott discovered it nestling snugly in the bay between Marble Point and

Gneiss Point (see maps, figs. 15 and 30). Here it was easily identified by the

chaff depot on one end, and was surveyed by Debenham in November, 1911. In

February, 1912, we saw it just moving north again.

The irregularity of the berg shapes largely depends on their age. When observed

close to their places of origin the flat table naturally predominates. There were over

30 bergs within a few miles of Cape Roberts and almost all the larger specimens

were tabular (figs. 11 and 12). Two just south of the Cape we named Big and Little

Ne\vt Berg—and they had serrated crests, implying overturning or considerable

weathering. There was one berg stained brown with silt, which was probably derived

from a silted portion of the Piedmont Glacier near by. A portion of the Glacier Tongue

relic probably consisted largely .of a huge snow cornice, for the snow layers were curved

very strikingly and much more completely than is usual in the flexure of glacier in situ.

The curving in snow layers is shown fairly clearly in the photograph of a berg

just south of Cape Roberts (St. Plate IV).

Fig. 15.—Region of Heavy Pack Ice in January, 1912.

C.B. = Cape Bernaechi. C R. =Cape Roberts.
C.E. = Cape Kvans. X = Numerous Icebergs.

(Scale of miles.)
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These great masses of ice are in a continual state of disintegration. Most of this

takes place under water, where smooth faces are produced. The depth of the et<:hing

marked the period during which the surface waters have laved the berg. As a huge

fragment falls off, another waterline is reached on the berg (fig. IG).

Fig. 16.—The Arch Berg just before it fell iu and became the Castle Berg. Shaded portion shows fallen

portion of fallen Arch Berg. (See Plates XXI and also XI.) The scale is j;ivon by the man below 6.

Above the water line a more or less continuous fall of debris takes place, as seen

in Plate XXIV and fig. 16. If the berg is surrounded by sea ice its movements will

heave up or crush the 6-foot layer of sea ice as if it were paper. (C in Plate XXI.)

The blizzards rage fiercely round the bergs and deposit banks of snow at their feet.

The windward side is, however, always marked l)y an " eddy-moat ""
as shown in

fig. 81.

The stages in the life history of a berg are illustrated in two examples :

—

The Tunnel Benj.

Plate XVIII shows berg in January, 1911.

., XIX
„ XX „ ., Winter, 1011.

„ XXII „ „ September, 1911.

„ XXIIi

Fig. 14 ,, ,, (in diagram) its histoiy.

The Arch Bcrii.

Plate XVI 11 shows borg in January, 1911.

Fig. 16 „ ,. April, 1!»11.

Plate XXI „ „ September, mil.

13



OHAl'TKII 111.

C Evans

ISLANDS.

Ill many regions these features are of great physiograpliic; interest, especially in

deciding whether coast lines have been rising or falling in recent geological periods.

Around the shores of MacMurdo Sound there are several groups of islands, some of

which were examined in considerable detail. Dunlop Island lies off the Wilson
Piedmont Glacier, just at the west entrance of the sound. The five Dailey Islands are

just within the edge of the ice at the mouth of the Koettlitz Glacier, and the better

known Dellbridge Isles lie just to the south-west of Cape Evans.

With regard to all these islands it may be stated that no striking eviden(;e, such

as notched cliffs, stacks, arches

or rock terraces, was forthcoming.

This supports Daly's theory that

the melting of the ice masses has

drowned the Antarctic coasts.

The islands could only be ap-

proached when surrounded by sea

ice, and so soundings were not

readily obtained.

Dellbridge Islands.—The four

Dellbridge isles (fig. 17) are

named Tent Island, Inaccessible

Island, Big Razorback and Little

Razorback Islands. The first of

these (fig. 21) has a lozenge-

shaped plan and rises to about

Inaccesiible

Ten/- /s.

e Lit f(oz

"Sig Raz

Fig. 17.—Sketch map of Dellbridge Islands and vicinity.

(Scale of miles.)

500 feet on the west. The top is fairly accessible from all four sides. The other three islands

are rock ridges which can only be ascended at a few favourable spots. They are all

built of eruptive rock, kenyte in the Inaccessible isle and ken}^e and basalt in the

more southern isles. Their general trend being across the ancient path of the barrier

ice suggests that they are residuals of ancient flows from Ross Island eruptions.

Columnar structures on a small. scale are common on Inaccessible Island and so also is

ropy lava.

The effect of the wind on these small islands was especially noticeable, as they are

situated a mile or more from the mainland and exposed to the full fury of the
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south-east blizzard. When we were camped on Little l^azorback Island in April,

1911, I climbed to tlie top after considerable difficulty.

'J'lie most interesting feature was the tremendous updraught on the slope of the

island, when the lower

Fig. 18.—The Wind-Ridge on Inaccessible Isle. With tracks.

21st August, 1911.

30 feet or so was passed

(fig. 10). The wind was

continuously driving dust

upwards in the direction

shown, and must have

been a very important

factor in erosion. The

basic agglomerate rock

was very friable oAving largely to frost chipping, and to this combination of factors

I think the " razorback " structure of three of these islets was due.

Low down on the windward (southern) side of Little Razorback (and to a less

extent on Tent Island also) was an ice shelf. This was about 15 feet above sea level and

about 20 feet wide. It extended along the mndward side of the isle and was due to the

freezing of the blizzard spray driven up in the preceding February and March. It

was in fact an ice-foot of a special variety (fig. 19).

On this shelf we were in comparatively calm air, tiiough a furious blizzard was

blowing straight on to the island from the south-south-east.

On Inaccessible Island (Plate XXVI, fig. 20, and Plate XXVII). which rose to over

500 feet and was like a magnified copy of Little Razorback, the effect of these blizzards

as an agent of deposition was well shown. There was a notch in the crest of the island

about half-way along its length, and this apparently acted as a funnel and collected

Notch

/Ihouf soo

Sea let

Fig. 19.—Sortion across Littli- Hnzorbaclc sliowing lee 8ht'lf Colm

and Blizzanl I'atli.

Soo feet **

Fig. 20.— Similar section for Inaccessible Island.

the south-cast winil \\l\icli impinged on t h(> windward sloi)e. 'I'lie wind blew upward as

in the smaller exam})le, along the clifi' lace, and then crossed the island to the north.

It deposited the sanil (and snow) in a well-marked ridge, which can be seen in many of the
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pliotographs showing Inacct'ssiblo Island (Plate XXVI). Tiiis ridge was 400 yards long

and iihout 'iO t'cct dec]), ami Iving like a niilway cndjankiiu-nt of gravel athwart the roekv

outcroj^s was a very striking

object and an enduring wit-

ness of the fury and direction

of the dominant winds.

Tent Island.—This island

(fig. 21) was larger than

the other three and almost

square in outline, being about

I mile across. The western

slope was rather steep, liut

the longer eastern slope rose

more gradually from sea

level. The main ridge ran

nearer the western shore and

rose to 400 feet.

A small valley ran from

the summit to the eastern

shore, and was of particular

interest, being undoubtedly largely due to water erosion (indeed there was little permanent

snow on the whole island). The stream had covered the 1911 snow with a foot of gravel.

However, I describe these gullies in greater detail in a later paragraph. Granite

erratics were to be found in many parts of the island, mostly less than 1 foot across.

There is a pronounced ice-foot on the south-east corner, but it is rather local and is

due to spray driven up by the south-east blizzards. The surface gravel was so

weathered and harrowed by frost and wind that it looked like a well-raked garden.

Unfortunately I was only able to visit this island during the early spring, and so did not

see water flowing in the gullies.

Dimlop Island (fig. 22) is separated from Cape Dunlop by a strait about ^ mile

across. It lies 18 miles north of Cape Bernacchi. The islet is somewhat less than a

5lu.ff Bluff

Fig. 21.- -Skt'tch plan of Tent Island,

one hundred feet.

Form lines each

Fig. 2'2.—Dunlop Island and Cape from the Piedmont to the North. 24th Nov., 1911.

mile long in a north-south direction, and about half that Avidth. It has a wide ice-foot,

probably not homogeneous, about 100 yards across. On my hurried visit I estimated
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it to be about 50 feet high, and I saw uotliing but sliiiigle. There were perhaps slight

indications of four beach-levels on the western side.

Cape Dunlop is bounded l)y steep rocky cliffs about 100 feet high and without

talus, so that presumably there is deep water below them. The origin of the Island

is, therefore, rather obscui'c. Two hy])otheses present theni-selves. The islet may

represent the remains of a reef of which the proximal portion has been cut away by wave

and possibly glacier action, or the shingle may have originated as part of the debris

dumped by icebergs, which ground along this coast in a regular line about | mile from

the shore. The former is the more probable theory.

Dailey Islands.—These are a group of small volcanic islands in the south-west

corner of MacMurdo Sound (fig. 23). They are enclosed in the ancient ice at the

mouth of tlie Koettlitz (ilacier, and only the most westerly has probably been washed

by open water in the last century or so. The latter also is the only one examined by

us on our western journey.

The five islands are shown in the sketch (Hg.23) and it is Xo. o with which we are

now concerned. The western isle is the largest ami is \ mile long and 600 feet high.

X>/5.



CHAPTEil IV.

SHORE LINES.

(rcneral.—-In the south-west of Ross Sea, the coast was diflfereiitiatod into the usual

alternation of the bays and capes of warmer climes, but these were also complicated

l)y the alternation of land and fixed ice. From Cape Bird around the shore line of

MacMurdo Sountl and north to Cape Gregory, a distance of about 200 miles, the following

types of coast were to be seen.

The promontory of Mount Bird (north of Mount Erebus) was glacier-covered, but the

shoreline was in nranv places free from ice, and resembled closely the betterdvnown region

Fig. 24.—The Shore Line between Cape Bird and Cape Eoyds (from distant views).

around Cape Bernacchi across the Sound. Here also the ice was evidently retreating

and left uncovered a rather steep foreshore, seamed with shallow gullies, and wifh

occasional craggy capes (see fig. 24).

Further south towards Cape Royds stretched an inliospitable coast consisting of

somewhat steep crevassed glaciers descending to the water and there breaking off

sharply in an ice wall 50 to 100 feet high.
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Fur a mile or so north and .south of Cape Royds rocky headlands alternating with

steep iiiorainic sh)pes cliaracterised the coast. Here also were a few small beaches

(Plate XXIX).

Then the Barne Glacier reached down to the open water ending in a gigantic

vertical face of ice as much as 180 feet high.

Cape Evans was another jutting promontory resembling Cape Royds but lower and

of less extent. The curious strip of moraine called Land's End extended the visible

land about 1 mile to the southward.

A series of ice cascades and glacier lobes with low snouts brings us to Turk's Head.

This bold, craggy headland is perhaps the most noticeable around the Sound, except

Mt. Barnes on the Kukri Hills. The next segment consists of the Glacier Tongue and

the glaciers feeding it.

To the south is a further region of small glacier slopes along the Arniitage

Promontory as far as Danger Slopes. The region round that Point is free from ice and

consists of steep weathered slopes of lava.

The whole southern end of the Sound is formed of fixed ice but little above sea

level. In the east the Ice Barrier level is from 12 to 20 feet above the water ; in the

west the Koettlitz Glacier snout is about the same.

Ancient sea ice has been attached to the Koettlitz Glacier for many seasons near

the Dailey Islands and is of course orJy a foot or two above sea level.

Off the Davis and Hobbs Valleys the shore consists of low moraine-covered

slopes. This reaches to the snout of the Blue Glacier, which is 20 to 30 feet

higli. An interesting set of isolated moraines bounds the Sound for about

3 miles here. Then a definite Piedmont Glacier, about 10 miles long with vertical

walls, 20 to 50 feet high- and forming Butter Point (Plate XXIX)—carries the shore

line to the snout of the Ferrar Glacier about -t miles wide and some 6 feet above

sea level.

Mt. Barnes rises 3,000 feet almost straight out of the water at the north end of the

Ferrar Snout. From this headland extends a rather low ice-free shorebne for nearly

20 miles. First is the low moraine-covered entry to Dry Valley (3 miles) then the

slopes of Hjorth's Hill also covered in moraine (o miles), and the similar slopes

art)uiul Cape l^ernacchi. A series of three small capes diversities the next 8 miles,

and then the ^Vils()u I'icdiiit.nt (ilacior reaches the water line again. It is broken by

several rock siu)res. notal)ly Spike Point and Dunlop Cape, but thence continues

uninterruptedly for 15 miles to Cape Rol)erts. Its ice face varies from 10 to UK)

feet high, the average being about 30 feet.

Within ({ranite Harbour there are 5 miles of Picdinont tihuier with clilTs from

50 to 100 feet high, 'riicn nuk ciilTs for 10 iniK-s. rising to HiOO foet in Discovery

Bluif, and alternating witli some ice cliifs in tlu' small bays.

The IMackay Tongue and its glacier feeders tills the western end of the harbour.

Tiie Tongue is from 10 to 50 feet high, and has a shoreline of about 12 miles. To the

noilh aiv tlie 1 ,000 foot clitTs of tlie Kar IMateau exteiuling for 5 miles, and then



iibuiit 10 mill's of iiltiTiuitin^ glai'icr snout uiul ruek cliffs coinpk'tes the coast survey

to Cape Gieguiy Isle.

This brief resume shows that the shorelines fall into about eight divisions and the

above 200 miles of coast may be classified as follows :

—

Cape Bird to Grcf/onj Ish around MacMiirdu Sound.

Approxiiiiato

Ice :— MiU-s.

(«) Vertical ice walls over 50 feet liigh, usually of moving

glacier . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

1-i

(b) Vertical ice walls 5 to 50 feet high, often of stagnant glacier 75

(c) Low glacier snouts, Barrier Ice . . . . . . . .
."55

(d) Ancieirt sea ice . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Total 127

Rock

:

—
(e) Steep rocky cliffs or headlaiids over 500 feet . . . . 15

(/) Capes and crags 50 to 500 feet high . . . . . . . . 22

(//) Low-angle niorainic shores . . . . . . . . . . 33

(/<) Beaches 3

Total 73

There are, however, certam ice features which are characteristic of the coast-line,

though too small in extent to be classified in the above general table. They will now
be considered.

The Ice-foot is a shelf of ice adhering to the coast-line which varies in width from

a foot or two to a belt of ice 100 yards wide (Plate XXX). It forms best on shores

which have a gentle slope, and, roughly speaking, the width depends on the extent of

shallow water within the 1-fathom line (see Plate XXXI and fig. 25).

Its formation is closely bound up with the position of the tide-crack, and with

the direction of the prevailing winds (fig. 25). As the sea ice becomes thicker the

distance of the tide-crack from the shore tends to become larger, for the maximum
shear in the ice is, of course, just where the moving sea ice reaches the solid rock.

Thus when the ice has a thickness of 2 feet the shear occurs at X ; when it is 4 feet

thick the shear occurs at Y ; and when it reaches its full thickness—about 6 feet

—

then the shear is at Z. Hence the tide-crack tends to move outwards as at a, 6, c

(see fig. 25).

The sea ice between the tide-crack and the rock is, of course, lield firmly by its

attachment to the latter, and this fixed belt of sea ice constitutes the ice-foot.
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From the aljove considerations it will appear that the ice-loot should be wider

where the shore is shallow, and this is generally true (see d, c.f, in fig. 25). Also where

the shore consists of a vertical cliff there is rarely an ice-foot, and the reason is obvious,

for the cliff itself forms the boundary between moving ice and fixed coast.

But the above simple explanation is complicated by the action of wind and spray.

In gales, when the temperature is well lielow 28° ¥. (the freezing point of sea water),

the water congeals as soon as its mcjtiou is arrested, and this occurs when it has been

dashed on to the ice-foot. Tlie natural consequence is that on all exposed coasts the

ice-foot becomes much thicker—often much broader and in general much less level

and esplanade-like (see g in fig. 25, and Plate XXX).
Since the ice walls at the front of a glacier are almost universally vertical—when

they happen to reach the sea—there is never an ice-foot along a glacier coast.

Moreover there is a very considerable elasticity in a glacier, even though it be

500 feet thick. Hence tliere is usually no tide-crack at the distal end of a floating

Fig. 25.—Growtli and structure of the Ice-Foot.

a, b and r are varying tliickncsses of ice-foot.

g is the effect of spray.

(f, e and / are varj'ing slopes of shore.

T e. is tide-crack.

glacier tongue. As the j)roxinial end is approached, where it merges into the ti.xed ice

over the land, the tide-crack begins to appear and close to the root of the tongue it is

as wiile and striking a feature as along a fixed piedmont glacier or a rock coast.

It may readily be imagineil that to a sledge party journeying along the coast the

ice-foot is often little short of a godsend. In February. 1912. the Western Party were

faced with a 150 miles journey back to tlie hut. We knew that even if we could

cross the Wilson Piedmont (Uacier safely there remained a belt of rocky coast

from Spike Point to the I'Vrrar Clacier, which woidd be mir oitly route if the .'^ea ieo

had gone out. At Dtinlop Island we saw open sea, and were preparing to portage our

sledge and gear for a ilistaiue of 25 miles when to our delight we found a well-marked

ice-foot, commencing some miles north of (.'ajie Pernacchi, aiul we were able to drag our

sledge along the narrow ribbon of ice almost the whole distance to the Ferrar LJlacier.
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TIr' icicles on a " spray ice-foot " often grow into peciiliur sliupes. Tims (in Plat«

XXXll) the sticky snow driven on to an icicle by the hliz/.urd often grows out to

windward and forms a veritable " snow-foot."

Sform blocks are huge blocks of sea ice, usually cubical in shape, which are dashed

high up on to the shore by a gale during the season of open sea in summer. The largest

storm blocks wliicli 1 have seen are those thrown up on Cape Roberts, where they are

() feet in diameter and are ]'2 feet above sea-level (see Plate XXXIII). Another set

of storm blocks only about 4 feet in diameter lay on the beach at Cape Geology
(see St. Plate III).

They appear to be found only on the western shores of lloss Sea, probably because

this is the lee shore with the blizzards. The sea ice breaks out in January and freezes

again in March, so that the blocks must be cast ashore within this period. Their

occurrence so far within the sheltered waters of Granite Harbour as at Cape Geology

is worthy of note, and shows that storms occasionally affect these shores, although

the whole harl)our is often ice-locked during the whole year as in 1911-12.

Much larger specimens were examined by Priestley at Cape Adare.

Beaches.—The chief feature in the beaches of the portion of Antarctica under
consideration is their scarcity. As noted already, there are only three or four true

beaches in the whole extent of 200 miles of coast. Webster's definition is
" a sandy

or pebbly shore which is washed by waves," and it is of course due to the absence of

waves that there is so great a dearth of beaches as compared with their abundance in

other climes. The probable drowning of the coasts also hides ancient beaches from
view.

The ice-foot is of course antagonistic to the formation of beaches, and even when this

is absent the waves have only a month or two in summer, the calmest season of the

year, to carry out their work of beach-forming.

The photographs (Plates XXXIV—XXXVI) show three small beaches along the west
side of Cape Evans

; North Beach was about 50 yards long. Home Beach 200 yards long

and West Beach about 100 yards long. The pebbly character of the surface is due rather

to the disintegration by frost of the kenyte porphyry than to any wave action. Many of

the " pebbles " are single crystals of anorthoclase, and a well-rounded pebble is a rarity.

These beaches were only visible during exceptionally warm summers like that of

1910-11, and were covered deep in snow in the succeeding summer.
At Botany Bay in Granite Harbour there was a beach about h mile long, covered

with large granite boulders from 6 inches to 2 feet in diameter. These boulders were
undoubtedly water worn, and as no large stream could have entered the sea at this point,

it IS evident that at some distant period the waves must have moulded them. If this

conjecture is correct, we have here perhaps some evidence not only of a warmer inter-

glacial period when the shore was ice free, but also of a lengthy period of equilibrium
for the Antarctic coastline in this region.

Another beach line occurred J mile west of Cape Geology which might doubtfully
be classed as a raised beach. It extended up to about 50 feet above .sea-level and was
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about 20 yards wide. It was fairly level and built of rounded pebbles about 4 inches

across (see fig. 26).

It must be remembered, however, that considerable wave erosion probal>ly occurs

just under the sea ice, as a result of the continuous ocean swell. This exerts no small

effect on the rocks in such positions as Cape Roberts. Hence an uplift of 10 feet or

so would expose these submarine beaches, and this may account for some of the examples

met with. As stated before, however, there is not much definite evidence of uplift along

Fig. 26.—Raised Boiuh, J
mile S.W. of Cape Geology, Granite Harbour. 2.5th Dec. ISHI.

the western coast, the evidence being rather in favour of a dominant subsidence or

drowning.

The most characteristic beach observed was a small expanse just north of Cape

Royds. Here true water-worn pebbles mixed with fine sand closely resembled a tA-pical

beach of temperate climes.

It will be noticed that all these beaches face the north, and this may well be due to

the fact that such exposures facilitate the breaking away of the sea ice, which holds

rimch longer in bays looking southward.
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Section 2.-L0WLAND FEATURES.

CHAPTER V

COASTS.

In a paper read before tlie Royal Geographical Society* I gave reasons for my
adherence to Professor David's theory of coastal subsidence in this region, fur tlic

linear coast from Mount Discovery northward has many of the cliaracters of a fault-

plane.

Parallel to this " lineament "' marking the coast-line is anotlier wliich seems well

enough maiked to merit some attention (see fig. 27). This lies some 10 miles to the west-

ward of the coast and separates the highland

region from the plateau region. Approximately

it agrees with the 5,000-foot contour, as sho\VTi

in fig. 27. This lineament is in my opinion

another fault-plane, marked by a throw of

some 5,000 feet in the south and of about

2,000 feet along the northern portion of its

course. Along the whole length from Mt.

Morning in the south to beyond Granite Har-

bour, a distance of 120 miles, the lineament is

lietrayed. In the south the scarp of the Royal

Society Range emphasises it for 40 miles.

Each side of the Ferrar Glacier, where it crosses

the valley, is a deep gorge. These are much
larger than neighbouring valleys entering the

Ferrar. They are occupied by the Overflow

and ICitticarrara Glaciers. At this point a

band of limestone and marble is visible (amid

the gneisses and granites) with a north-south

strike. This weak terrain is seen also

near the Nussbaum Riegel {i.e. " Rock-bar ")

in the Taylor Valley.

To the northward the lineament apparently separates the cirque-cut mountains
from the plateau, ])ut this position is not properly charted yet. How ever, when it crosses

* Gengraphical Journal, 1914, p. 372.

Fig. 27.—Sketch MajD showing a lineament along
5,000 ft. contour, marked by topography
at Cleveland Glacier, Miller Glacier, Nuss-
baum Riegel, Overflow and Lister Scarp.
Figures represent " thousand feet" (1000-
5000 ft. dotted).
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the Debenliain and Mackay Outlet Glaciers it is marked again \>y the two largest

tributaries, in the Miller and Cleveland Glaciers respectively.

In parallelism and direction these two faults closely resemble the various north-

south faults of eastern New South Wales.* This 10-mile strip of land between the

coast and the aforesaid lineament can be differentiated into several types of land and

ice structure.

Extending some distance above tlie sea-level (and therefore more suitably con-

sidered here than in the last section) are the numerous rocky capes, chffs and moraine-

covered slopes. Farther inland are the empty glacier valleys and bare intermediate

ridges of which I considered tlie main features in my paper of 1914. Many of the

details were perforce omitted, and some lowland features will therefore be considered in

the following sections.

Also in this highland strip are great piedmont glaciers rising to 2,000 feet and cirque

glaciers in the portion above this level, while the lower portions of the Koettlitz, Ferrar

and Mackay Outlet Glaciers cross the strip on their path to the sea.

Hence the logical sequence in description seems to be :—

(a) Capes and rocky chffs.

(6) Inland low-level land structures (rock floors, ground moraine, etc.).

while the succeeding sections :

—

(c) Glaciers and glacier islands.

(d) Ice uplands.

can be more properly described in a separate section.

* Five parallel faults are noted in the " Report (by D. J. Mahony and Griffith Taylor) on the Geology

of the Federal Capital Area, 1913," p. 17, fig. 2.
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CIIAl'TKl; \J.

CAPES.

As I liave stated elsewlicro the importance of lists of capes in the oid-fasliioned

geographies is at tlie present time discounted, Init it is safe to say that the capes in

Antarctica are the most important portions of the continent.* Some of them are

historic—such as Cape lloyds, the Expedition's Headquarters m 1907, Cape Evans in

1910 and Cape Armitage in 1902. On the western coast is Cape Roberts where the

Western Party was isolated in 1912, and a series of five similar points breaks the

coast-line immediately to the south. Almost everywhere else the ice mantle covers

the shore, and this is apparently the case to an even greater extent as we proceed

northward to regions of greater precipitation.

In Antarctica, as elsewhere, the occurrence of capes along the coast-line is due to the

presence of more resistant formations. On the other hand this irregularity of outline

is but little enhanced by erosive factors cutting away the intervening regions. Owing
to the absence of continued marine erosion the coasts show none of the crescent

outline swhich are so common in temperate regions. Nor are narrow gulfs and
estuaries present, for these are largely due to the action of stream erosion co-operating

with the waves. Hence the coasts may be described as generally linear ; but diversi-

fied by abrupt capes and wide angular bays which are in part the result of glacial erosion

(see fig. 27).

It would seem indeed as if the original fault-plane or fold-line coasts had been

preserved from the effects of normal erosion by the ice mantle, so that in East Antarctica

the shores may quite possibly exhibit bold outlines of primitive origin.

The occurrence of these bare promontories and coast-lines raises the question of the

reason for snow and ice occurring in one locality and not in an adjoining spot. Speaking

broadly the ice covering of this portion of Antarctica is largely the reUc of the greater

glaciation of a previous age. By this I mean that no new glaciers are originating from
the present-day snowfall, which does not indeed maintain ancient glaciers and pied-

monts. It is on the capes that evidence for this statement is forthcoming. The edges of

the permanent ice covering are everywhere fairly sharply defined (see Plate XXXVIII),
and belong to dwindling ice mantles. The only infantile features are the snowdrifts and
glacierets which I shall describe later. They have a fairly continuous existence, and
indicate that if a snowbank is ' not less than about 2 feet thick, it may exist through a

warm summer, especially if it has been compacted almost into ice. If the snowdrift

* " Antarctica," Chapter XVI, Vol. V,
'' Oxford Survey of tlie Empire."
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is less than tliis it. soon ablates, as was shown by the disappearance of the ice roof over

the artificial Mutton and Penguin grottoes at Cape Evans.

The following capes were studied in some detail :

—

(Cape Evans, Turk's Head, and Hut Point are situated on the east of Mac.Murdu

Sound. The six capes (from Cape Bernacchi to Cape lioberts) which fringe the Wilson

Piedmont, and Cape Ceology in (Jianito Karljour—these seven are to the north-w.'st of

the Sound.)

Cape Evans (Plate LXXXVI) consists of two parts ; the distal portion is a low

level area about 20 feet above the sea, having the shape of an equilateral triangle with

sides half a mile long. The proximal portion is a long strip fringing the Erebus Glacier

about 300 yards wide and nearly 2 miles long. This is 150 feet high. It consists

of kenyte hypabyssal rocks and possibly some flows ; it is free from ice except for a

few frozen lakelets and about a dozen glacierets. The eastern elevated strip is

composed of moraine, but erratics are relatively few.

Tiirl-'s Head (Plate XXXVII) lies about 5 miles to the south, and also consists of

two parts. The main portion is a bold headland 500 feet high, with a flat top and almost

pi'ccipit^ous sides. It projects about 500 yards from the ice-covered slopes of Erebus, and

is about I mile wide. Some small frozen lakes lie on the summit—which is otherwise

free from snow (Plate LXXIV). To the north a narrow fringe of rocky slopes separates

the Erebus glacier from the sea ice. It is built of a mixture of kenyte and basic rocks.

Cape Armitage promontory, from the south-west corner of which projects Hut Point.

is about 9 miles long and li miles wide (fig. 1). Only the southern portion (about

3 miles long) is free from the ice covering to any extent, and this chiefly in the steeply

sloping portions. The main ridge rises to 1,300 feet at Castle Rock, and has an average

level of about 1,000 feet. It is built of basic eruptive rocks. The ice sheets seem to

exhibit little movement. Stakes planted in 1903 in the ice across the Gap (north of

Observation Hill) still appeared in a straiglit line, and so presumably had not moved

(fig. I at ST.).

In this large stretch of thinly covered rock many int.'resting features were notice-

able and some are described in detail later (see fig. 1). Thus the tessellations of the Gap,

the debris ridges of Danger Slopes of Crater height, the eroded puys of Crater heights,

the " contour gullies " around Arrival Heights—all were objects of a brief study during

my stay at Hut Point in March-April, 191 1.

The '' contour gullies (fig. 1) were live in numl)er (fig. 2S). and ran approxi-

mately east and west along the side of the hill immediately behind the 1902 Hut. They

were thus obviously opposed to the main drainage which here flows to the south. The

uppermost (5 in fig. 28) is not well defined, but lies at the foot of a drop of 100 feet,

and is about 175 feet below the top of the heiglit. It is thus 300 feet al)ove sea level.

The next (4) is a little lower and i'^ 20 or 30 yards across. It is filled with snow or ice,

and is cpiite definitely rounded, witli a ri>e of 12 feet on the lower (south) side. The

third (3) is 175 feet above sea level and resembles No. 5 ; the next (2) is parallel to

it and 20 feet lower. The lowest is about 120 feet above sea level ; it runs towards
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Vince's Cross lor uluml 200 yards in ii very well dfliiicd course, which is filled with snow

and ice. It has a lo-l'oot ridge on its lower side. At the west end its thalwej^ wrii^j^les

about antl reaches the sea front very close to the hut.

The simplest explanation of these gullies, each ol which is approximately level,

would he to ascribe them to the ploughing and grooving of tiie " Ancient Barrier Ulacier
"

as it ground its way around Hut Point in Pleistocene times. The gullies were altered

by weathering, and so filhnl by snow or ice that it was impossible to obtain any definite

evidence on this point. Another suggestion is that they are ancient "" lateral moats
"

SoA. Level

Fig. 28.—Section througli Contour Gullies around Arrival Heights at Hut Point.

due to water cutting out the rock at the side of the Pleistocene Ross Barrier Glacier.

The successive gutters or gullies mark successive resting places in the dwindling of this

huge sheet. In 1913 I examined many analogous gullies in Yorkshire, where they were

formed at the maximum extension of the barrier ice from the North Sea. The Antarctic

specimens were much smaller, and not quite so level as would seem to be required.

To come to a definite conclusion, it will be necessary to examine tliem in summer,

and I had no opportunity to do so.

The Six Capes Fringing the Wilson Piedmont.

From Cape Bernacclii to Cape Roberts is a distance of about 30 miles (fig. 30).

The coast runs approximately north and south and exhibits very strildngly the increase

in the ice covering to northward. Thus to the south is the remarkable ice-free valley

abandoned by the Taylor Glacier (Plate XXIX). Along the whole 30 miles extends the

Wilson Piedmont Glacier, and it is the relation of this sheet of ice to the projecting

promontories which is now under consideration (see fig. 29).

Cape Bernacchi consists of a well-defined angle of the coast prolonged to the east by

a short reef of gneiss. The whole shore in the vicinity is free from ice—the latter being

nowhere nearer than 4 miles to the point. The strand is about 100 yards wide with a

well defined ice-foot of occasionally half that width. Inland the shore rises rather rapidly

up to 100 feet and then more gradually to the summit (3.000 feet) of the liills to the W'est.
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Thii cape is covered witli u blanket of boulders and gravel varying in size from bbx-ks

several feet across down to silt. They are chiefly of the nature of ground moraine,

but also appear to have been derived largely from underlying outcrops, and few foreign

C&pe Bernacchi.

'M ar-blo C ape .

(2 rnite^ ba-re)

Gnei ss Poi n t
.

( I mile bir-e^

5pi ke Fbirjf"

(A m./e bir-o)

Dun lop R>inr.

( 'A mile biro)

Oape RobcrTs

Kig. 29.— 'J'lio ivn'ssion of tlic Wilson I'ii-dmoiit Gliu-UT on tlio Six (."aiu's lu-twccn

New Ilarhour aiul tiranito lIarl)our. ittli Nov., ISMl.

rocks (kenyte, etc.), are visible. TIkmv is no delinito evidence of old sliore-lines. and cliffs

a,r.' not develojied near this cape. The evidence here ])oints to a period oi e.piilibrnim

of the shore-line.
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MatUe Cape {aoe hg. 2!t)-—This lii-s 3.\ miles to tin- norlii of Cape Bcriuicclii. Tlic

rock is of the same gneissic granite with contorted helts of altered limestone approaching

marble. The glacier lies about 2 miles away to the westward. The point is bounded by

steep cliffs about 100 feet high, which can, however, readily be climbed at several points.

The top is flat and covered with debris. The hinterland slopes gradually to the water

line and is connected to the heatlland by a lower neck.

Gneiss Point has much the same characteristics as Marble Cape. It lies 6 miles

north of Cape Bernacchi. The piedmont glacier is, however, only about one mile from

the extremity of the Cape. The Bay of Sails (7 miles wide) separates this cape from

Spike Point. It is to be noted that crevasses lie just above this bay due to the thrust

of the Wright Glacier on the piedmont glacier. Hence the Bay itself is probably deter-

mined to some extent by the ice drainage 10 miles to the west (see fig. 30).

Spike Point and Dunlop Point are alike in their general shape, though the latter

only projects about I mile beyond the glacier. They rise abruptly from the sea to a

height of about 100 feet, and then more gradually to a flattened summit. The cliffs

seem to indicate deep water, for there is no collection of talus below them. Dunlop

Point, however, is only separated by a narrow strait {h niile wide) from the low triangular

expanse of Durdop Island.

There is no cape between Dunlop Island and Cape Roberts—a distance of 14 miles.

Huge crevasses mark the glacier to the w^est and possibly here (as in the Bay of Sails)

the coast has been to a slight degree hollowed out by the action of the Debenham
(;!lacier in byegone days.

Cape Roberts is 32 miles north of Cape Bernacchi. It is triangular in outline, each

side being about | mile in length. It differs from the preceding capes in being in part

covered with flattened tors of granite (see Plate XXXIX), which open up an interesting

problem in rock plantation. It rises up to 50 feet above sea-level near its extremity,

but a great part is only half that height, wliile a lower col in the middle is covered with

an ice sheet almost continuous with the sea ice (Plate XXXVIII). 1'he glacier front is

about I mile from the end of Cape Roberts, and as in the other capes the ice face slopes

veiy gradually. This implies that the glacier is quite stagnant behind the cape, though as

we have seen in the bays the vertical faces and crevasses imply considerable movement.
This cape is also noteworthy as adjoining a great collecting ground for icebergs,

as noted in an earHer paragraph (see fig. 11).

Cape Geologij lies 10 miles w^est of Cape Roberts. Among the towering cliffs and
glaciers surrounding Granite Harbour, it is noteworthy as being readily accessible, for

it is formed of a strip of low shoreline l mile long. This is about 300 yards wide near our

headquarters, but narrows rapidly to the west, and is prolonged as Botany Bay Beach
to the east. It is covered by granite outcrops wliich exhibit considerable weathering,

The resulting debris differs in its angular nature from that on Cape Roberts, which is

apparently much older and also sub-angular or rounded.

The most noteworthy feature, however, was the presence of clumps of thick moss
between the boulders in the floors of the gullies (see Plate XL). These clumps were
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of the size and .shape of a bun, but occasionally formed more or less continuou>s

patches several feet across. During January there was a considerable drainage of water

along the gullies in the afternoons, and the moss became green on its upper surface.

WILSON PIEDMONT GLACIER

Retreating op Stagnant Face.

Scale 1 SOO 000 or 1 Inch -7 89 Slat, Miles

hjorlh.H.II • ./ .

Fig. ;?0.—Wilson I'lfdmont, sliowing now position of (ihu-ior Tongue and tlic Six Capos

rocontly unoovoroil ((ioosiraiihioal .lournal, Oot., 1911).

In association with I his inoss lived tin- wingless antaivtie insoets (Ciomphocophalus sp.)

which I found there in neeembcr, 1!)11.*

* 8oo Willi SioH 'I'ho Silvor Liniiisi"; [>. 35G. London. IHIO.
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C'llAI'Ki; VII.

KMH'K CLIFFS.

General.—In addition to tlie capes already described, tlie sides of the harbours

and coastal valleys often consisted of long lines of cliff having certain features in conunon.

They Avere from iOO to 1000 feet high, and were composed usually of the massive grey

granite which formed the dominant horizon in the western regions. The most notice-

able feature perhaps was the definite angle at the top of the cliff, which is shown clearly

in the sketch of the Kar Plateau (fig. 31). There was very little smoothing of the edge

such as is characteristic of most lieadlands in temperate regions.

All these cliffs had been capped by thick ice at no far distant date, as is perfectly

obvious from the complete panorama of Couloir Cliffs—3 miles long—shown in Plate

XLI. In fact every stage in the recession could be observed ; for in Avalanche Bay
(to the west of the Couloir Cliffs) there were some wonderful ribbons of glacier ice

hanging over the 150-ft. cliffs and still continuous with the piedmont glacier above and

the ice-sheet below (Plate XLII).

The most interesting feature was that there was practically no sign of planation on

these cliffs (fig. 32). Even where the glacier ribbon is still hanging over the edge

the latter is quite angular and rugged. As we shall see later, these cliffs almost uni-

versally show evidence of sapping and cirque action, and are singularly free from strife,

polished platforms, and other marks of glacial erosion on a true scale.

The chief cliffs examined in some detail, for evidence of planation and erosion

generally were :

—

1. Couloir Cliffs, 3 miles long, 100 to 200 feet high.

2. Discovery Bbiff, 1 mile long, 1650 feet high.

3. Flat Iron Cliffs, 2 miles long, 1000 feet high.

4. Kar Plateau Cliffs, 6 miles long, 1000 feet high.

5. Kukri Hills Cliffs at east end of the range, 3000 feet high.

6. Turk's Head Cliffs, 1 mile long, 500 feet high.

In no case did I see anything resembling the wonderful grooving visible around

buttresses in the European Alps, for instance just south-west of Chiavenna and at Como;
both in the Como Valley. This could hardly be expected in the friable kenytes, etc.,

of Ross Island, but the granite chfEs of Granite Harbour might be expected

to show it, more especially as the recession is so much more recent in the Polar

region.

On the other hand, everywhere these cliffs are characterised by the presence of

numerous " chimneys " and couloirs, both snow-filled and empty. The steep cliffs are
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seamed by numerous wide clefts or gullies—usually unbranched and extending from

top to bottom of the declivity. They widen out somewhat at the top, which usually

contains an infilling of snow or ice, and are choked with debris at the foot. Eight or

ten of these couloirs appear in the panorama of Couloir Cliffs (Plate XLl), where they

are snow-filled and so contrast well with the granite cliffs. 1 climbed up the second

in the series and descended by llic first, and they may be taken as typical of the

region.

There was a poorly defined tide-crack at the foot of the cliffs, and a small delta

of granite deln'is which had slid down the couloir. Huge blocks of red granite were

piled in the couloir with snowdrifts between steep patches of talus hnng at an angle

of about 30°. We could climb up the rocky edges quite easily, and had only to cut

steps in the ice for a short distance near the top.

At the top (200 feet up) was a flat area 300 yards wide forming a shoulder extending

back to the piedmont glacier, and left bare by the recession of the latter. The condition

I I _

''/>,;/''

Fig. 31.—The Cliffs of the Kar i'lateau. Looking West. 8th Dee., 1911.

of this recently exposed " floor " was very interesting (fig. 32) and will be described

later.

At the Discovery Bluft", 2 miles farther west (fig. 34), there was a similar face of

red granite with the same type of couloir. It was not so steep, but the Bluff was 1000

feet in height. These couloirs were wider and tilled with a talus of granite fragments,

mostly from 6 inches to 2 feet in diameter. They lay at the angle of repose, and were

continually dislodged as we climbed up. At the top was a thin tongue of snow and ice.

and the effect of the sun on the dark rock was to produce a considerable amount ot thaw

water. On sunny days some of these couloirs contained quite considoralilo streams,

which carried dow^n a slushy mi.xture of stones, gravel, clay ami snow.

There were four main couloirs on this Bluff all to the east. A thin tongue of snow

reached halfway down, about SOO feet, in the most western, but the others were free

from snow nearly to the top. This was their condition throughout December. liMl,

and Jan\iarv. I!)12; prolialtlv more snow accunuilated during the cooler months. The

western half of tlic iiiiilT. though Imilt ol the same granite and with alnuvst the .s;juie

e.\])osurc (facing north), \s'as rovercd with talus witli no marked drainage by these

couloirs.
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Tw'i) niiles farther to the west were the northern slopes of Mount England, and

here were the six couloirs shown in the sketch. They extended up from the

sea ice to a height of about 100 feet. The snow line was at 800 feet, and above this

the couloirs widened out into a funnel shape. This, to my mind, has an extremely

important bearing on the evolution of cirques, and 1 shall develop this view in the .section

on those features in a futuie memoir. The funnel is apparent in the photograph in

Plate XLIII.

The couloir was V-shaped in section, with its sides covered with rock debris and

sloping to the centre with an angle of 40°. In my opinion it appeared to be cut out

primarily by frost erosion, helped essentially by the presence of thaw water which would

collect in such a favourable locality. The rock here was a somewhat rotten, coarse

variety resembling Shap granite.

There was a consideral)le bulk of water at times in these couloirs, for a large " fan
"

or delta a couple t)f hundred yards across had accuiiuilatcd on the lower .slopes of the

cliffs. The front of this delta seemed to have been truncated by the debris falling into

the sea at a period when the harbour was free from ice.

About 2 miles due west of Cape Geology was the striking headland called the Flat

Iron. Here again the 500-foot cliffs showed the same features, but the couloirs were

very steep and free from snow. They were clustered closely together, and were almost

inaccessible. 1 did not attempt to climb them, but a rough sketch (fig. 33) shows how

serrate were the tops of these granite cliffs.

Hocic caves are most unusual along the coasts of East Antarctica, therefore a descrip

tion of a specimen discovered by Forde in the Couloir Cliffs will be of interest. It is

situated 4 miles east of
u

Cape Geology where the

granite cliffs are 200 feet

high (Plate XLI). The rock

was considerably faulted,

as is evident from the

sketch, and the top of

the cave was about 50

feet above sea ice. 1

climbed up a stco])isli

bank of snow and ice and

found tiiis plugged the

lower 20 feet of opening,

which may, of I'ourse, not

reach to sea level. The cave

proper was at the liack of a

shallow gai) in the granite.

and was 20 feet wide and abmit 30 feet deep. 1 noticed slight bending along the faulr-

jjlanes, but the action of the waves is neces.siry to clear oui the debris from the
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^X^. Four I'ouloir Heads at tlio N.E. corner of the Flat Iron.

Looking West. 7th Jan., 191'J. The cliffs drop .steeply for

.'"lOO ft. The sketcher is seated on the edge of ti>e elilTf.



well-roofed Ciive. This cave, taken toji;etliei' with the small heaih at Cape Gteology

(fig. 27) seems to iiuiicate au elevati<iii of 'M) or 40 feet in (^ranite Hailjoiir in

conipaiatively recent geological times.

The finest example of a talus delta which 1 saw occurs at the eastern

extremity of the Kulcri Hills (fig. 35). Jlere a continuous steep slope of

about 30 has a height of 2,000 feet, and is marked by two large couloirs. The

lower end of one couloir had discharged enough debris to build an endmnkment

about 30 feet liigh and 30 yards long. It projected well beyond the hill slope

and nearly blocked the ice-foot, which was the only track for our sledge between

the rocks and the open sea. Thi& huge mass of debris was, of course, transported

into this position by the action of intermittent streams of thaw water. It was a

notable example of the very considerable amount of water erosion still occurring in

these high latitudes with an average temperature of the warmest month 10' below

freezing point.

'aI

Fig. 35.—A Talus Delta "' below a couloir at the east end of the Kukri Hills.

Looking South. 12th Feb., 1912.

The gully or emjjty couloir above differed in no respect except that of size from

others already described. It can be seen in the photograph of the Kukri slopes

(Plate XLV).
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CHAPTER VITT.

THE ICE-FREE REGIONS.

The presence or absence of an ice (or snow) covering in regions to the south-west of

the Ross Sea was quite unexpected, and indeed the reason is not ver}' dear. Why
should Cape Royds show an area of some 4 square miles of bare rock while Cape Evans,

with the same environment, has less than 1 square mile of outcrop and all the rest of

the coast is glacieriscd ?* Again on the west of MacMurdo Sound (see Plate XLIV) there

are large areas of bare rock alternating with fields of ice. Between Blue Glacier Snout

and Walcott Bay (to the south-west) is an area (25 miles long), 80 square miles in

extent, with no permanent snow or ice mantle. The lower portion of the Taylor Valley

of somewhat the same area (20 miles long and 4 wide) is also free from snow or ice.

The present condition is due to the interaction of several factors. Perhaps the

chief reason is the presence of a considerable thickness of ice remaining from a period

of different conditions of supply. Of this nature are tlie nearly stagnant piedmont

glaciers. But less massive ice mantles are undoubtedly largely controlled by their

aspect with regard to permanent winds. A secondary factor of very great local import-

ance is the angle of slope.

The W'hole region more particularly described, i.e., between latitude 76" 30' S. and

78° 30' S., is undoubtedly one of very shght precipitation as compared with those to

tlie north (and probably to the south also). Two of the largest bare areas (lower Taylor

Valley and northern slope of the Koettlitz Glacier) can only be explained l)y an almost

total absence of snowfall.

The south-east wind may to some extent reseiiil)lt' the Ivisterlies whicli give rise

to the arid west centre of Australia— i.e., they blow from a cooler land area in the east

to a warmer region in the west.

In this portion of Antarctica they Mow Inun the t'old Ice Barrier to the warmer

MacMurdo Sound, and so do not deposit mucli snow. Further north they resemble the

south-east winds of the Queensland coast, which are moisture-bearers. Hence, perhaps,

the decrease in the extent of the rock outcrops to the north of Granite Harbour wliere

the dominant wind blows from water to land.

There luav also be a. s^now-sliadow elYei't. The huge luilk of Mount hiscovery

(!)(»()() teet hijih) ellectually sliiclds tlie Koettlitz (ilacier. and possibly the region north-

ward, from the direct action ol sout!\-ea.st winds.

Aity large masses of ice ii\ this arid belt -such as the Butter Point piedniont

(10 miles wide and ;5 miles iVom hill to sea) are relics of a more favourable aliinent^uion.

* " Glai'ieriseil
" moans still covoioil with glacici-iri'. " lilaciatoil " moans tliat n>lios of aiioiont glaciers

arc abundant and show that it was onoo glaoiorisod.
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These piedmonts are entirely cut oft" from any inland ice supply. Yet even hero there

is considerable snow-piling under favourable circumstances. Thus Shackleton's depot

was 2^ feet below the surface in November, 1911, having been left presumably on the

surface in 1908.

I was not able to detect any marked tendency for slopes facing north to be freer fr<jm

a permanent ice mantle t han those facing south. The mid-day sun does, of course, have

some eftect. Kor instance, early in March I noted that all the morainic piles near Alph Lake

(18 miles south-east of Mount leister) were snow-covered on the south and bare on their

northern sides. No difterence in the contour of the two slopes was apparent, though this

might have been expected as the result of sUghtditt'ereiitial erosion tliiougli long periods.

' C R„^c/-.

Fig. 36.—Rock outcrops behind
Cape Royds.

(Scale of miles.)

Fig. 37.—Discordant drainage into the S.W. of

Ross Sea. The valleys are oriented 14°

North of the normal direction.

—6 = Six capes between New Harbour (N.H.) and
Granite Harbour (G.H.).

7 = Cape Geology.

{Scale of miles.)

A more important case was that of Mount England (Plate XLVII), where the western

face consisted of bare rocky slopes, and the eastern slopes were entirely covered with

snow. Probably here the more strongly marked erosion on the western slopes (whether

by sapping or true planation) had produced a slope too steep for a tliick ice mantle,

so that the controlling factor was the angle of slope.

The effect of the angle of slope is also shown well in the photo of the Discovery
Bluft". Here the glacier mantle spreads out a long tongue where the ridge flattens out

to form Cape Geology, but is absent on the steep slopes to each side (Plate XLVI).
The explanation for the ice-free condition of many circumscribed locaUties such as

Cape Royds and Cape Evans is I think hinted at in the description of the six capes
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along the Wilson I'iiHJniont (p. 2U). Although to the eye the Erebus Glacier like the

Wilson Piedmont appears a uniform sheet of ice, it is really moulded over ridges and

hollows. The moving portions of the ice sheet are largely confined to the hollows—^the

stagnant portions cover the ridges. The capes are therefore the exposed ends

of these subglacial ridges. Debenham's map of the route up Mount Erebus

shows that the ice mantle is wearing tliin over the hidden buttresses of Erebus

(see fig. 36).

Discordant Coast Drainage.

One aspect of the littoral which seems to me of some significance is the angle between

the main glacier valleys and the main trend of the coast-line. In a normal scheme of

drainage the valleys would cut the coast-line at right angles. If we measure the angle

between the Mackay Glacier and the coa.st-line it is 76" and not 90" (fig. 37). The

Debenliam, Wright, Taylor and Ferrar outlet glaciers are all oriented 14' away from

the normal direction.

Fig. 38.—The outlet of the Taylor Trog-tnl into New Harbour, showing the diagonal

streams draining tho ice-free thalweg.

(Scale of miles.)

Several explanations are possible to account for this discordant drainage. The coast-

line may be due to a fault running obliquely across an older drainage system. It is certam

that these parallel valleys do not represent the erosion of softer beds in the .serie-s—as is

the case in the Kerry promontories in Ireland, for t!\o rocks consist essentially of three

horizontal layers of eruptive rocks, wliich wore apparently contimious througiiour.

I incline to the belief that ptnliaps here wo soo an otfoct of the agelong action

of the midday sun. As I shall describe later, tho drainage stn?ams* cnvssing the

surface of the groat glaciers, as well as tho.se draining tho dry valley below the

* If the ntap of the Knettlitz Ulaeier (tig. 0".) be examined, the str»>anis on it.< !«urfaco (Wtweon the

ice ,.ronioiitories) are all seen to run diagonally, i.e.. to the north. This is due in part to the .sun etching

back the uullies, away from it.s niicUlay j>o,sition.
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Taylor Cllacior, all have a docided tendency to run iliafjotmlly towards the north, instead

of along the glaciers to the east (tig. 38). This perhaps is due to the greater power of

the sun when in the north. Is it not possible that somewhat similar action in the past

has determined this repeated twist of the valley axes in the same sense ?

Tsing the diagram in fig. 38 to illustrate this possibility in the most general way,

we may lay down the coast-line as C D. Then the normal drainage would be along N O

{i.e., 90°). But the solar effect gives ri.se to a component 8 T (parallel to the streams

actually observed in the valley below the Taylor Glacier). Hence we may expect a

resultant V for the actual glacial valley, due to a combination of the forces })roducing

the normal valley (N 0) with those producing the thaw-water streams (S T ( )).

Lmtd Surface.

After considerable experience in many of the temperate glaciated regions 1 expected

to find in Antarctica that the planation eftect of glaciation would be even more apparent.

The bare polished platforms of Yosemite, the rocJies moulonnees of Wales, the great

lateral moraines of Ivrea and terminals of New Zealand—these far surpass anything of

the same sort which I examined in Antarctica. As has been already recorded, there were

mniierous ice-free regions where such e\idence might reasonably have been expected

—

but it was not present.

Ordinary rocky outcrops showing little glacial erosion, frost-riven ridges and cliffs

large areas covered with " rock-meal," tessellated areas due to solifluction—these were

common. Striated or polished pavements were rare and the examples could almost

be counted on one hand. On the other hand, a layer of gTound moraine very usually

covered the valley floors. This was much thimier than I had expected, for rock outcrops

often enabled one to measure its depth.

I remember no instance of the cliffs at the sides of the valley showing striae or polLsh

;

in fact I only saw one striated block during the whole of the first simuners' observation

—a period of four months during whicli I travelled all round MacIMurdo Sound !

Striae on boulders were fairly conmion in the Granite Harbour region wliicli we

explored in the second summer.

Frost and WimJ Action.

One of the most interesting observations I made was the prevalence of what I call

' rock meal '' on the eastern (and to a less extent on the western) side of the Sound.

All the rocks to the east belonged to the kenytes or basic lavas, and these weathered

into a sort of gravel about the size of peas. It was very noticeable on Cape Evans and on

Tent Island, where it formed the beaches and broad-bottomed gullies occurring on both

localities (Plate XLVIII).

The rock-meal acts as a protective agent to the less weathered blocks lieneath

the surface. This is seen in the small section cut by the streamlet from Skua Lake

(Plate XLIX). The disintegration of the kenyte is clearly shown in the boulders in

the foreground, while the uniform mantle of gravel is apparent on the right at the back.
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Fig. 39.—Weathered granite boulder (8 in. across)

showing rapid erosion where unprotected by soil.

S.E. of Ferrar Snout. 28th Jan., 1911.

.Sometimes the jMcjtective power of tlie ;^Tavel Ijlaukx-t was well shown in the case of

rounded granite boulders. One wliirh I |)i(ked up near the Herbertson Glacier was a

very good example, and is sketched

in fig. 39. Captain .Scott noted

other similar specimens at l)iiiil(i|)

Island ; and indeed they are n^i

rare if the lialf-buried boulders be

excavated from the frozen soil.

On larger boulders the frost

action depends on the character

of the rock. Granites and solid

kenytes have a tendency to flalce

—

some layers a foot across and no thicker than cardboard being obtained from the

Ramp at Cape Evans. .Some blocks 3 feet in diameter were found to be .split

comparatively recently, and oiie such is photographed in Plate L.

A later stage in weathering is shown in the small pimiacled rock (2 feet high) in

which the wind and frost action combined have drilled three holes (1,2, 3) right through

the rock (Plate LI). The sun's heat acting on the dark rock is sufficient to melt away

many of the small patches of snow. This water is available for frost work as soon

as the sun has moved sutticiently for the spot to be in shadow. During, summer, therefore

there is an enormous amount of fi-ost-splitting. A heterogeneous rock like kenyte lends

itself especially well to this action. A specimen of English flint (sent downii for the

])urpose) was exposed close to this particular rock, but no evidence of frost action was

apparent during the first winter, when I had it under observation. Proliably the snow

had no lodgement on its smooth surface, while its light yellow colour would not abx.rb

heat so readily as in the case of the black kenyte.

At Cape Koyds a good example (Plate iilV) had been pierced by the wind, and in

the cavity a granite erratic was lying. Around this specimen the gravel had been blown

away by the wind eddies, just as occurr.'d wit li snow t o t he windward of any obstruction.

In many cases it is difficult to decide whii'h factor has played the thief part in

erosion. One such example is shown in tlie photograph of Turk's Head Clitfs (Plate \A).

Here the jagged appearance of these pillars—which are at the top of clitTs 4(>() feet high

—

certainlv points to tli(> action of frost upon the basic rocks. The couloirs lietween (of

which four arc present in the short distiiiu-e photographed) are ])robably <lue in part

to thaw-water action. The riilge of gravel and snow behind the central pillar is indu-

bitably wind-formed. In fact, the only inii)t)rtant agent not involvetl would seem lo

be 1 hat of glacier ice ! Yd t htM(> is lit 1 1(> doubt t hat glaciers covered the whole of Turk's

Head (Plate XXIX), for erratics ar(> common at the same height on Tent Island -

onlv 4 miles to t he west.

Tli(> (lilTs at the root of Turk's Head Promontory are especially interesting, as

showing the fccl)lc ert)sion elfcctcd by glaciers of modt>rate size. The coast just north

of Turk's Head consists of a stcej) rocky slope lr,0 fe.>t hii:li. It slopes at about 'MV
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and consists of rock outcrops and talus. Tlie rock is particularly rugged and piniuulfs

occur up to 30 feet in length. All these rugosities may he diu' to frost action suhsequent

to the covering of the slope by the big glacier—whicii now just reaches to the

to]) of the slope (fig. 40).

Hut my observations at

Devils liidge (to be dis-

custrcd later) make me

doubt whether a glacier a

hundred feet thick would

plane off these rugoj^ities.

A sketch of a very

striking example of these

pinnacles—about 30 feet

high—is shown in fig. 41,

and this relation of rock

to ice is shown somewhat

diagrammatically in the

section in fig. 40. The

main Erebus glacier is seen

to have retreated about

100 feet above the rock pinnacles. The intervening distance is filled with a

glacieret, probably largely due to consolidated snow-drift, but also perhaps preserving

Fig. 40.—Sketch section showing relation ot Kock ami U

Turk's Head sloi^es (about .500 ft. high).

Fig. 41.—30-ft. Rock Pinnacle left in rear of Erebus Glacier on its retreat, Turk's Head.

some of the original Erebus glacier in its old position. At any rate, the glacieret now

occupies the bed of the old glacier and the pinnacles project boldly right in the path

of the latter.
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These pinnacles were inaccessihle, l)iit I estimate their height as about 30 feet.

They were probahh coinjjosed of kenyte. whicli was the most abundant rock in the

vicinity. They strengtlien my opinion that ghiciers—even several hundred feet thick—
have very little eft'ect on the outcrop beneath their soles.

The best examples of wind erosion which I saw were in the low granite cliffs just

Ijehind Cape Geology at Granite Harljour. This is well shown in fig. 103, and should

be compared with the photograph of the same granite outcrop a hundred yards

nearer the sea in Plate XIj.

Here the two most potent factors of erosion, wind and frost action, as affecting the

same outcro]) can be studied together. No channelling, grooving, gouging or planatiou

by ice was noted by me in Antarctica which compared in importance with this frost

and wind action.

(Hackd Debris.

The distri])ution of the material exposed by the recession of the great glaciers was

luitui-ally of great interest, es-

pecially as no post-glacial sorting

by rain or streams had usually

occurred. In general the debris

consisted of every variety of rock,

from boulders 6 feet across down

to the finest silt. There was some

tendency for a grouping to occur

so that patches of coarser material

would lie near patches of silts,

but no very definite grading

was apparent, apart from a few

obvious stream deposits where the

main drainage was still taking

place.

Near the edges of tlie great

glaciers, however, some sorting

is apparent, such as I have de-

scribed on the slopes of the lower

Ferrar Glacier (fig. 4'2). Just

below the snout of tlie Taylor

Glacier I noted the following

characters in the rod: blanket

:

" I sat down in the lee of a huge

granite erratic ;iliout ;{ miles east

of .\lcove Camp. Here are steep

slopes strewn with angular fragnuMits, niostly 1 to 'J incln-s across, of black olivine

l)usalt. of tirev siranite. of fawn <nanite with much black mineral, of felsite with

I
R'dd'

Fig. 12. Skotili \\\\\y of travorsi- across soutlioni half of

Kirrar (Jlaoior Snout, sliowinj; .sianty luoniinc ami

cliaractor of vallov slojx'. 'J8tli .Ian.. I'.U I.
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lioinblonde laths and zoned felspars." The granite boulders were frost-weathered,

especially where not protected l)y the silt, many flakes being produced. 'J'lie basalts

were formed into '" dreikanter." This slope is photographed in the view of the lateral

moat, Plate LXXll.

At times, however, there was evidence of sonic design in the debris biaidcet. wiiicli

could only have originated as a rock-flow ])rii(luct. Thus on atypical ancient glacier finor

on Flat-iron (Plate LVTTT) the debris consisted of large flags of granite (about (i feet long,

3 feet wide and 1 foot deep) which were ai'ranged into a rude pavement. Then would

occur a belt of debris in which small gravel largely predominated, and then another area

of granite slabs. This occurrence was on a gently sloping granite foundation, and I

believe that the constituents of the debris had become sorted during a slight flow of

the whole down the slope ; though I am not clear as to the mechanism of the process.

Most of tile del)ris involved was derived from the underlying rock, and it is possible

that " plucking " by the iMackay (ilacier (now receded
I
mile and stagnant) had jiroduccd

this sheet of waste.

On Gondola Kidge, 8 miles west of the Flat Iron, was another of these rock waste

areas marked by an attempt at regularity (A in fig. 43). My notes read :

" I took the

theodolite up to the north end of the ridge and crossed a small upland valley. This

was nearly flat and consisted of patches of smooth silt, separated b}' hollows paved

with sUtless blocks. The whole surface looked like that of a mattress. This is cpieer,

for if the silt is waterlaid, why were not the holes filled also ?
" Perhaps it had drained

away, or perhaps the holes were blocked by ice which has thawed since.

Just to the side of this were " wonderful roches moulonnees, but so split l)v the

frost that they looked as if they had been shaken down hill by a landslide."

I record these examples here because I believe them to be due to frost-splitting

combined with the gravitational effect on a semi-plastic blanket of ice-cemented waste.

My experience of glacier " plucking " has been small, and at the Devil's Eidge this

same large glacier is unable to remove a small ridge of rock (see fig. 143, p. 150). Hence

I am loath to ascribe these features to " jDlucking," especially as most of the indications

in Antarctica point to over-riding rather than to planation.

In the Taylor Trog-tal the blanlvct of waste exhibited certain interesting features.

Just west of the Suess Glacier snout the flat floor of the defile resembled a Roman
mosaic. It consisted of closely packed flakes of rock laid down absolutely flat. This

I take to be largely the result of wind action in distributing the frost flakes into which

the large boulders are disintegrated.

To another structure in the same region I gave the name " sheep tracks

"

They consist of a clear track of smooth sUt, quite regularly about 2 feet wide

and bordered by a continuous row of large stones, often 2 feet in diameter. These
' tracks " led in various directions, some going east and so giving us an easier route

amid the tumbled debris. I have no explanation to offer for these tracks save that

they are akin to rock-flow and soil-flow structures (see B in fig. 43).

In addition to the crumbling of rocks into a fine gravel or meal there were many
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other tliaracteristic types of weathering noticed. 'I'hu.s one ria.s.s of kenyte debris

consisted of a series of spindle-sliaped fragments about G inches long. Small heaps

of tliese marking the breaking down of a .single boulder were noted behind Cape Bame,

Cape Evans and at Mount Suess. (See 3 in Plate LIX.)

Other rocks such as the Beacoii Sandstone at iMount Suess were difierently affected by

frost erosion. Thus boulders of this sandstone quite often weathered in the fashion of a

decayed molar tooth, one side being hoUowetl into a rough cup, framed in three cuspts.

(Plate LX.)

Another curious set of specimens coiLsisted of mottled .sandstone which had

weathered into ovoids. These latter were the shape and size of eggs of Skua gulls and

resembled them in colour also. (Plate LXl.)

Tesselatio)t,s. (Plate LXll.)

In many regions around MacMurdo Sound we observed that areas of the ground

were characterised by a peculiar polygonal structure. One of the most typical areas

was found near the Oap at Hut Point. Here the ground was free from snow covering

and in my notebook 1 wrote that it had all the appearance of having been " rolled by

a steam-roller, with runnels

at intervals." The basaltic

rock debris consisted of

angular fragments of all

sizes below a foot in dia-

meter, a great deal being

in tlie form of fine rock

gravel. This layer extended

across the Gap and some

slight distance up Crater

Heights and Observation

Hill. The lowest portion

contained a few small tarns

about a foot in depth, and

the " tesselations
""

also

appeared in the floors of

these tarns (C in fig. 43).

The tesselations were

polygonal areas of the

gravel marked off by

runnels some S inclirs in

depth (Plate LI 1 1). The

ureas varied (•onsideral)ly in diameter, but were generally from 12 to 30 feet aera>i.s
;

they were uu)st often irregular pentagons and he.\agons, and fitted into each other, forming
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A—sketch soetiou of K<>ck Hoor on iJoiulola KMuv.

U.—Skctrli («n<l sw-otion) of ••Shoi'p trsoks." Tsylor Vsll.-y.
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a very cuarso mosaic. When, as luit inlicunciitly liaji|ifnc(l. the siiuw drifted into the

ninnols the resemblance to a Hoor of Roman mosaic was quite stiiiving (Plate JjXIl).

Some o(»() feet above the (lap on Crater Heights the same sui-face structure is

apparent. On (irst viewing tiiese polygons they recalled the nifiliod in wiiich

clay cracks when dried i)y the sun; while columnar basalt and tiie polygonal

fractures of the ice in CJlacier Tongue were discussed at the time. I am of the

opinion that all these phenomena have points in common. The direction of the

cracks in awh case consists of three lines radiating from a point, and this is one

of the simplest manners in wiiicli any sheet of strained material can yield to

stresses. In the case in point it is known that the tesselations always occur in a

sheet of semiplastic gravel, which has been waterlogged but is generally in a frozen

condition. Some slight movement under the pull of gravity tends to shift the whole

mass to lower ground, so that the more or less coherent " blanket " is ail'ected

throughout its extent, even in portions which may be covering a slight local depression

where the layer miglit be expected to be stable. However, the phenomena of soil-flow

or solifluction are not yet fully understood. In some of the small thaw lakes the

polygons occurred under water, though probably the soil still remamed frozen—for the

water when seen (January 26, 1911) was almost at freezing point.

The second example I oJiserved was on the north side of the I^'errar (Jlacior under

Senthiel I'oak. Here the glacier makes a bend round the peak, and on the western side of

the angle there was a great bank of lateral moraine about a mile long and 1000 feet

high. All this mass of debris showed the same tesselations as described previously.

In the Taylor Trog-tal just west of the Suess Glacier, and in the defile itself, was

another series of tesselations, and they were common among the moraine gravels of

the shore of Lake Chad, a mile to the east.

Here Seaman Evans made an original contribution to science. While the other

members of tlie party were busy examining rocks and glaciers, he laboriously excavated

a " tesselation " gutter and found that the crack at the base of the gutter penetrated

13 inches into the frozen gravel (see C in fig. 43). The gutters bounding the polygons

were, as usual, about 3 inches wide and were free from stones. The latter were piled

at the sides. It would seem as if in the contraction of the frozen soU, which I believe

to be the reason for the tesselations, the stones are marshalled along the margins

through being abstracted from the gutter plane, which ecomes partially filled with

finer debris.

A fine series of tesselations occurred just below the snout of the Davis Glacier

(under Mount Lister). These are shown in the photograph (Plate LXVIII), where the

snow in the gutters very sharply defines the individual polygons. They had the

customary width, varying from 12 to 30 feet.

Water Erosion.

General.—Realising that the average temperature at Headquarters was 0" F. one

would hardly expect to observe much true water erosion. Surprise at its presence is
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)o interesting.

,1"

At

increased when one learns that the average air temperature for the hottest months is

(December and January) only 22^ F. or 10° below the freezing point of water !

Yet for three or four months in the year there are many streamlets which trickle

almost continuously in spite of the low temperatures. This is due to two factors.

First there is the large amount of dark rock, which absorbs solar radiation readily

and therefore occasionally becomes quite warm. This can be understood when it is

reahsed that the black bulb thermometer occasionally registers +154" F. (as on

December 21st, 1912). Secondly, the sun is visible day and night throughout the

summer months, so that (neglecting the atmosphere) the south receives more solar

Jieat on December 21st than does any other region in any day of the year. (Equator

0-94 units, South Pole 1-28 units.)

Some dates dealing with the return of the sun's heat may

Cape Evans the sun begins to dip

at night in mid-March, with the

result that a striking decrease in

temperature occurs. It vanishes

altogether on April 22nd, and

reappears on August 22nd, but

for some time is so low on the

horizon, rolling along like a big

yellow footbalL that it has little

power.

On September 17th, 1911,

films of snow melted (wth an air

temperature of 2° F.) on the

kenyt.e boulders owing to the

bright sun ; and on November

2nd a considerable fall of water

an inch deep down the black

crags at High Cliffs gladdened

our eyes. These dates of thaw

are only for one year, but are

probably somewhere about, the

average for the latitude 77" 40' S.

As regards occurrences of

flowing water, probably the most

.striking was the waterfall below

Skua Jjake (Cape Evans) shown

in the pliotogra]))) (Plate XMX).
Tliis was taken in niid-.lanuarv,

1911, but next year nothing of the kind *HTurred. The small estuary when

stream entered North Bay is shown in the photo (Plate LXIH).
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'I'lic hirgi'st l)ulk III fri'sli wutcr was the Alpli llivcr, wliicli \vc loiiiid to be flowing

strongly tis late as .March loth, with air teinpeiatiues as low as —15" F. It was

25 miles long, antl had a varied course, especially in its upper reaches (sec map,

lig. 44).

The north-west side of the Koettlitz Glacier near Heald Island was fringed with

very extensive moraines which will he described in some detail later. These in places

covered large masses of solid ice of which faces from 20 to 50 feet high were visible.

Near the point on the map some of these buried ice masses had caves opening into

them. From such caves and from the adjacent moraine the Alph River derived its

lieadwaters. These caves had beautiful crystals of ice over the roof (about 2 inches

long) which are figured in " Scott's Last Expedition." There were also brown icicles

5:r-„„T7^/-e -c^r-K^^^P^-- '"''''^'

Fig. 15.—Sketch plan of the upper five miles of the Alph River. Showing the ice caves,

lake, sub-moraLaic channel, meander, ice-cliffs, &c. 27th Feb., 1911.

and stalagmites closely resembUng those in limestone caverns. The water was deep

hereabouts, for I went into the creek twice up to the thigh, brealdng through the thin

crust of ice.

Some 3 miles from its source the creek was flowing in a gorge cut in the moraine

about 80 feet deep, with low terraces in the wider portions. The creek here separated

the lower lateral moraines from the tesselated shore moraine. It then opened out into

a large lake (Plate LXIV and fig. 46), | mile long and nearly \ mile wide. This

was surrounded by steep moraine slopes as shown in my sketch (fig. 45).

At the eastern end of the lake the water was about 3 feet deep below the ice. It

then flowed under great blocks of ice and moraine, which had in some cases fallen into

the narrow gorge, but in other portions had been tunnelled by the relatively warm
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water. The old ice was exposed at several points along the creek hereabouts and was

of a lovely sodalite Mue, while brown stalactites, like barley-sugar, hung from the

moraine and owed their colour to the enclosed silt. The water wa.s flowing wth a

musical gurgle, and was here quite open to the air, though the edges of the stream

were fringed with a lacework of ice.

About a mile Ijelow the lake the valley opened anrl a Ijeautiful example of a

meander and cut-off was observed in the heart of Antarctica. (Sae fig. 48.) The
cut-olf was 30 feet wide at the thalweg, but onl\' 2 feet wde consisted of the strongly

flowing stream, whicli was here I inch deep. 'J'he meander was a foot or two higher

than the cut-off and was quite dry. The silt crescent enclosed was nearly eroded to

Old
liirty

r,^»

Fif;. 17.—Tlu' oxit of Ali)li Hivcv from .Vl|ili Lako showing when- it commeiieos to tuuiiol tiie moraines.

the level of the meumU-r. Kvidcncc of another (small cut-off can be .><een in the sketch

just to the west of the layev. The moraine liere was nearly level and the gully was

incised about 80 feet into it.

A hundred yards farther down strciim the right (western) bank of the gidly

consisted of almost vertical ice elilfs as siiown in the photogra]ih (Plate LXIV). This

exposure certainly leads one to the conclusion that a great deal of this belt of moraine

—which was \ mile wiih\ 100 f(>et high and !• miles long -was mtMvly very ancient

ice covered with layers of silt and nu)iaine.

From these ice cliffs the stream passed through moraines witli oO-foot walls, to

a small circular lake. Here it di.sajipeared under the iie. just, where the Ko.'ttlitf.

Glacier l)utted into the moraine deltris (I'late li.W'l).

The water draiiieil under the ice along the edge of the Kwttlit/ Glacier for

20 miles. Just west of owx cam]) this ice was cracked, and two small eildying poi>ls

appeared where the water w,'ll(Mt u]) strongly. A little lower at Terminus Camp itself

we broke t.hromzii 1 foot nl the coviMing ii'e and obtained fresh watvr for our moals.





Temperaturps now fell to ~lo^ at night, so tliat tliis wator was flowing beaeatli ii6

cover of ice at air temperatures 47^ below freezing point (fig. 49).

The stream was now of considerable size, and was used by seals as a convenient

route from the sea. By its help they penetrated 20 miles inland, and they emerged

by holes, which they had butted and lasped out of the ice cover, at many places along

the stream.

The watercourse was .sometimes visible through the ice below our sledges as we

marched along over the ice cover, here about 1 foot thick. Dull green algae wth thalli

1 inch or more across could be seen moving in the water.

Lower down, just west of the Garwood Valley, the " Avenue "'
of smooth ice

covering the Alph River was greatly dissected by surface thaw waters, which had cut

into the ice to a depth of 2 feet. A cross-section would be something of the nature of

the sketch in fig. 49.

Here the level belt between the Stonehenge pinnacle and the rocky slopes was

about 100 yards wide. There were several parallel thaw channels, but we preferred to

Fig. 49.—Sketch section of the smooth belt of thaw water channels fringing the north-west side of the
Koettlitz Glacier. (Not to scale.) Off the Garwood Glacier Valley. 3rd March, 1911.

sledge on the ice " tables " between. The tables were cut across by smaller chaimels

connecting the main channels. Under all this flowed the Alph River, but we had no

means of ascertaining the size and sliapo of its channel, which is indicated in

fig. 49.

About (5 miles from the open sea it probably entered sub-glacial salt water. We
were camped here for lunch when an uprush of water through the ice cover

(presumably due to a high tide meeting the river water) flooded our CAmp sit-e to

the depth of a foot.

Just at Cape Chocolate near our tlopot there was a strong stream flowuig between

the old glacier ice and the shore. This was about 30 feet across and wjvs covered by

ice in places. Seals swam in it continuously, ami I have no doubt that this is the outlet

of the drainage of the region, and is in fact the mouth of .\lph River. Here the water

was several feet deep, with a strong current, but we wore not able to make ol>scr\-a-

tions as to the effect of tides, etc.. for wo wore only in the vicinity for a few

hours.
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The iiHKst usual cvidiMK cs nl water erosion were, however, the miiuerous gullies

lut into the various weatJiered rocky coasts (Plate LXVII). Cape Evans, Tent Island

and the bare shores on the western side of the Sound all showed that water had

everywhere played its part in adding wrinkles to the face of nature.

Most of these gullies were about ^ mile long, and had the normal prolile of a

juvenile stream. On Tent Island they were specially conmion, and 1 obtained two

stereographs which illustrate their character better than any amount of description.

The zig-zag type of the valley—so characteristic of water erosion—is especially dear

in St. Plate VI. Here also the delta of silt and gravel can be seen lower down just before

the creek ends at the sea ice. There is no great accunmlation of snow on this island.

In fact, I saw no drifts which liad advanced to the stage of glacierets. But the heads

of the gullies often took the form of cirque hollo\vs (fig. 50), and the water was

largely produced by the melting of snow banks and probably accompanied by nivation.

Fi". .50.—Incipient cirque gully and gravel ridge on western side of Tent Island, lltli Oct.. 1911.

I w^as not able to visit these gullies during the summer, the photographs (St. Plate VII)

being taken early in October before any great amount of thaw had occurred.

Some distant sketches made as the ship was coasting Cape Bird (Ross Island)

show that the rocky slopes here offer good opportunities for the study of water erosion

(fig. 24). So far, however, no geologist has landed, but these rough sketches may

serve to draw attention to this unexplored region.

On Cape Evans there were several gullies of which the stereograph (St. Plate \)

illustrates the chief. It is shown in map 45 as the head of the creek supplying Skua

Lake. It is largely occupied with a glacieret, but the little pools (frozen in November)

show that considerable supplies of water run down the gully in summer. This is

obvious also from the amount discharged from Skua Lake (Plate XLXIX).

In the Trog-tal below the Taylor Glacier the waters dramed into Lake Bonney,

not only from the upper region of the Taylor Glacier but also from the moraine heaps

filling the lower portion of the valley. Some of these streams had cut gullies 20 to
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30 feet deep and were of a very juvenile character. The sketch in fig. 51 illustrates

the comparatively large delta formed by one such stream at the north end of Lake

Bonney. The heap of water-moved debris was 30 feet across and 20 feet high.

One of the chief stream valleys I noted in the Antarctic was that draining the

Davis Glacier just east of Mount Lister. The distance from the snout of the glacier

to the coast was about miles. There was no toriuiiial nioiaine at the snout, but a

silt tongue some 10 feet high and

20 feet broad. The valley was a

broad catenary about ll utiles

wide for 3 miles from tlic snout

(Plate LXVMI). The central

portion was flat and covered with

graded silt, there being no definite

chamiel. Then came a small

silted lake about 210 yards long (of

the kind to which Seaman Evans gave the graphic name of "' football fields "). Below

this the creek was shut in between terraces 10 feet high. At 4 miles a tributarj- joined

it from the north, and the terraces were about 50 feet high. Here a large area of the

stream lied was occupied by a sheet of ice about 4 feet thick and several himdred yards

wide througli which the stream has cut a narrow channel (flg. 53) like a crevasse. The

ice sheet is undercut 40 feet at the side. At 5 miles there was a broader thalweg with

Fig. .^)l. -Water-cut gully at north end of Lake Bonnev.

4th Feb., 1911.

Fip. .52. • Form Lines " of Sill T.-rrnees at mouth of Davis Cr.vk. IKlli Feh., 1;<11.

lower (orraces. and all rock in sifn was buried in moraino. The last mile was through

a winding gorge (50 feet wide and 2l)0 yards across at toj)) with rounded boulders over

a loot in diameter, occupying the bed of the rapidly descending stream.

'I'hc whoh' d(\-^c(Mit was almut KHXi toot, the stee]u>st slo]>e lieiug in the last
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Very interesting t'eatures occurred at the uutlel ot the .streuiii into Davis Bay.

They are shown approximately to scale in fig. 52. The creek has cut a gorge 100 feet

deep through the coastal moraine and re-distributed the debris in the form of a flat

delta a.l)out A mile wide and 5 feet above the sea ice. On tlie top of this delta at each

Fig. 53.—Water-cut crevasse in ice filling lower Davis
Valley. 19tli Feb., 1911.

side is a tongue of coarser material some 25 or 30 feet high. These are probably relics

of an older delta of less extent laterally. The sharp edges and level surface of the

5-foot delta indicate that the silt was probably laid down in a pool of water. This

may have been due to the Koettlitz Glacier having dammed the mouth of the Davis

Valley at some earlier date. Many of the terraces noted higher up the Davis Valley

Rlrolo 'Mkdrd.no Piotn^

i

Flesso Pn^to Li^yor^o

Fig. 54.—Block diagrams illustrating the basins, gorges and rlegel in the Yal Ticiuo bi'low

Saint Gothard. (Cf. Taylor Valley, Antarctica.)

were also bounded by notably clean-cut edges, looking as if they had been formed

only a few weeks previously. These also may represent debris laid do'W'n on lake

shores in still water, for some such condition is necessary to account for their regu-

larity and shape.
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CHAPTER TX.

RIEGEL.

These are probably tlie most striking features in the Swiss glacial valleys—as for

instance at Prato in Val Ticino and Mesocco in the Val Mesoccio (fig. 54). A great

trough several miles wide and 3000 feet deep suddenly contracts into a narrow defile

a few hundred yards wide. This had

been cut through a solid l)anier across

the valley often 2000 feet above the

general level. Such are the Swiss riegel

whicli I had an opportunity of examining

during the years 1907-1910. It was as

unexpected as it was interesting to meet

with exactly similar features in 77° South

latitude in the Taylor Trog-tal. So far

as I am aware, no others have been

described in Antarctica.

In my previous paper in the Geo-

graphical Journal (p. 561 et al.) I gave an

explanation of these features in terms of

the ' Palimpsest theory " (fig. 55).

Briefly, I suggested that these long

glacial trough-valleys (or trog-taler) were

often superimposed upon earlier cirque

recession valleys. I described the series

of such valleys along the llo\'al Societ}'

Range which seem to me to lead em-

phatically to the conclusion. The cirque

heads are the " steps " of the Swiss

valleys (as at Maloja) and the riegel

originate similarly, but under special

circumstances of glacier recession. 1

shall dcscrilx" this process in Part 11 :

but liriclly if an luitict glacier is

stationary for a long pcritHl al one point it eats its way dowji into its bod in much

the same way as docs a ( iique glacier. Thus by a long continued freoze-and-tliaw

effect combined with cxtromcly slow uHOssion-both acting on cirque valleys of a

Fij;. bi).—The " Paliiiipgcst " Theory of Eioaioii.

(Jonoralised sketch sections across the Western

Littoral.

I.—Early erosion like tliat shown l._v tlir WiUo'tl

Glacier. 77'' 10.

II.—Headnanl rnwion produoinp a •• nveasion " valley

—shown by Diivis tUnoior. 7S .

III.— riateitu loo ovonvhelnunp the cwm (cirque)

glaciers, iiivin); profile like the Kerrar (ilacier.

70 40'.

I\'. - I'rononnocil erosion bv •• frce7.e-»n<l-th«n " «.«

shown in the TiivlorVallev. 77 :<0 .
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previous cycle— Wf liiux* ail the factors necessaiy tu |)I(r1u(c the Swiss riegel and also

the riegel in the Antarctic (lig. 55).

The Bonney l^iogel lies I mile east of the snout of tlie Taylor Glacier (fig. 56). Its

general character can ho seen from the photograph of the northern end (Plate LXIX).
It was 500 feet high and about ^ inile long and was composed of hiotite granite. The
top of the riegel was rounded and fairly free from del)ris. The eastern (down-valley side)

is seen in Plate LXIX to he precipitous with jagged contours, in strong contrast to the

gentle slope and rounded outline of the upper (western) side. I slid down a rock

chimney and descended the sand talus slope seen in the photograph. At the foot

was a channel uniting the two portions of Lake Bonney. (See fig. 5(5.)

The granite composing the riegel was rich in biotite and contained dykes of a dai'k

fine-grained rock resembling basalt. The latter ran up and dow ii the valley and near the

theodolite station there were four of these dykes al)(>ut 10 feet a])ait. Fragments of

Fig. 56.—Plan and section of Taylor Trog-tal showing two riegel.

(Scale of miles.)

limestone and an erratic of pyroxene-rock about 4 feet high occurred on the ridge. The
slope to the east was 38°, while to the west it was 12'' only (Plate LXX).

The Nussbaum Riegel was much larger and more complex in structure (fig. 56).

From the west it appeared like a huge bar (as shown in fig. 57), almost fillmg

the southern portion of the valley up to a height of 3000 feet. On approaching
nearer a defile could l)e seen on the northern side opening between two bluffs

each 1000 feet high and only about 800 yards apart. This defile was about

3 miles long and had approximately parallel sides (see fig. 56). The walls

of the defile on the north rertched almost uniformly to a height of 4000 or 5000 feet,

except where the Suess (tributary) glacier entered and this latter had eroded a

gap, through which it descended steeply. This cliff glacier almost completely blocked
the defile.
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Tu plan the Nus.sl)aiuii Riegel is composite, heing sliaped like a hoisesli*^' with the

opening to the east (see fig. 56). The highe.st point of the " horseshoe " is about

3000 feet, and it faces up the valley to the west. There is a steep .slope here of about

30° down to the basin of Lake Bonney. On the east the slope is very gentle between

the two " limbs " of the " horseshoe." To the northern " limb '"
of the riegel I gave

the name Andrews Kidge. It diminished from 2000 feet in the west to the bed of the.

valley at the Canada Glacier.

It will be seen that a cross-section of the valley at Lake Chad (shown dotted in

fig. 57) shows the defile as a broad V-shaped valley ;
while to the south is a broad

U-shaped valley at a higher level.

Fig. .57.—Cross section of Taylor Trog-tal at Nussbaum Riegel (3000 ft.) The solid black catenary

curve is above {i.e., west of) the riegel ; the dotted curve, the crest, is abreast of Lake Chad. See

plan Fig. -56.

The riegel consisted chiefly of varieties of red gneissic granite, some containing

large felspars, others being fine-grained. There were also included belts of schists

together with slate and limestone, both highly metamorphosed.

The strike of these belts was approximately south-east and north-west. I.e.. across

the direction of the valley and the dip 65 -\

Large erratics occurred at intervals— one of which, 6 feet high and composed of

" Shap " granite, is shown

"^'""l"'*"
in tig. 58. A few erratics

~~
of kenyte also occurred here.

We found kenyte in the

Koettlitz side valleys also

—though no outcrops are

known in the western moun-

tains, which would imply

that the southern ico had at

some poriixi invaded the

Tavlor ^allev.

,_^-^^-r^<.^'4t^ _.

Fig. 58.—Erratic of " Shap " Granite on Andrews Ridgo,

hollowed by wiiul into a cave. The figure sitting at W.
gives the size.



CHAPTER X.

LAKES.

In any region ol the woikl lakes are features of interest. Tliey ahvay.s indicate

interruptions in normal drainage and often supply the best evidence as to the reason

for changes in the normal cycle.

In Antarctica, lakes occurred in land-locked basins, in glacier ice, and also in areas,

where both land and ice were involved.

The most connnon type of lake was akin to those which are so frequent in Northern

Europe and Canada. They are merely hollows in the great mantle of ground moraine.

Many of these occurred in the moraine along the north-west coast of the Koettlitz Glacier

and they often had a linear form, due to the parallel ridges of the lateral moraine {e.g., near

Terminus Camp). Many others had their shape to some extent determined by

submorainic ice.

Fig. 59. -Subsidence Lake, among moraines south of Blue Glacier. Looking souti

along the coast. 16th Feb., 191L

In many parts of the moraine extremely ancient masses of ice are met with (Plate

LXXI) thinly covered with a veneer of debris which has protected it from the sun. This

covering may be dispersed by movement or by the flow of water over it and then

the ice rapidly melts and a large hole is left into which the debris slides. Thus originate

many crater-shaped pools, which were very common near the Cape Chocolate depot

at the mouth of the Koettlitz Glacier.

In fig. 59 a rather large specimen of such a lake is shown wliich was 200 yards

across. The steep slope on the right of the sketch shows where the debris has .slipped

down, I believe as a consequence of the melting of the mass of ice. The debris mounds

are 100 feet high, and the lake appeared to be deep from the slope of its banks, though

we had no means of sounding it.
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Miiny of tliese moraine heaps had been distuihed probably Ijy lateral thrusts of

the ancient Koettlitz Glacier. In fig. 60 is shown another locality a mile south of

lake in fig. 59, where a small crater-like lake occurred 15 feet above the sea. The

pool was frozen on top and about 20 yards across. It contained brackish water. The

chief interest, however, lay in the layer of spongy algae which formed a felt blanket

about 1 inch thick and 20 feet wide. It lay on the surface of a low mound, and must

obviously have grown on the bottom of a pool wlien alive. It would apjjear that this

pool had been warped and drained without much disturbance, othermse the algse layer

would hardly have been so continuous.

One of the largest moraine lakes was that already described near the head of Alph

River which I called Alph Lake (fig. 46). It was f mile long and about 600 yards \\ade.

The walls were often 100 feet high, and consisted of massive ice in several portions,

notably near the inlet and outlet. This ice was now .\ mile from the present glacier

and quite different in age I am sure. The sides of the lake were terraced in places

Fig. CO.—Moraine, soutli nl liluc Glacier, containing frozen circular jiools and peat
layers, oth May. lOl.f).

but not very definitely : and 1 fouml a layer of alg;e uiulor very old ice about 100 feet

above the lake bed.

Another interesting lake occupied a large part of the cirque rece.ssion vallev below

Garwood Glacier (tig. 61). This valley drains into the Lower Koettlitz Glacier, from
which it is separated by a bar of moraine several hundred feet high. I am inclined

to describe the latter as n lateral moraine of the main Koettlitz Glacier rather than a

terminal of the Garwood itself. Two miles from the coast was a block of kenyte— ."i feet

in diameter—and this was probaI>ly carried iiy the Koettlitz since we know of no kenvto

outcrops in the Lister Kange.

X gully 80 feet deep in places (lig. 62) drains the glacier into the lake, which is

about 2 miles long. The first \ mile is silted with debris, and those silts are tesselated.

Then tho ice surface begins ami in places it is very rugged and projects 10 feet

abov(> the general surface. I'hese local patches of pinnacled ice in the quiet waters of a

shallow lake arc rather diflicult to account for. They may be relics of a period when
the lake was lo lect deeiior. Long contimied thawing, combined with a deepening of the



outlet, Jius ptMliaps dniiiifd away all hut a I't'W masses of the ancient ice. Or perhaps

they are relics of the ancient glacier itself preserved through the centuries by a covering

of t^ilt lately removed. I doubt if they are due to pressure, for it is difficult to see how
such could arise in a lake so far removed from moving ice as is this example.

Several dead seals were seen in the silt, and at the mouth of the (larwood creek

there were seven living seals which had swum up the subglacial Alph River to this point.

Fig. Gl.—Garwood Lake—on tlie creek draining Garwood Glacier. (Form lines

approximate only.) 4th March, 1911. (Scale of miles.)

True rock basins scooped out of solid rock and to a large extent free from debris

are fairly common in Europe, but I saw no examples quite like this in Antarctica.

Probal)ly Lake Bonuey came nearest to them in origin. Tt is .sliown in fig. 56 where

Fig. 62.—Garwood Vallev, looking up to the Tributary Glacier, showing stream and Garwood Lake.

4th March, 1911.

it is seen to be 2 miles long. The Bonney Eiegel divides it into two parts and gives it a

somewhat hour-glass outline. {See also fig. 104.)

Below the glacier was a belt of graded silts and mud, about 200 yards wide. This

surrounded the small terminal moraine to be described later.

Then the true lake began—the whole being frozen except a marginal belt from 3 inches

to I foot wide (February 3. 1911). Tlio ice was about fi inches thick over the deeper
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inuri^iual portiuas and largo laiuiua' of dull green alguj practically covered the bottom.

Small creeks drained into it (Plate LXXII), chiefly from the lateral gullies each side of

the Taylor CTlacier. On the north-west side of the snout the largest was 2 feet across

and 4 inches deep. The cen.re of the lake (in both portions) was apparently much
shallower, for there the ice was old and rugged and contained much silt.

It is, of course, possil)le that the central ice was also very thick, though I think

not. The marginal ice which would absorb heat from the dark rocks of the shore was

obviously new and (-overed deep water, whereas the central ice was weathered into

bottle glass and not transparent.

The channel connecting the two portions below the Boimey Kiegel was 100 feet wide

at the start and covered with about (5 inches of ice. It was very deep—})ossibly 20 feet

—and the banlvs on the north side (opposite the riegel) were mainly composed of large

blocks which had fallen from the range to the north (Plate LXIX).

On our traverse to the sea we marched along the northern edge of the lake over a

belt of smooth ice about 20 yards wide. The water here appeared very deep, especially

where steep cliffs fringed the lake. The central area was a mass of broken ice mixed

with beds of silt.

At the east end of the lake the valley—here about 2 miles wide—was filled with

morainic debris. The hill sloj^es were not very steep and each were flanked with a

terrace from { to j mile wide. On the north side it was about 200 feet above the valley

floor and on the south side somew'hat lower. Several tributary glaciers hung down

these slopes and reached the 1500 feet level. The water from all these glaciers drained

into Lake Bomrey, and I was surprised to find that after we had passed the lake the

valley commenced to rise. Lake Bonney evidently occupies an area of internal drainage,

in which the ablation just about balances the inflow- from the glaciers. As far as I

could judge the bottom of the lake was practically at sea level, but the head of the

defile near Suess Glacier was 100 or 200 feet above .sea level.

Immediately east of Lake Bonney the centre of the valley was occupied by curious

areas which Evans' name of " football fields
"' described quite well (fig. 50). These

were four oval areas about 1000 yards long and half that width—each as level as a playing

ground, and composed of a gravelly silt, with insignificant shallow streams winding

through each. Separating these " fields
'" were ridges of moraine about 50 yards

across. Their levels became higher in an easterly direction, each however maintaining

its own particular height. They obviously represent the last stages in the life of a

chain of lakes which occupied the valley at this point and may concisely he termed

silt lakes. Probably Lake Bonney also will gradually be silted up in a similar fashion.

The origin of this great basin containing Lake Bonney (see map, fig. 56) is full of

difficulty. It is impossible \o know if there has been an outlet for water near sea level

through the defile. If so, then gradual nivation with a stationary glacier occupying

the Bonney Basin is competent to my mind to excavate the hollow, gigantic as it is.

It is significant that the present stationary position of Taylor Glacier is also marked by

a riegel (Bonney Riegel) a short distance below the present snout.



I am unable to imagine a glacier scooping out the Lake Bonney Basin and at the

same time leaving a bar 3,000 feet high across the whole valley. Here as always these

bars (or riegel) are cut through by a defile, though hitherto it has been supposed that

the defile is chiefly post-glacial in period and post-dated the formation of the basin

above, ^loreovei', I know no examples of a living glacier proceeding over a " bump "

3000 feet high. Surely sonie such glaciers should be in existence, in view of the

abundance of riegel in recently tleglacierised regions, if the view just mentioned is

correct. If, as 1 believe, the riegel are the result of a special erosion due to a stagnant

or very slowly retreating glaciation, then examples of rierjel covered by (jiaciers should

be very infrequent. This is the case.

However, any explanation of tlie origin of tlie Nussbaum Riegel and of the

associated Lake Bonney Basin bristles with difficulties, and I offer the paUmpsest theory

(Chap. XXIII) as answering some of the questions left unsatisfied by older h}q)otheses.

On the headlands jutting out from Ross Island were many small lakes which

differed somewhat from both the types previously considered. As a general rule they

occurred in shallow hollows in the eruptive rock (see Plate LXXV) and had no definite

barrier holding back the water. A tj'pical specimen occurred on the summit of Turk's

Head. This was somewhat cup-shaped and contained a small tarn 25 yards across,

almost circular in outline. There was no outlet to the tarn (see photo, Plate LXXIV).
The general character of the summit is well showai in the stereograph (St. Plate YIII).

It is possible that this hollow is due to a summit cirque or cwm such as Cliamberlaiu

has described in Norway (" cwm " craters), but I believe that it is a wind eroded hollow.

The frost has attacked the rock covering and broken it into portable gravel, and then

the south-east blizzards wliich blow fiercely across Turk's Head liave scooped out the

hollow. The tarn was completely frozen and as usual the centre was elevated more

than the sides, thus making the ice closely resemble a biconvex lens. This convexity

is due to two factors. The sides freeze first and the central ice must therefore expand

upwards when it freezes. Also the sides thaw and ablate first, owing to their proximity

to the dark rocks, and so there is a tendency for the ice to be removed earlier from the

edges in spring.
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CHAPTER XT.

MORAINES.

Moraines of all the usual types occur in Antarctica, but differ ia quantity largely

from those of temperate regions, ({round moraine occurs everywhere in lowland

areas from which the glaciers have receded, but on the higher slopes the rocks are

generally bare or very slightly covered. Thus up the Ferrar Glacier the lateral moraine

reaches about 2000 feet above the present glacier, though the upper portion is ver}'

thin. At the same height in the Taylor Valley several outcrops of very late volcanic

lava stand out boldly. In tlie Lister Foothills, above 2000 feet the ridges were nearly

bare of debris.

Medial moraines, englacial moraines and lateral moraines connected mth present

glaciers will be described in the second part of the memoir.* Ground moraine has been

discussed in connection with the aspect of the bare land areas in Antarctica. Nowhere

was there any deposit resembling a clay " till " or boulder clay. Yet this may be

related to the absence of shales and allied argillaceous rocks. Every fragment of debris

was derived from eruptive rocks, except a few boulders of Beacon sandstone and a patch

or two of shale found at Mount Sucss. Considerable oxidation and hydration is necessary

to turn the fresh frost fragments of the Antarctic into the clays of temperate regions,

and the climatic conditions are eminently unfavourable for such a chemical change.

Terminal Moraines.—In spite of the huge size of many of the glaciers examined,

the terminal moraines ^, ^^.^

wliicli we observed were <"'"'^'"' n^r^'^t' k-«»-p-

particularly small. 0\\

Ross Island where the

Erebus Glacier shrank

back from the capes

there was nothing of the

rampart shown by the

New Zealand glacim-s

(fig. (>:{). Rather the

difficulty was to say

where the glacier emled

and the rock debris began. This glacier edge was carefully plotted at Cape

Evans, and the result is shown on the nuxp (fig. 82). It will be seen that the Erebus

* (.'hai.t.T XXI.

Fij;. 1)3.—Skotrh .sliowinn the large Terminal Moraines in the smal

New Zealand Cihuieis. Looking down the Snout of the Muollor

Glacier, from the • Stoeking.' Stocking. 15th Nov., liMO. J mile

across ice.
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glaciers reach tlowu to about 200 feet uninterruptedly. Then there is a level belt from

1 00 to 200 feet high and about 200 yards wide, which contains patches of rocky debris

embed(h'il in ice and patches of gravel interspersed with debris cones (q.r.). Then

there is a sudih'ii drop of n})out 100 feet. This constitutes the Ramp in its western

end, but us prolouffed to Liuid's Knd nearly a mile to the east. To the south-east of

the Iviini]) extends the Cape prt)j)er, which is low-lying and fairly free from

moraine.

It is the region between the glacier and the lowland wliich is of immediate interest.

Near Land's End the whole of the belt is solid rock. The debris cones and moraine

matter lies on solid kenyte, which rises as a bluff 150 feet above the sea ice

(Plate LXXVl and fig. 64).

But the Ramp (at the eastern end) is marked by peculiar cracks, several hundred

feet long in places (Plate XCI). In midsummer one could see that some portion of the

slope of the Ramp (behind Skua Lake) was formed of ice. Hence the cracks are due to

soli Auction or to a slow movement of an icy layer below. The Ramp and the continuous

platform have the appear-

ance of a body of ancient

ice and morainic nuitter

wliich has been overlain by

the old Erebus Glacier and

has been protected from

aerial erosion (fig. 64). A
recession of the glacier at a

later date has exposed this

platform, but it has not

yet been cut down to the

level of the lower cape.

Obviously also the erosion of the cape lowland to a depth of 100 feet may have

been in part due to an old extension of the barrier ice sheet.

I do not, therefore, think that the Ramp is to be classed as an ordinary terminal

moraine. This term should be confined to the tumbled surface material, at times

30 feet thick, which lies on the ancient subglacial floor. It also includes the
" debris cones " which are the characteristic feature of the Ramp and are described

on p. 65.

Only iji two places was there any special arrangement of the debris parallel to the

glacier front. Just above Low Cliff (fig. 82) there was a ridge of gravel which projected

out of the snow covering the Ramp ; it is shomi in Plate LXXVIII. Similar ridges on
the platform above Gully Bay enclosed three pools, and are shown in Plate LXXVII.

The only really typical terminal moraine which I saw was a small one on the headland
we called Cuff Cape, at the head of Granite Harbour (figs. 65 and 66). Here the

cape juts out about i mile beyond the 50-foot face of the Mackay Glacier. Immediately
below the ice face there is an ice " apron " masking the lower portion of the glacier.

Fig. 64.—Generalised cro.ss section of Cape Evans,
showing the Ramp.
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The latter shows few silt bands, but a little water flows out at various levels, giving rise

to various tiers of icicles. This flow has cut out a small gully each way down the neck

of the cape.

A belt of moraine separates the glacier from the rocky cape and runs down to sea

level at each side of the latter (fig. 65). The cape gradually becomes quite clear

of debris (fig. 67). Dark dykes run across the granite outcrops, and are of harder rock,

for they preserve numerous fine stria;.

The granite was by no means absolutely

planed of?, the floor being quite irregular.

A considerable amount of moss was

present. Many isolated boulders occurred

on the cape, in some cases a basal boulder

being covered with gravel and also sup-

porting another large boulder. There

were no debris cones nor any notable

englacial material in the glacier, while tlie

moraine heaps close adjoining were 30 feet

high.

The stream ran by the side of the

moraine to the ice-foot adjoining the tent.

Here small pools formed and the thaw

water no doubt contributed to form the

30-foot tide-crack shown in Plate X.

The most favourable site for a large terminal moraine would be at the snout of the

Taylor Glacier. This sheet of ice drams from the plateau and ends abruptly at Lake

Bonney some 30 miles from the former (Plate LXX). In places it is 7 miles wide and

Fig. 65.—Sketch plan of Glacier and Moraine

behind Cuff Cape.

Note flgure ot mm.

Fig. (iG.— 811U1II triniiiial luoiaiiie across Cuff Cape in Granite Harbour.

is bounded by high walls about 3000 feet above the ghu-ier. This huge glacier has a

terminal moraine only 100 yards long and loss in width.

A nearer sketch of the snout of llie jilaricr is given in tig. 6S. Here the ice cliff

is about 40 feet liigh and contained several broad silt bands. The pile of debris

constituting the terminal moraine is shown dotted. It was about 25 feet high and
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resembled an irregular railway einhankment. The sketch plan of tiiis moraine is shown

in fig. 69. Lake Bonney extended for 3 miles jjeiow the snout, so that any other

terminal moraine was small enough to be hidden by the waters of this comparatively

shallow lake. The debris consisted chiefly of silt and gravel, but also contained .stones

50' Ice Face

Fig. 67.—Section tlirougli Terminal Moraine of Cufi Cape Glacier. 17th Dec, 1911.

up to 2 feet in diameter. Base-level silts surrounded it on two sides, while an apron

of ice covered its western edges.

Probably this small bulk of silts was derived wholly from englacial material. This

was not very abundant and would easily be distributed by the thaw waters. Hardly

Fig. 68.—The snout of the Taylor Glacier showing silt bands in the ice, the small terminal moraine
(dotted) and area of distributed silts. Granite clifis, a recent crater and talus slopes appear behind
and the western end of Lake Bonney on the right. Sketched looking N.W.

any debris was carried on- the surface, only a few ridges of stones appearing in the

deep gullies which seamed the surface of the glacier (Plate LXXIII).

A somewhat similar feature marks the snout of the Hobbs Glacier, which

almost reaches the sea at the mouth of the Koettlitz Glacier. Here the face of the
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glacier is about 60 feet high and a short braided stream course ^ mile long tlrams

to the sea. There is no vestige of a terminal morauie for this large glacier, some

12 miles long, except the insignificant piles ^-^- ^^^e of r^yiar c^a^
of debris to be described.

They take the form of two " piers,"

which are clearly shown at (A) in Dr.

Wilson's drawing (fig. 71). Each was

about 30 feet high and 100 feet long and

was formed largely of the finest silt mixed

with coarser silt and gravel. The actual

connection of these ridges with the glacier

was masked by an apron of snow and ice

debris. The upper portions of the ridge

consisted of very thin layers of light brown

loess-like silt which were beautifully folded

(fig. 73). These folds passed into

miniature faults occasionally, but the main

dip of the layers seemed to be downward

and outward at the sides. The piers may
have originated as :—

•

(rt) A continuous terminal moraine of which alternate sections had been washed

away.

(/>) As eskers or deposits formed in englacial water courses and exposed by

melting of the glacier.

(c) They may be material deposited slowly at the outlet of a glacier stream

(surface or englacial).

t,a.t<e Bonne/

Fig. 69.—Plan of Terminal Moraine (25 ft. high) of

the Taylor Glacier. A sketch of this from S.E.

is shown in Plate LXX.

Fig. 70.—Terminal .Moraine

I am inclined to the thiril opinion, for 1 observed such a heap of silt stalagmite

some distance along the side of the same glacier.
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Dr. Wilson had socii tlio Haiiie glacier in Doccnilji-r, V.H>'^, wlicii a stream of water

sufficient to svvee)) one oil' one's I'eet " swept down the lateral moat of the glacier.

'/f\,'->Y\,, JV., -^'^^\->

'.^^y
:^'^-

^^'*''

Fig. 71. Fic. 72.

Details of tlie Snout of Hobl)s Glacier, from a sketch by Dr. E. A. Wilson (" Geogra[)liical

Journal"). Dec, 1911.

Fig. 7.3.—Detail of Portion of Folded Silt from " Piers " of Hobbs Glacier.

He was inclined to the first theory (a), but I feel that the material was not t}^ical of

terminal moraine, while very similar silts formed the " stalagmite " referred to above.
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CHAPTER XII.

DEBRIS CONES.

A few days after our arrival at Cape Evans the geologists were advised to

inspect what our informants described as " little volcanic craters,"' which were seriously

stated to be parasitic cones on tlie lowest slopes of Mount Erebus. A short examination

of these cones sufficed to show that although they were l)uilt of eruptive rock and

appeared to be " burnt to a red brick colour," they had little in common with the huge

volcano in the background. But their origin was a puzzle for some time and every

officer in the hut had his own theory on the subject. On our journey across the Bame

Glacier in January, Wright and I early decided that they were quite possibly disin-

tegration cones, but Wilson thought their conical shape was due to supra-glacier

streams, each cone having been gradually dropped from a notch in the edge of the ice

front.

A ty^jical cone is shown in tlie photograph in Plate LXXIX. It is seen to be nearly

conical and about 30 feet high, and is composed of gravel and blocks of keuyte of all

sizes and shapes. Not many at Cape Evans were so large as this cone, which was

appropriately named " Dreadnought."

The cones were scattered rather irregularly all over the platform between the

scarp of the Ramp and the ICrelnis Cdacier.

It was not until we explored farther aiicld to tlie Land's End portion of Cape Evans

that the disintegration theory gained ground, l'}) till spring (September, 1911) there

had been supporters for a new theory which Debenham based on the moraines of the

Koettlitz region. There we had observed crater-like pools formed by the removal of

ice, as described in an earlier chapter. He supposed the formation of these structures

to be carried a stage farther until only isolated cones consisting of ice and silt were

left between the widening lakes.

However, when we found the cones resting on solid rock at Land's End and—more

convincing still—noted cones in every stage of their evolution, as in the sketch in tig. 75,

the disintegration theorists received many supporters. Hero numerous small cones

about 5 feet high can l«e seen on the steep slopes just to the west of the Erebus Glacier.

They are clustered around Seal Kock (S R on the map in fig. 8-') and are identical in

form with the cones above the K'anijis to the north.

The larger cones to the right in tig. 7.") show a large boulder perched in the centre

of the ilebris. It was suggested that the block had been laid on the cone of gravel
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by tlie dwindling ghuier und so ])r()U'ctL'd the liitk'r, hut tiiis is not generally correct,

I feel sure. Seal Rock and allied knobs are more resistant masses of rock which have

not begun to disintegrate.

Fig. 74.
—

" Boitiaui " Dt'bris Cone (G ft.). An isolated cone in the borders of Erebus Glacier, ulJO yards

from tlic edge of the Ramp. It carried the High-Level Thermometer (245 ft. above sea). Looking

South to Tent Island.

The cones were certainly more numerous close to the glacier margin, and none

occurred on the lowland portion of Cape Evans. One or two heaps were right within

the margin of the ice, as in the case of the cone where the high-level thermometer was

situated (fig. 74). In almost all cases the northern slope of each cone was snow-

covered as a result of the blizzard winds, but I was not able to detect any

Debris Cone Erebus G'dcier

Seal Rock
I

X>ebr;s Cones •=>'^^ 2.«*ge of Ei* bus Slaciox-

Fig. 15.

asymmetry m the cone as a result. They were fairly abundant at ]\lount Suess, behind

Granite Harbour, but I saw nothing of the kind in any other portion of South Victoria

Land.
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These conical heaps are very proniiiienf, objects l^ehind Cape Evans, and wth
binoculars we could see them quite easily against the white background, from the liills

behind Cape Bernacchi—a distance of over 50 miles. The photograph of High Cliff

(Plate LXXX) shows their appearance from a distance of about a mile. They extended

along a belt of nearly 2 miles and, as stated, were always just at the margin of the ice.

I believe that this is because the older debris cones, i.e. those farther awav from the

glacier, have quite lost their sliape and been distributed as layers of gravel by the furious

blizzard winds.

However, I decided to make a section through one of these cones and
see if it contained ice or gravel (as some urged) or rock. On the 28th Augu.st,

Gran and I attacked a 5-foot cone which was perched right on the steep slope

of the Ramp (at " Dis " in

map, fig. 82). Gravitation

would here help us greatly

when we had once loosened

the debris. I decided to

remove the western half The i>.ssecred d.l. ,. c^no .
ze-s-.

(Plate LXXXI and fig. 76).
I'"-- "<"'•

The upper layer was friable dry gravel for several inches, then we heaved out two blocks

of kenyte about 2 feet across. These lay adjacent to the other blocks, and the cracks

between, though fairly broad, seemed to consist of weathered margins and were filled

with granular decomposition products. We cleaned away half the desired section and

then came on a huge block evidentl}' extending through to the other side of the cone, and

this we were obliged to abandon. The dissected cone is photographed in fig. 76,

where the central block

vj- ii can be seen, and the hol-

/"-*(', lows whence the other

blocks were removed.

Thus N\'e proved that

the interior, so far from

being ice or gravel, con-

sisted of a core of solid

rock (Plate LXXXI) free

from weathering except

for broad cracks.

I reconstruct their

historv as follows.

^f)XlKf,

Fig. 77.—A Small Debris Com' of " Sliap " Uiauito on the Moraine
2 iniK-s i\i>rl!i-(Mst of Mount .Suess.

Large blocks of rock, probably olYcii englacial. are dropped at the face of the

glacier as the sun wastes it awav. Sucli an occurrence is shown strikingly in the

stereograph (St. Plate IX). This l.Kuk adually IcU in the suinnicr I!U1 1 -J. shortly

after T hn.d photogni])h(nl it. Tlie bUH'ks lie exposed in trout of the glacier, as shown

in J'late LXXXI 1, which was taken from the edge of the glacier looking down to
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Seal Kock. Clriuluully tJit' cllVct of hvv/Ai and tliuw is to biiild up a iiuuillc ol gravel

and ilebris around the base of tiie rock (as shown in Tlates LXXXIJI and J.XXXIV,

taken at Land's End) until ultinuitely the perfect cone, such as "Dreadnought"

iu Plate LXXIX, is reached.

Confirmation of these conclusions was obtained at Mount Suess, where deljris cones

formed of rocks other than kenj-te were met with (see map, fig. 78). I have already

Fig. 78.^Sketcli map of Mount Suess, illustrating the various large debris cones

on the moraine. (About 3 miles N. to S.)

published a sketch of a granite cone (see fig. 77) showing the intermediate stage.

A large cone of basalt about 39 feet high lay farther to the south (fig. 78) with

a soUd cap 10 feet high, 12 feet long and 5 feet wide. Yet farther was a cone of Beacon

sandstone. The latter was about 10 feet high, the upper portion consisting of a large

block of sandstone 4 feet in diameter.
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The most interesting, liowever, was the example which we called the "" Piebald

Cone " (fig. 79). Tliis was 50 yards long, 30 yards mde and 25 feet high. It was

surmounted by a block of sandstone lying on edge about 2 feet high. But the south-

western end was formed of fragments of basalt which were partly covered by .sandstone

fragments. Evidently here two monoliths of different rock lying side by side had

weathered simultaneously. It lay just east of Mount Suess (fig. 78).

Our camp at Mount Suess is shown

in Plate LXXXV. The " embankment "

consisted entirely of sedimentary rock

—

chiefly shaly bands mixed wth some

sandstones. There was practically

nothing like it in the moraines near

by, which would imply that this huge

mass, 20 feet higli (and about -40 by 30

feet in area), was due to the disinte-

gration of a large block of shale. It is

difficult to see how so homogeneous

a mass like this " embankment " could

have been transported from its outcrop

in anytliing but a solid state. On the

south-west flank of Mount Suess, about

1000 feet above the glacier, we saw

a band of yellow strata, which was

probably the original position of the

sediments (see fig. 78). If this be so,

then this ridge is the last stage in the

disintegration of a huge boulder of

shale, and is thus akin in origin to the debris cones just described. If there had been

any other similar shale heaps, one would have conjectured that it might represent the

relics of a moraine, fed from some local clift'. However, it is but one more of the

ditticult problems of which Antarctica has so many to offer, and in view of its

carrying the Devonian fish remains, it is interesting to discuss the method wliorolty the

shale was brought to its present position.

Fig. 79.—Plan of the " Piebald Cone "— Uomlola

Nunakol. A debris cone 25 ft. high, comi)osed of

Basalt and Beacon Sandstone. A large block of the

latter (B.S.) still remains unbroken. 1st Jan.,

I>tl2.



ClIArTKU Xlll.

SNOWDRIFTS AND GLACIERETS.

'I'lic snowdrifts had a very definite structure, and witii suitably shaped obstructions

were always built up of four parts (Plate LXXXVI). In the lee was the snowdrift

proper behind the obstruction, to windward was a small snowdrift which may be

termed the glacis, while between the glacis and the boulder or obstruction was a deep

eddy-hollow or inoaf. This latter often descended some inch(>s into the ground if the

latter were gravelly. The gravel was swept to leeward and piled at the sides of

the drift (Plate LXXXVII).

No snow ever accunuilated at the windward base of such an obstruction. Hence

the windward moat alongside the hut was of great use to us, for it afforded a protected

passage along which we could walk in comfort in the most furious blizzard (Plate

LXXXVIII). Here again the glacis is about one-tliird the height of the obstruction,

Fig. 80.—Sandstone cone with block 4 ft. high. Fig. 81.—Basalt cone with block 10 ft. high.
Gondola Ridge. 2nd Jan., 1912. Gondola Ridge. 31st Dec, 1911.

which here was about 18 feet high. Larger moats occurred alongside big glaciers

stranded in the sea ice (see Plate XXIV). The largest of all were those to windward of

Nunatakker in an exposed glacier. Around the Hooper and Dimitri Nunatakker on

Mount Erebus were giant examples, but built in much the same proportions as in

Plate LXXXVI.
When the obstruction was a ridge with its axis across the wind, rather than

an isometric body (whose height nearly equalled its width), then the snowdrifts took

on a form which lacked the above characteristics. Ridge-drifts will be briefly

discussed in the next section on glacierets.

The most striking result of a blizzard on Cape Evans was the beautiful series of

snowdrifts which were built up in the lee of every ridge which crossed the wind's

direction. These are shown in Plates LXXXIX and XC. Many of these drifts

are ephemeral, but others are found to consist largely of ice; the latter are of
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consideral)lo age and liave obviously been subjected to no external pressure. I was

not prepared to fintl snowdrifts changing into ice in this fashion, but it was evident

in many portions of South Victoria Land. For instance, on the upper Taylor Glacier

the snow eddies around the isolated moraine blocks had become converted into ice.

The projecting ridges of ice were indistinguishable from the main body of the ice,

thougli they were of local origin, and the glacier ice may have travelled many miles

from its original place of deposition as snow.

There was no liiu' of demarcation between small ephemeral drifts, small

" fossilised " drifts, small glacierets and large glacierets. They all merged into

each other, and the latter were certainly only different in degree from small glaciers.

Where a suitable bluff or ridge protected a large snowdrift from the planing action

of the blizzard it endured, and gradually turned into ice ;
for, as I have elsewhere

stated, the blizzard not only built the glacierets, but it also pruned them. After

some of the strongest winter l)lizzards the glacierets and lake surfaces were polislied to

a mirror-like surface. rrol)abl}- the size of a glacieret depends essentially on a balance

between two blizzard factors, the snow contents of the blizzard acting positively and

its velocity acting negatively.

The glacierets on Cape T-Cvans varied in size and tliickness, but all had a similar shape

and all were similarly oriented. The major examples are shown in the sketch-map in

fig. 82. They are all directed along a north-west to south-east axis and are

approximately oval in shape. Other details are given in the following table :

—

Glacierets of Cape Evans.

Position,



Tlu" surface of a iiuicli laigfr glacierct (K on ma])) i.s .shown in I'latc XCll. It is

seen to be eaten into by tlie sun and by silt-niclting, just as in tlic case of large glaciers.

Many of these large glacierets contain proof of their snowdrift origin. Tims when we

were cutting out tlie grottoes for the frozen mutton in the noith edge of this glacieret

where it was 10 feet thick, a layer of penguin feathers was found about half-way down

the mass of ice. This ice broke with a conchoidal fracture and was as hard and brittle

as any glacier I examined.

Along the glacier edge, near High Cliff, these huge snowdrifts gradually grew over

the face of the glacier in the form of cornices and shelves. If the edge was suitably

disposed with regard to the south-east blizzard, this snowdrift would reach the sea ice

and build out a tongue for many yards on the ice. This extremity of the glacieret

GLACIERETS Shown. Ikus flfc K CfTT^J
STEEP ROCKY RAMP ^TltVWVr
AREA6 Of DEBRIS CONC »• •

"

HEI&WTS IN FEET

Cape Evare

Lands EnA

Fig. 82.— Glacierets and debris cones on Cape Evans.

S.R. = Seal Rock. D. = Dreadnought. Dis. = Dissected cones. X—Y = Terminal Ridges.

never became converted into ice, for it used to break off and go out to sea every summer

that the sea ice broke away.

Two such examples were examined in North Bay (Cape Evans), and are marked

A and E in map 82. Early in June 1911, the snowdrift E was 100 yards long and

6 feet thick. It grew to double that height and about 100 yards wide by the following

spring. In other cases the glacieret did not quite reach to the sea ice but formed a sort of

shelf (B in fig. 82) leading gradually up to the top of the glacier, as in the photograph

in Plate XCIII.

If the site on which the glacieret is gromng is a slope with a south-east strike,

then the glacieret appears as a mere " plaster " of ice covering the slope to a depth of
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a few feet only. Sucli a tv|:)e is photograplicd in Plato XCIV, which represents the

glacieret, K in map tig. 82.

" Slippery Slopes " (as the northern ice-covered face of the Kanip was called) is

quite possibly merely a '" plaster " glacieret. In this case there may be very little ice

in the body of the Ramp—it may be even less of a veneer than showTi in fig. 64.

An interesting example occurred just north of Cape Royds. We were walking

along the shore on October 17, 1911, and I thought I saw quite a large glacier emerging

from a little valley aliead. It had a 25-foot face of banded ice, with fine snow cornices,

and all the attributes of a genuine glacier. On climbing up to the side, I found that

it was all " face " and no substance (Plate XCV). It is obviously the relic of a huge

snowdrift which possibly originally projected over the sea ice as in some of the foregoing

examples. Now it is a mere w^edge, thickest at the face and tapering back to nothing

in about 40 yards.

The origin and structure of all these glacierets indicate that time, not pressure,

is the chief factor in converting snow into ice.

Ice-dam Lakes.

One special result of the building of glacierets is the formation of numerous lakelets

in small valleys which run east and west. The drainage in these gullies is across the

direction of the dominant wind, and the " fossilised " snowdrifts completely bar the

escape of water during the summer. The gullies are never very large, for then (when the

accumulated water rises above the ice dam and flows over) the large body of water

would soon cut a channel through the ice.

Two typical examples of these ice dams, each about (5 feet high, are showni in

Plate XCVI. They occurred on the southern cliffs of Cape Evans (F and (J on map,

fig. 82), and were practically permanent structures. The du'ection of the ice dam is

just that of the blizzard winds, i.e., from south-east to north-west.

Another beautiful little ice-dam lake occurred on the flanlcs of the Devil's Ridge in

Oranite Harl)ouv. It is well shown in the stereograph (St. Plate X). and its position is

indicated by X on the nuip in fig. 4. It was 400 feet above the bay ice and 200 yards

across. The water in this pool owing to the dark nnks at the bottom was warm enough

for Gran to indulge in a dip. The snowtlrift here ran nearly north and south, and

was controlled by local winds. iVobably these rushed down the .Minnehaha Valley -

for the south-east blizzard would hardly aft'ect this retired spot.

Oiu^ feature in those ice-dam lakes was very interesting. This was the presence of

toii;uos of a dotiiiito though miniature type all round the margin of the lakes. Thoy

are clearly shown in Plate XCVI I as ridges several inches apart, and follow the contour

of the lake basin. In the photograph in Plate XCVI II the terraces and the ice dam

itself are shown. Th(> analogy with the classic exan\plo in (ilenroy (Scotlaiul) is not

perfect- for tliose terraces are due to variations by overflow over the dam. and not to

the overflow into adjacent valleys. Possibly also thaw-streandots around the melting
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lake would give rise to sudi ininiatiiro " terraces " as tliose ; hut tiit; juxtaposition of

ioo (lam and terrace is well worthy of description.

Another type of lake—somewhat recalling the MaijeJeii See of Switzerland—is

illustrated in fig. 83. It lies at the south side of the snout of the New Glacier (Granite

Harbour), and is held up between the granite cliffs and the glacier edge by the pro-

liferatmg talus. It is about 40 yards wide, 400 yards long and lies 40 feet below the

A

Fig. 83.—Marjelen Lake dammed by New Glacier against the granite crags of Mount
England. Looking North. 26th Dec, 1911.

glacier (and snow) on the north side. The steep granite cliffs are " shelling " vigorously

and it is the rapid accumidation of talus from the couloirs which accounts for the lakelet.

The water from the seaward talus runs back upstream to join the lake, and as the flow

was abmidant it is queer that the lake was not fuller. Probably there is an occasional

outlet through the talus.
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CHAPTER XIV.

PIEDMONT GLACIERS.

In our journeys the Western Parties had occasion to traverse two large piedmont

glaciers. The Wilson Piedmont, 36 miles across, we surveyed in 1911-12; and the

smaller glacier (which I would suggest naming after Lieut. Bo»vers) behind Butter Point

in February, 1911, and again in February, 1912. The latter is 10 miles across.

Both of these glaciers belong essentially to the Piedmont-aground t}^e though

portions of the front edge of both are afloat. They occupy a strip of land between the

Ross Sea and the moimtains, a belt varying from 3 to 12 miles wide. The larger

(Wilson) glacier is in part fed by three large glaciers debouching from the mountains,

but the Bowers (Butter Point) Glacier is quite isolated from the inland ice. and lies

almost inert at the foot of hills rising to 3000 feet. (See fig. 93.)

Bowers Piedmont Glacier.—In plan this is rectangular and covers about 25 sc^uare

miles. On our first traverse we marched along the upper edge of the glacier ; on our

second we were not far from the cliff edge most of the way, or two miles farther east.

The glacier is somewhat skillion-shaped, sloping very gradually from the foothills

to the sea. The upper western edge is about 800 or 1000 feet above the sea.

The surface was covered with a heavy snow layer on our upper traverse, constituting

the worst sledging track of its kind which we experienced. The upper snowcrust was

harder than the snow below and the " barrier shudder," due to large sheets of the

crust dropping slightly, was occasionally heard. The only variation in the surface was

due to the presence of " sun-holes." These were about 4 feet deep and about 8 feet

across with snow cornices on the margins.

On its southern margin the piedmont merged almost imperceptibly into the

" expanded foot " of the Blue Glacier.

On our second traverse, Fel)ruarv, 1912, we kept near the margin. The long tongue

of the Ferrar merges into the piedmont at its distal end- so that both the piedmont

and the Ferrar nuist be practically stagnant. The northern edge of the piedmont ro.>5e

about 30 feet above the open water and a shallow bay hail deveiojied. The conditions

at Butter Point itself 1 investigated in November, 1011. Here there was a well-marked

tide crack, and then a gradual rise from sea level up to the tlepot. abmit 100 feet up

and 300 yards from the sea. (Plate XCIX.)

Along the margin of the glacier tliero were nuinonnis small crevasses, especially

just south of Butter Point. These indicate some slight How oi the plastic mass to the

east. At the southern end the margin is evidently resting on the land. The so-called

" eskers "—really ancient moraine deposits of the Koettlitz Glacier with no special
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resemblance to an esker— are probably on solid i^rouiKl. Tlir piedmont is separated

by a trench from the eskcrs, and the glacier edge; was iiiiich weathered and evidently

slowly retreating here. Hence this piedmont resembles the Wilson IMedmont in tliat

the southern portion has receded nuich more than the northern margin. This indicates

that the southerly blizzards are ])ower{ul factors in driving the snow to the north and

keeping the northern portion in a more active condition.

The Wilson Piedmont (Havier is a nuicli larger structure. As in most piedmonts its

length parallel to the direction of movement is much less than its breadth. \x\ this

case the Itieadth is 'MS miles, while the length is somewhat varial)le, depending mainly

on the widtli of the littoral. In the south it is 14 miles from the mountain slopes to the

sea, while towards the north it is only about 6 miles long behind Dunlop Island. Yet

it is all one continuous sheet of ice, with many interesting characteristics. (Fig. 30.)

The coast along the Wilson Piedmont is of interest in that it shows the effect of the

pressure of three small outlet glaciers on a continuous ice piedmont.

From Cape Roberts to Cape Bernacchi is an alternation of living and dead ice walls.

Thus at Cape Roberts the snow of the low cape merges imperceptibly into the thick

covering constituting the piedmont (Plate C). Tliere is no pressure here, and presum-

ably no movement. For the first 3 miles on our return over the piedmont we encountered

no crevasses.

The lids of crevasses were nearly always thinner at the side next to the solid ice,

and thickest in the centre. Thus they were wedge-shaped in section. One usually

punctured a lid as one was stepping on or off it, so that a bodily descent was much
rarer than putting one foot in. This wedge-shaped cross-section is interesting, and

its origin has been explained elsewhere.

The crevasses were due to the thrust of the Dehenham Outlet glacier. All along

the shore-line to the east was a vertical wall of ice averaging about 50 feet. Here and

there bergs were breaking off. A tide-crack showed that for the most part the piedmont

fringe was not floating. Then at Dunlop Island another " dead " point was reached)

for certainly there was no pressure over the headland we called Cape Dunlop. We passed

near to a nunakol, projecting from the glacier, which we named Black Ridge. It was

composed of reddish granite, and had been well rounded by bygone glacial erosion.

Again in the Bay of Sails there was evidence of pressure from behind due to the

Wright glacier. On the piedmont itself this meant the presence of many huge crevasses,

through which Debenhani steered us.

The south-west corner of the piedmont glacier is extremely interesting (fig. 84).

At this point the piedmont has retreated considerably. The edge is weathered into a

fretted face sloping at angles of 30°
; it is about 150 feet thick. A strip of coast

8 miles long and about 2 feet wide, has been exposed by the retreating piedmont. (See

the later section on glacier floors).

The most characteristic feature of our traverse had been the presence of giant

" dimples " in the piedmont. These were beautiful rounded bowls of ice about 400

yards across and 200 feet deep. Apparently they had no outlet. They may indicate
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buiiod t-irquus ur pussihly oiily hiuied ridgos hiuli us twu over-ridden spur.s projecting

across the main ice-streuni.

As regards the structure of the ice—it was snow-covered everywhere we saw exce{)t

at one spot. Here I ascended 200 feet up the ghicier frcjnt a little north of Dunlop

Island (lig. ;{()). The glacier ice was much hrokcn and re-ceniented, and tliough the

slope was steep tliere were no large crevasses, mostly only about 2 feet wide, 'i'he ice

contained " arabesques "' (oval patches a foot across with maze-like markings). Isolated

stones were also visible in the ice. This indicates that the piedmont has l)een subjected

to considerable movement even at this point, which was aljreast of the hill we called

"Lizard's Foot," and was not afltected directly by any tributary glacier. On our

later traverse (2 miles to the west of this point) we found many large crevasses as shown

on the map (fig. 30).

Two miles south of Cape Roberts the 30-foot ice-cliif of the piedmont (fig. 30)

dropped to sea level at a brown " boss." 1 exj^ected to find rock in situ, but it was

merely ice full of silt, badly crevassed and " slipped " just as occurs in landslips. On

its northern edge the piedmont has retreated 300 yards from the Couloir Cliffs. This

is described elsewhere.

As regards the origin of these two piedmonts, tliere are several possibilities. They

may be relics of the ancient Iceflood period, i.e., portions of the Barrier or Koettlitz

when they were very nmch larger and reached farther north. They may be due to the

present snowfall, or in the case of the Wilson Piedmont they may be largely due to the

three small outlet glaciers which enter the western side.

Probably all three factors enter to some extent. The crevasses of the Wilson

Piedmont certainly point to considerable additions from the glaciers, especially from the

Debenhani glacier. But there is no thrust of this kind in the Bowers Piedmont, which

also has small crevasses very widely distributed. The latter are due probably to the

plastic mass of ice fioA\'ing outwards through gravity, and suffering flexion over the

irregular land surface below. The fact that the southern ends are retreating while tlie

northern ends are stagnant, or perhaps giving off a berg or two occasionally, shows that

there is a very nice balance as regards the main portion of the piedmont between

accretion and depletion. Probably the snowfall just about balances the ablation and

loss by bergs ; and the piedmont as it exists now marks the stable condition which such

a mass of ice would arrive at when equilibrium is reached.
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CHAPTER X\'

GLACIER TONGUES.

Four of these, peculiar structures were examined in some detail. Six miles south of

Cape Evaus is the well-kuowu tongue which is j)rol)ably the sole example on Rcss Island

and may therefore be called the Ross Island Tongue. Across MacMurdo Sound is the

tongue forming the south-east extremity of the Ferrar Glacier. It differs considerably

from the other three. In Granite Harbour on the southern coast is the small Harbour

Tongue which is connected with the Wilson Piedmont. Finally the most impressive of

the four is the Mackay Tongue which occupies a large portion of inner Granite Harbour.

Much larger examples are Icnown farther to the north, i.e., Drygalski in latitude

75° S. and the enormous tongues explored by Mawson's Expedition on the Antarctic

Circle (66° S.).

The chief dimensions, etc., of these four tongues are :

—

Name.



We crossed it again without (lilliciilty al)oiit lialf-way along its length on A])ril 1 1th,

1911. We found only a few crevasses more than one foot wide. Some areas were much

worse than others, and small irregular crevasses had made it look like a dish of drying

starch, hut there was no " Skauk '" or field of crevasses as in the Mackay Tongue.

The snowilrifts j)iled up against the sides during winter, hut these were carried away with

the sea ice in the summer. As the sketch shows (fig. 85), this tongue helps to lock the

sea ice into the bays near its head.

The undulating surface is probably connected with the method of formation of the

tongue. Perhaps it is due to the ice "plug" being pushed through a restricted rocky

gully or cirque at its root. It is difficult to account for these undulations on the l)lizzard-

drift theory, for the drifts are beautifully smooth wedges.

It seemed possible at first that each undulation might be the e.xpression of a year's

forward movement, for the motion is much greater in sunmier, Init this is not the case here,

for Scott was of the opinion that it had not altered since 1902. I discuss this point in

H„fr<,o Ci.((

Fig. 85.—Sketch of Glacier Tougue showing how the islets and tongue prevent the

sea ice breaking away. (Looking North.)

connection with the Mackay Tongue. Considerable accretions, were, however, due to

snowdrifts. This was evident in the fresh cross-sections of the stranded " tongue
"

which we saw near Cape Bernacchi. The snow sections showed great folds in the layers,

but were possibly only marginal accretions built up from ancient cornices.

Since the blizzards are usually from the south or south-east, it is surprising that

the tongue does not lie more in this direction instead of due west. No doubt the Tiiass

of air hurled against the vast dome of Erebus is deflected sideways to the west over the

neck of Castle Rock promontory, and so adds much barrier snow to this tongue.

I am of the opinion, however, that the tongue is partly a reUc of piedmont ice

buttressed by a submarine ridge or moraine near the coast. In the past it was moving

outwards, and we see signs of this in the large undulations, but there seems no " dri\'ing-

power" to cause these nowadays, for there is little ice immediately behind the tongue.

BHzzard snows contribute somewhat to its substance, but do not obliterate the deep

furrows which form the typical indented margin of the tongue.
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Butrtr fi.nl

The Ferrnr Tompie.—At its snout the Ferrar Glacier is about 4 miles wide. It is

bounded by bare cliffs with the normal angle of about SS", which reach a height of

3000 or 4000 feet. The glacier end is about 6 feet above sea-level at the centre, and

is obviously not contributing nuudi in the way of icebergs.

'i'iiis tongue was traversed on three occasions by the Western Party, i.e., January

28th and February 13th, 1911, and again on Fel)ruar}' 12th-13th, 1912. The presence

of the tongue was doubted by Captain Scott (in 101
1

). who had not ob.served it in his

journeys, but this is due to its peculiar structure.

We camped on sea ice at the centre of the Ferrar snout on two occasions. I walked

about a mile to the south over the sea ice, and was surj^rised to find that a prolongation

of the glacier extended as a

lateral tongue for 4 miles along

the southern shores. It was

necessary to cross this to reach

the hill slopes. The land ice

was about 6 feet above the sea

ice, though at the more distal

portion it was 15 feet up from

the water, probably owing to

fresh breaks of the glacier edge

(see fig. 86).

The ice tongue was charac-

terised by "coral-reef " weather-

ing. These were large sun-holes

some 2 feet deep and about 15

feet by 6 feet in area. The

edges were deeply undercut on the southern sunny side, and the floor was covered

with beautiful fan-crystals of ice. After crossing a i-milo of this surface I reached the

first moraine heap, but this structure is described elsewhere.

The pinnacle ice fringed the tongue on the southern nuirgin. forming an irregular

belt about 200 yards wide. This feature, however, ceased with the end of the hill slope,

and the tongue to the east was separated from the piedmont by a deep hollow. Here

there was a tide-crack merging into a long, narrow lake, which it was difficult to cross

on our first traverse (February 13th, 1911). We founil the wide crack partly bridged

by some fallen blocks, and we cut ilown sonu' cornico-snow and ultimately heaved the

sledges across. Anuing the pinnacles the water was flowing about 1 inch deep and

2 feet across on January 29th, 1911. But this varies with the season, for on

Februarv 12th, 1912, we had some diHiculty in getting the sledges over the rushing

streams.

At the distal end of the tongue (Iran and 1 made a traverse on February 13th,

1912. It was here only 900 yards across. On tiie north side was an abrupt ice face

15 feet high, anil the lake had now diminished to a width of 33 yards. It was rather a

li'i„. 86.—Approximate sketch map sliowiug morphology of

the tongue of the Ferrar Glacier.
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flat expanse between two liu<,'i' tide-cracks. The latter soon (liiuiiiishcil, and shortly

we were able to reach the piedmont without noticing them. Hence? tlie Ferrar Tongue

must merge into the piedmont, and tlie Kerrar (ilacier can exert but little pressure at

its south-east extremity.

It would seem evident from these considerations and from the general plan of the

tongue, that we have here to do with a relic of the Ferrar Cllacier proper which did not

break away when the northern ])ortion moved off. Since the Ferrar (Jlacier is moving

perceptibly about 20 miles to the

west of the snout, this offers an

interesting problem in glacial

])hysics. Probably the tongue

is only tcmjjorarily attacheil to

the piedmont by blizzard-drifts,

tiiough the connection seemed

solid enough.

Granite Harbour Tongue.—

I

examined this in some detail on

November 28th, 1911, and we

crossed it on January 14th, 1912.

It was only a small affair, but

possessed many points of interest,

for it seemed to explain some of

the larger examples.

I climbed up the Couloir Cliffs

immediately west of the tongue,

and so obtained a view of the latter

from a height of about 250 feet.

The tongue protrudes from a vride

hollow in the cliff to which the

Wilson Piedmont extends. To

the east the piedmont forms high

cliffs, but to the west it does not now reach the margin of the Couloir Cliffs. A
good view of the piedmont floor is here visible, and is described elsewhere.

The tongue is in a very favourable position as regards alimentation. The blizzard

winds no doubt blow down the ice " valley " directly along the tongue. But here also

are well-marked corrugations which show that the tongue as a whole is being moved

to the north (see inset fig. 87). There were three well-defined corrugations just at the

root of the tongue which projected about 40 yards from the main mass and gave it a

peculiar serrate edge, which is obvious also in Ross Island Tongue.

I was especially interested in the junction of the ice tongue with the base of the

granite cliffs. Immediately adjoining the cliff was a gully about 20 or 30 feet deep

and 100 j'ards A\'ide, partly filled with granite debris. This rested on crevassed ice

::-A Se ct ion

Fig. 87.—Approximate plan of S.W. of Harbour Ice Tongue
at its junction with Couloir Cliffs, showing moraine,
pressure ice and serrated edge. Map in corner and
section given below. 28th Nov., 1911.
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which was clearly visible in places. Parallel to this was a well-defined pressure ridge

of ice rising 65 feet above sea-level and nuich higher than the adjoining mass of the

tongue. The latter, however, rose to a height of about 75 feet at some distance

from the cliff (see plan, fig. 87). It seemed probable that very little pressure

was now occurring, and that the radiation from the cliffs and from the moraine

had melted the gully in the large pressure ridge, which originally pressed against

the cUfE.

There was no sign of glaciation on the cliff base, which was nearly vertical and,

though honeycoinl)ed by aerial erosion in places, was in general very solid. A dead

seal, mummified by age, lay on the moraine. Somewhat inland the gidly descended

slightly, and it was a well-marked feature all around the cliff.

Here again was definite evidence of the feeble erosive powers of glaciers and of the

permanence of ancient ice-forms. There was no tide-crack at the end of the tongue,

so that it was certainly floating. It was protected like the other three tongues, from

the violence of the south-east blizzards.

Macl-ay Glacier Toufjiie.—This was first identified wlien we climbed Discovery Bluff

on December 3rd, 1911. It had not l)een distinguished by the " Discovers' " Expedition

in 1902, for it appears to lie at the foot of the high cliffs on the north side of the Harbour.

It is 6 miles long and nearly 2 miles Avdde. Its long axis is directly in line with

the main Mackay Glacier behind, i.e., from W.S.W. to E.N.E. There is little doubt

that it is a " thrust tongue " and not a relic of a " piedmont glacier " or " barrier
"

glacier (see fig. 88).

The morphology of the tongue exhibited many points of interest. The " root
"

of the tongue was marked by a sea of crevasses so irregular and luiiversal that Gran

gave them the name of " Skauk." This is the Icelandic term for such an expanse,

and I feel sure that the term might be incorporated in the glaciologist"s vocabulary

(see Plate GUI).

The main body of the tongue was crevassed in a peculiar fashion in that the

crevasses ran almost longitudinally. From the top of Discovery Bluft' (1600 feet) one

could see that these crevasses were nearly parallel to those due to the nuiin tributaiy

(the Cleveland Glacier) to the north. There is no reason why a floating tongue should

be heavily crevassed, and indeed in this the crevasses died out towards the tip. whore

they gradually became cemented and filled.

On December 14th, 1911, Gran and 1 walked from our camp on Gape Geology to

the tongue (at A fig. 88). We had no difiiculty in getting on the tongue by njeans of

a snowdrift. The edge was here about 20 feet high, but was 50 foet high a little to

the east, and varied fretiuiMitly. We found the first 200 yards not a bit crevassed. and

then suddenly came on sonu> deep examples about 3 feet wide and nujsked by recent

snow. Water seemetl to have moulded and rounded their edges. (Fig. 89.)

I set up the theodolite on the tongue, and after a few trials I was able to fix a stake

exactly on the line, between a granite mass included in the black dolerite sill of the

Kar Plateau {li in fig, 88). and Gape Geology.



C/ei>e/a/ni

Oil .latiiiarv I'Jtli, litlL', we wtTc hiick at Camp G'eolojiv, and we uf^airi visitt-d uui

stake [A on tig. 88), the theodolite being on Cape Geology, and sighted on the granite

inclusion. The stake and the tongue were found to have moved to the east a distance

of 82 feet in 29 days or 2 • 8 feet per

24 hours. We were careful to set

the theodolite up on s(jlid rock so

that 1 believe this is one of the most

accurate rates measured, for it is

only rarely that one gets a glacier

tongue flanked by suitable .stations

as in this instance (IMate CIV).

( )n this second visit we re-

tiinieil by anotlier route (fig. 89).

A short distaiu'e to the east was

one of the huge gullies which

deejjly penetrate the edge of the

tongue every half mile or so. We
found the track much easier, for

the floor was solid thaw-water ice.

There were three pools of water on

the irregular steps of the floor of

the gully. We came out at the

Fig. 88.—Sketch map of Mackay Tongue (after Major
Debenbam's survey). The position of the skauk,
and the peculiar direction of the crevasses, deter-
mined by the tributary Cleveland Glacier, is

indicated. The velocity of the Tongue was
measured by a stake at A in lino with a mark on
the Cliff at B.

(Scale of miles.)

level of the sea ice, and as there was no sign of a tide-crack here, we can assume that

the greater portion of the tongue is floating. This measurement shows that the tongue

may have been much longer in 1912 than in 1902 when the "Discovery" was in the

harbour, although photographs

taken in 1902 would seem to

indicate that the tongue was much
the same as in 1912 (see fig. 3,

plate 36, " 1902 Expedition

Album ").

The effect of the thrust of this

huge tongue on the sea ice has

been discussed earlier. The ton-

gue is about 100 feet above sea-

level near the stake. Hence the

whole bulk is perhaps 175 X 10"

cubic feet, and weighs approxi-

mately 44 X 10* tons. The resulting shear-cracks in the sea ice are shown
in fig. 88, and have already been described.

The tongue ends in three " fingers," which are sketched in fig. 90. The distal

end of the tongue is broken into deep lateral bays, and consists of regular rolls and

Fig. 89.—Sketch plan of the edge of Mackay Ice

Tongue, showing longitudinal crevasses and wide

gully. (Not to scale.) 14th Dec, 1911.
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hollows. The walls are about 15 or 20 feet high, and only occasionally accessible. I

ascended the end of the tongue quite easily to a height of 80 feet, and found that here

all the crevasses had cemented again, or been filled with drift snow and thaw-water ice.

On the north side the tongue is even more imposing. We obtained a view from the

north-east near the Kar Plateau, and saw that it was cut up into bays so deeply indented

that tliey seemed to separate its margin into ice islands. (Plate XLVll.)

P-edm tGla-t
O'^gC'ry li

Fig. 90.—Tho tip of tho Alackay Tongue and the N.W. corner of Granite Harbour from Discovery
BlulT, looking N. I Uli Dec, 1911.

The origin of the tongue is fairly obvious. It consists of the ice thrust seaward

by the Mackay Glacier through the rocky gate between the Kar Plateau and the ridge

behind Cuflt Cape. Like the plug of ice m the well-known hollow cannon-ball experiment,

the extruded ice is marked by parallel sides. The width is determmed by the width of

the gates. No doubt the end breaks off at infrequent intervals and forms icebergs,

but this depends on the season. In 1902 the ship could reach Discovery Bluff

(January 20th). On this day in 1912 there was 25 miles of pack-ice off Discovery

Bluff, which effectually protected the tongue from disintegration.
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Part II.-THE FACIES OF THE SOUTHERN
HINTERLAND

ANTARCTIC

Section I.-PHYSIOGRAPHY OF GLACIERS: ICE FEATURES.

CHAPTER XVI.

OUTLET GLACIEES.

In our journeys to the west we investigated fairly completely lour great Outlet

Glaciers. These are huge ice-streams draining from the great Inland Ice Cap and not

deriving their supply from localised neve fields among the mountains.

In 1911 we investigated the Ferrar, Taylor and Koettlitz Outlet Glaciers, and in

1911-12 the Mackay Outlet Glacier. The Debenham and Wright Glaciers were smaller

examples of the same class, but we only had distant views of them.

The position and dimensions are as follows :

—

Name.



the Outlet Clacicr. The hitter was only 3 feet above the sea ice at this point. The

peculiar tongue of the Glacier along the Butter I'oint PiodiiKint lias Iteen described

previously. (See map, fig. 93.)

The valley of the lower Kerrar Glacier is abcnit 4 iiiih's wide, and extends south-

west for about 30 miles. The northern face is a marvellous wall-like cliff, 2000 to

3000 feet above the glacier, as straight and smooth as if planed by a giant caqjenter.

Indeed it forms part of a typical glacial valley where lateral spurs are entirely wanting.

On the south side the wall is breached by tributary glaciers coming in from the Blue

Glacier and the snow slopes of Mount Lister. (See photos A and li between pp. 420 and

421 in " Scott's Last Expedition," Vol. IL)

The chief features of the lowei- portion of one of these huge glaciers can best be

realised by a description of a traverse of the PVrnir Glacier across the snout (fig. 80

and fig. 91).

A.

—

Centre to South.

At its mouth the Kerrar Glacier is about 4 iiiih's wide

with tlie normal angle of about 33". which reach a 1

It is Ijounded by bare cliffs

'ight of 3000 ur 4000 feet.

Fig. 91.—Cross section of tin- Kerrar Olacier near the snout.

The glacier end is about G feet above sea-level, and is obviously not contributing nuich

in tlie way of icebergs. Our camp was on the sea ice at the junction. From the camp

1 made a rapid traverse to the southern sh.pes. which further proved that the glacier

was nearly stagnaitt, though it seems to me that some differential movement is shown.

Indeed, some movement was i.ulicated by stakes inserted by Wright and Debenham

K'vel with Cathedral Hocks, but the condition ol the southern portion of the snout

would seem to indicate tliat it is not transmitted in tliis portion of the glacier The

surface resembled that of the Koettlitz Glacier, and was seamed by numerous channels

:md cut into small i)innacles and thaw jx.ols in a. manner which showed tiiat it had not

alteied its position for many years. On tiie northern side, however, there was a stnkmg

ri.lge of heaped-up pressure-pinnacles, wiu.h leads nu> to believe that there is motion in

this moiety of tlie glacier (fig. 91). The sea ivc was free from the pressure ridges

which we saw in Granite Harbour, iieiu-e the nun-ement is less than in the .Mackay Glacier.

After walking for abt)Ut half a nnU> over the sea ice. south from our camp. I was

surprised to find a prolongation of the glacier exten.led as a lateral tongue for 4 miles

along the southern shores. This has been described earlier. It was necessary to crtv^s

tiiis to reach the hill slopes. Alter crossing half a mile of the tongue 1 reached the

lirst moraine heap (Plate C\'). Tlunv was no very detinite arrangement of the debris
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along continuous lidifcs, hut licre and tlicre oval piles of stone and f^ravel were scattered

about the glacier. The ice was usually melted into a pool at their bases. The first

moraine heap was 70 yards long and about 10 feet high. It showed an extraordinary

mingling of powder and large blocks, of which the latter were all somewhat rounded.

Among the stones were .specimens of gneiss, dolerite, felspar, porphyry, '' shap granite,"

and a few boulders resembling troctolite. A few small striie were visible on some

boulders. The latter varied in size from 4 feet diameter down to fine powder. At the

side were pools tilleil with yellowish water. Here was o!ie of the few occurrences of fine

silt wliich 1 ob.served. (See fig. 42.)

Otiier heaps occurred close by, of irregular shape and not quite so high. About

70 yards away to the west appeared another ridge, and between were a few big blocks.

Possibly there was moraine between covered by the ice, but the lack of debris on other

glaciers makes me doubt it.

This moraine ridge was elongated and marked by parallel cracks in the debris

occurring along the main axis of the ridge. They may be indications of the movement

of the glacier, but were more probably due to a " slumping " of the debris itself.

Continuing to the W.S.W. {i.e., up the glacier) I found another heap about 100

yards distant. This was 30 yards long with boulders 4 feet long, and with mucli fine

clay. Some of the blocks were formed of crystalline limestone. The ice was weathered

mto sun-holes 3 feet deep here also.
.
Another 100 yards and there was a series of three

big ridge heaps from 10 to 20 feet high. From here to the hill slopes was about a mile,

and there was only one moraine heap in this distance. This was of much the same type,

being 75 yards long and containing blocks up to 4 feet in diameter.

These surface moraines seemed to me to possess features indicating their englacial

origin. The rounding of the boulders implies considerable friction by water, while the

mingling of large blocks and fine silt shows that ordinary stream action has not been

at work. The most probable origin to my mind is to be found in the sub-glacial drainage

tunnels, such as we saw on the Koettlitz. In these one can picture the big boulders

being roimded and at the same time mixed with fine silt as the whole is dashed along in

the circumscribed channel by the temporarily rapid current.

I am quite prepared to believe that a thickness of many feet of the upper layers of

the ice has been ablated and melted since the glacier drainage was in any sense active.

Many observations on moraines, terraces and glacier snouts show that in Antarctica we
now have to do with features which originated many years ago, and which would in

other regions be ephemeral and rapidly de.stroyed.

How slow the change in the ice is, is shown by curious ice structures met with here

which I termed " hat-pin " icicles. These originated as ordinary icicles hanging from

a melting shelf. Gradually the slender rod had grown until it became fixed below at

the tip. Then the original (upper) support was attacked by the sun, and little by little

eaten away until only a knob indicated the origin of the icicle.

As usual, the ice immediately next to the gravel slopes was intersected by numerous

small streams. Here, on January 28th, 1911, the main stream was 2 feet wide and
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about 1 inch deep. Tlierc was much greater flow along the northern Ijank of the glacier.

There was an interesting zoning in the character of the debris covering the valley

slopes herea])outs. Next to the glacier was a belt at a low angle coasisting of clayey

silt containing stones 1 or 2 inclies long. A hundred yards south this deposit had become

a sort of " gravel meal " wliidi is very characteristic of Antarctic surfaces.

Then came a belt of sharp shingle or angular gravel, each piece being about 2 inches

long, with very little powder visible. Above this were the coarser blocks, which became

fairly continuous at about 400 yards from the glacier edge. Here I was about 200 feet

above the ice. Just below the granite erratics, which were up to 4 feet in length, though

mostly less than 1 foot, was a large patch of moss about 60 feet long and 15 feet wide.

There Avere apparently two genera present, one reniinding me of the alga Ulva. These

belts are shown approximately in fig. 91.

Perhaps the most interesting observation I made here was that of a small weathered

granite boulder. Tt was half buried in the gravelly soil, and appeared very much

weathered. The large porph>Titic felspars stood out like bricks on end. I lifted it out

of the soil, and found that the buried portion preserved its original rounded shape.

This stone was lying quite loosely in the soil, and was not decomposed. Two inferences

may be made. The insecure position of the boulder on the slopes just alongside a huge

glacier would seem to indicate that weathering has been very rapid. But we must

remember that such a block, although it would hardly remain a century undisturbed

in temperate regions, may have been weathering much longer in the monotonous round

of Antarctic seasons. Many other specimens of such half-weathered boulders were

noticed later. Captain Scott bringing one back from Uunlop Island in the succeeding

September.

B.

—

Traverse of Ferrar Snout from Centre to North.

A traverse to the north across the snout of the Ferrar Glacier led us over much the

same weathered glacier at first. Towards the northern edge we crossed a number of

covered and drained lakelets in the glacier ice, and these were our first examples ot

" glass roof " structure of which we were to meet nuany on the lower Ivoettlitz Glacier.

A rampart of pinnacle ice extending as a kind of lateral moraine 30 feet high, and a

considerable stream of water, se])arated us from the hill slopes. There was a belt of

true lateral moraine 10 feet high and some 30 feet wide, and then ant)t her water channel,

after which steep slopes littered with debris led up to the ice slab, which was our

objective. Our opportunities of exploring these lateral moats were not numerous, and

the annexed sketch section shows what seemed to be characteristic of the snout of

the Ferrar (tig. 91).

There is a considerable dillVrontc between the south and north margins. .More

water flows along the northern edge and has cut out channels several feet deep in the

ice. At times a rushing torrent flows along the glacier's edge,* but when wo saw it in

January, 1911, the flowing water was only a few inches deep. The ice pinnacles were

* Vulc Priest It-V aii.l IXivid.



very beautiful, l)L'in<,' fretted \ty tlie sun into a myriad fantastic pinnacles. Miniature

crevasses dissec-ted portions of the wall, due partly to pressure and partly to tLaw

waters, 'i'liis wall ol ice pinnacles suggests that the active portion of the Ferrar Glacier

is confined to the northern margin. We could see the pinnacle wall extending for nuiny

miles up the glacier, init at the end of the Kukri Hills (ahout 2.j miles west) there was

no sign of pressure, as the section (tig. '.)!) shows clearly. TJiis line of pinnacles was

noticeable along the north-west in.irgiu of the Koettlitz Olacier also. (See Plate CXI\'.)

I clinilx'il up the slopes ol the Kukri Hills for 2o00 feet just to the east of the

Double Curtain (ilacier. The rock was a flaky gray granite with numerous dark dykes.

The diabase morainic nuiterial of the ancient Ferrar Glacier seemed to reacli aljout

1900 feet above the present surface of the glacier, and in the lower j)ortions of the

climl) were numerous erratics of garnet gneiss, pegmatite, and varieties of basalt.

At my liighest point I was well above the " shoulder " of the Kukri Hills, though

not near their summit, which is here about 3500 feet. 1 could see that the hanging

" curtain " glacier alongside originated in a nearly level snow-field. A sharp anie

separated its snow-field from another to the -west. Undoubtedly the upper slopes of

the Kukri Hills form a sort of very flat roof-ridge. The resemblance is, indeed, very

close to an old roof of galvanised iron where the individual sheets have sagged down

between the rafters. Each of the depressions is a snow-field occupying a shallow,

elongated cirque ; in fact, these are possibly the senile circjues of the Ice Flood age.

C—Traverse up the Centre of the Ferrar Glacier. (Fig. 93.)

Here, as elsewhere, the lower glacier surface is much dissected by thaw -water,

etc., whde the upper reaches are of hard blue ice. The glacier ice is in wide undulations

and the surface drainage runs diagonally from south to north across the glacier. About

5 miles above the snout there were four shallow streams crossing the glacier in this

fashion, with water 3 inches below the ice surface (on January 29th). This diagonal

direction is probably due to the aspect of the midday sun, which eats back the " alcoves
"

dissected in the ice and ultimately produces a north-south channel.

The surface deteriorated rapidly ; the flatter portions were sun-carved into serried

ranks of projections like ploughshares, and we used the term " ploughshare ice " to

describe this feature. Great holes 2 or 3 feet deep were occasionally cut out below the

general level, and these were closer together as we moved west. They were crusted

with " fan-crystals," and indeed represented a stage of surface evolution conveniently

named " coral-reef " structure. jNumerous '• curtain " glaciers hung over the sides of

the main Ferrar walls, but these are described in detail later.

Above the four small drainage streams the surface degenerated. During the first

mile we traversed three well-marked imdulations, which were nearly abreast of the

Overflow on the south side of the Ferrar. About a mile higher up was a relatively

deep snow-covered valley crossing the glacier. On both sides were numerous crevasses,

but the widest was less than 3 feet across. Most of them had definite snow-bridges

across. At our second halt we found a dead seal.
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The .slope liiglicr up was not steep, only 3"' as measured roughly with my Bruiiton

level, and the crevasses were insignificant. The lateral moraine became more prominent

on the lower slopes as we ascended the glacier. Five miles above the Overflow the

clear ice began to show through the snow cover. EvaUiS had made this journey in the

earlier Expedition luul recollected it as clear ice throughout, while conditions in the

Taylor Valley atljoining were also reversed as contrasted with his earUer experience.

" Glass-roof " ice appeared in patches about 6 miles above the Overflow. This

represented the frozen surface of pools from which the water has drained away. More

ploughshare ice appeared, and at 9 miles above the Overflow " arabesques " were

common. These are web-like markings in the solitl ice, presumably where moraine

matter has sunk into the glacier.

At 9 p.m. we reached the main moraine on the south side of the glacier, between

Descent Pass and (*athedral Rocks. Here we made a depot, and proceeded west to

reach the Taylor Glacier. The chief features hereabouts were the beautiful tessalations

on the north side of the Ferrar. These products of solifluction showed that a heavy

moraine covered the base of the northern cliffs.

We then had a stiff pull up the glacier, about 5 for a mile. The glacier ice was

split into rough rectangles by cracks, which, however, did not hinder our progress. A
fine low-level tributary enters at grade just beyond Cathedral Rocks. The majority

of the other tributaries have not entered at grade, since the main glacier was some 2000

feet thicker.

On the evening of the January 31st we reached the top of the steeper portion of

the Lower Ferrar and found ourselves on a small plateau about 3200 feet above sea-level.

On the south it received its main suj^ply from the " South Arm." From the west it

receives practically no supply, as all the ice from the upper glacier seems to enter the

Taylor Glacier.

There is no rock outcrop along the Ice Divide which separates the Lower Ferrar

drainage from the Taylor Glacier drainage. The older maps showing the so-called

" Upper " Ferrar draining into the Lower Ferrar are quite incorrect, though it is possiVile

that a little ice may flow abuost due north from South Arm into Taylor Valley as Priestley

suggests, in my opinion the two glaciers are " apposed," like Siamese twins. Xo
doubt at some earlier period there was a flow across the divide, and at a later dat<?

the two moieties, Ferrar and Taylor, will be quite disconnected as they were in the

earlier phases of the glacial hemicycle (fig. 92).

Similar cases are known in many glaciated regions. Thus the peculiar cross-shape

of Lake Luzern is due to the apposition of two parallel glaciers (flowing ilown t he Aa and

Reuss Valleys). The sa})])ing of the ridge st^parating them leil ultimately to the deep

cleft at Vitznau, but at one stage there was almost certainly an ico divide hero, just

as noted in Antarctica.

As regards the nomenclature of these t.wo glaciers, a parallel ease of the tinal division

of a complex of ice streams into intlividual units is descril)ed in Tarr's paper on the

Yakutat Glaciers (U.S. Geological Survey), where ho ^ubdivides the Hubbard Glacier
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into tliren apposed glaciers to which he gives new names. In tlie Antarctic example

Scott named the original complex " Ferrar Glacier " in 1903, and tlicji distinguished and
named the northern twin (as described) in 1911 after hearing my report.

Thus the Lower Ferrar is fed almost entirely from the south, i.e., hy the South Arm
and Kmmanuel Glaciers, and to a less degree by the Descent Pass (ilacier and Overflow

Glacier.

The Taylor Outlet (Jlacier.--On February 1st we started to descend this glacier from

the plateau near Ivnob Head. The moraine from the latter headland led directly across

the glacier toward the north, and proved conclusively to my mind that not the slightest

portion of ice from the so-called " Upper " Ferrar connects with the Lower Ferrar

Glacier. We marched around the base of the Kukri Hills at their western end. Here
was a tremendous lateral moat (separating the glacier from the cliffs), which is described

elsewhere.

AToia Vlwsw^raphic Features of the QvpcseJ. Vallius cf

the Ferrar oc Taybr Cjlacurs (fCccklnj S. SfJat)

Fjg. 92.—Diagram illustrating the main features of tlie Apposed Ferrar and
Taylor Glaciers.

The Taylor Glacier is of very irregular shape, for it probably overwhelms several

ancient cirque valleys. Thus its breadth is greatest north of Knob Head, where it is

10 or 12 miles across ; towards the plateau it is 6 miles across, and near the snout barely

2 miles wide. Its length from the ice plateau is perhaps 30 miles.

Only the lower half of the glacier was investigated, i.e., that portion wliich lies

stagnant below Solitary Rocks or below the broad step constituting the Cavendish Ice

Falls (see map, hg. 93). The snout is separated from the sea by an empty valley

20 miles long. Since there are many "dry valleys" in Victoria Land, this is logically

described as the Taylor Glacier Dry Valley.

The descent down the Taylor Glacier was fairly steep, for in about 8 miles it drops

from 1350 feet (above sea-level) to 450 feet. A strong cold wind was blowing up the

valley, quite probably a deflected blizzard. The winds here were of necessity either

north-east or south-west, for we were at the foot of an unbroken gorge 4000 or 5000
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feet deep, stretching in the direction indicated. The most noticeable feature of

the region—an almost total absence of snow on glacier, slope or valley—prevented

any wind from becoming obnoxious througli drift.

As we moved down along the moraine we came on specimens of Beacon sandstone,

the first sedimentary rocks we had seen. As in the Ferrar (.Uacier to the south, the
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frozen surface streams ran across the glacier diagonally towards the north-east.

Perhaps this uniform northerly direction was due to the greater melting on the

northern side of the glacier.

We could see clearly tlie great " groin " (mentioned by Captain Scott in 1002)

blocking the valley, and about six o'clock the slope became too steep for the sledges.

We halted, therefore, about a mile from tlie snout, and prospected for a good camp site.

There was no snow anywhere, and the edge of the glacier was a steep slope some 40 feet

high, down which it would be little advantage to lower the sledge.

The centre of the glacier was cut up by surface streams into asymmetric gullies

20 or 30 feet deep, which were again carved out into the ice alcoves Avhich are described

later in the memoir.

The main features of the lower portion of the Taylor Outlet Glacier are shown in

the sketch (fig. 94). The glacier evidently only occupies a small portion of its original

bed, and no doubt was at least 2000 feet thicker at its maximum extent. Further,

it does not touch the sides of the vallev, but is separated by a lateral moat, which is

indicated in the sketch on the left side of tlie glacier. It has retreated about a quarter

of a mile back from the Bomiey Riegel (500 feet high), from which the sketch is taken,

bvit rises rapidly from the snout up to the main slope of the glacier, i.e., about 400 feet

in the last mile. Here are the chief thaw effects. In the distance the connection with

the ice of the upper portion can be made out on the left behind the Solitary Rocks,

which largely separate the upper and lower moieties from each other. None of the

tributary glaciers, of which there are three sketched, now reach the main Taylor Glacier,

The most interesting feature about the Taylor Glacier concerns its present and

past alimentation. It is obviously stagnant and receding, so that it is not carrying

much ice from the plateau down to lower levels. Probably a certain amount of

movement occurs, for we heard contraction explosions near Solitary Rocks which perhaps

indicate some mobility. No doubt ablation is in excess of alimentation. It is fed,

if at all, over the Cavendish Ice falls from the ice above the latter. The moraines lead

almost due north from Knob Head, and show^ that the flow from the ice divide is in

this direction.

Why, however, does the adjacent glacier to the south (the Ferrar) reach the sea ?

It has a less important connection with the inland ice {via the South Arm) than has

the Taylor Glacier. It, however, receives several tributary glaciers, notably the

Emmanuel, Descent Pass and Overflow Glaciers. The explanation to my mind, how-

ever, depends on the Taylor Glacier occupying a " locally dry " area, much as we get

similar relatively arid regions around the south-east coast of Australia {e.g., at Geelong,

Sale and Picton *). These are rain-shadow " deserts," and a similar Fohn wind perhaps

operates in Victoria Land, but data are not available.

It would seem probable that the Taylor Glacier once covered the intervening

25 miles and reached to the sea ; but we cannot be quite certain of this, for the deep,

* See Australian Meteorology, 1920 (Oxford), Appendix I, fig, 233 ct seq.
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wide valley to the east of the Nu.ssbauiu Riegel may liave been eut out hy lieadwanl

erosion, due to the presence of a great cirque glacier resembling those of Blue Cdacier

or Davis C41acier to the south. (See Chapter XXV.)

Furthermore, the kenyte erratics which are plentiful in the lower Taylor \'alley,

and even on Andrew's Ridge 1500 feet above the valley, are probably due to a lateral

extension of the great MacMurdo CJlacier at its time of maximum extent. We did not

find any outcrops of kenyte higher up the Taylor Valley, though they are very plentiful

on the eastern shore of MacMurdo Sound.

The vertical section given in fig. 170 assumes that tlie ice sheet of the Taylor Glacier

is about 2000 feet deep at its upper end and gradually diminishes to the snout. The

evidence for horst faults is not great, for the dolerite sills are fairly continuous as far as

our party observed them. The three rock-bars (or riegel) of Solitary Rocks, the small

Bonney Riegel and the high Nussbaum Riegel, and their origin are discussed in another

section (see page 171).

The KoeUlitz Glacier.

This great glacier was in many ways one of the most interesting wliich we surveyed.

The upper 10 miles we did not traverse, but I obtained very good views from the top

of Heald Island.

It flows down from the great plateau by a somewhat curved and relatively narrow

valley between Mount Morning and Mount Dromedary (see fig. 95). In this upper

section it drops about 3000 feet in 1 5 miles and its course is marked by many crevasses

and ice falls, especially where it passes Heald Island. It sends also an arm into Walcott

Bay to the north. This " bay," however, can hardly have been cut out by normal

erosion of the great glacier, but is an earlier low-level cirque valley which the KoettUtz

ice-flood has overwhelmed.

Below Heald Island the valley is broader, from 8 to 10 miles across. There is a

striking difference between the two halves of the glacier lying approximately east and

west of the medial line. The eastern strip is normal and consists of an ordinary

undulating ice river of slight grade. We marched over this portion for about 6 miles

opposite Brown Island.

The western half of the glacier has been eaten away by weathering into the most

diversified ice surface wliich I have ever seen. We struggled through it for nearly a

week, and only afterwards when we looked down on our route from a height to the

west could we discern that there was a regular sequence in the ice-forms which had

made sledging so difficult. (See p. 117 and illustrations.)

The lower portion was, however, rather of the nature of an "expanded foot"

glacier of peculiar shape than like the usual outlet glacier, for there was no e\'idence

of facetting on either side" of its valley, while a great series of cirque valleys separates

the Koettlitz glacier from the mighty wall of the Mount Lister scarp to the west. Yet

moraines scattered along the whole western shore showed that the ancient Koettlitz

extended at least 1800 feet higher than its present level.
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'J'he

has been

the ice is

rounded .smiiiiiit of Ifcald Ishuid (a tv'pical nuiiakol) shows that much ice

right over it. It is about 1 |(K» feet above the glacier on the north side, but

much nearer the suniniit on tlie upper southern side of the island.

Fig. 95.— Map of Kocttlitz Glftcior. (' Goograiiliioiil .Tournul," Nov., 1014.)

Further details of Ice Structure, Erosion and .Morainos are given under separate

headings.
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The Machuy (Jlacier.

At tliis point the great Ice i'latcau seems to come nearer to the coast than elsewliere

in this region. It is reached at a lower level and the Mackay Glacier forms a suitable

route to the interior only about 30 miles long, pro\dded that the coastal cUfis of granite

1000 feet high can first be negotiated (see fig. 96).
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This glacier is much more complex than the three we have considered previously.

It is studded with nunatakker and nunakoUer, especially in the southern portion. Mount

Suess (4000 feet) is the most prominent and others are described in the section dealing

with these land forms.

The main flow of ice is along the northern iialf ol the glacier. 'J'hi.s is sliown not

only by its contiiuiity, but also by the extraordinary glacier tongue which is described

elsewhere. The southern moiety of the glacier entangled among the nunatakker is

more in the nature of an ice-field. Large areas of it are not crevassed, and the only

seaward outlet is in the south-east corner by the small New Glacier. I beUtive that

here we have an example of an ice-filled Alb or upland terrace dating back to the

cirque-cutting period before the Ice-Flood period. (Fig. 97.)

On each side of this broad glacier, some 10 miles wide, are magnificent snow-filled

cirques interspersed with large tributary glaciers entering at grade. In the south a deep

tiord-Uke valley is filled with a low-level glacier, the Miller Through-Glacier, which

has all the appearance of being a transection glacier, connecting the Debenham and

Mackay Glaciers. The beautiful facets on the north wall are among the most striking

features of the Mackay Glacier. There is a continuous series of these from Mount

Tryggve Gran (6500 feet) to the east end of the Kar Plateau, a distance of nearly

25 miles. (See the folded pauoram photograph, Plate CXXVI, p. 135.)

The northern portion of the main glacier was extremely crevassed, especially

where the large Cleveland Glacier entered it. Here it descended rather steeply, and

the combined action of the lateral thrust and of the grade resulted in a field of broken

ice such as I have not seen elsewhere. It extended over several square miles and was

so striking a feature of the topography that we named it the " skauk " (a Norwegian

word for such structures). (Plate GUI.)

It is not improbable that the Mackay Glacier is due to the merging of two parallel

glaciers. The line of nunatakker from Pegtop to Flat Iron may well represent the

relics of an ice-shed, which has since been broken through repeatedly, but which originally

separated the southern portion from the northern, just as the Mackay and Debenham

Glaciers are separated to-day.

From the height of the facets on the sides of the Mackay Glacier, and from the uj^per

level of moraine on Mount Suess, it is possible to reconstruct the upper surface of the

Mackay Glacier in the Ice-Flood era. I have attempted to do this in fig. 98. We see

that the old Mackay Glacier must have been an imposing sight, for it was a continuous

sheet about 2000 feet thick all across the step at the head of Granite Harbour. The

bare areas of Flat Iron, Cuff Cape, etc., were buried deep below the great glacier, which

no doubt cascaded over the edge in a series of crevasses of which the skauk to the north

gives us only a faint picture to-day. (See fig. 151.)
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CHAl'TER XVII.

TlilBUTARY GLACIERS.

We may conveniently classify the smaller glaciers associated with the Outlet Glaciers

somewhat as follows :—

•

A. Transection Glaciers, connecting two major glaciers.

B. Dendritic Glaciers, entering the main valley from higher snow-fields, usually

at right angles, and in the region discussed not usually reaching the main

glacier. There are many varieties of the second class.

A.

—

Transection Glaciers.

Since bifurcations are found to be so much more common in an ice-clad region

than in an area where rain and rivers are operatmg, we are prepared to admit con-

One striking difference among many is

While grade and velocity are no doubt

'"r"^

siderable difference in the method of erosion

the slower rate of erosion by the ice-stream,

vital factors in glacial erosion

as in river erosion, yet the

Antarctic glaciation is in such

a stage of development that

bifurcations occur with all

grades and with both large

and small ice streams.

Sitage I.—Four examples

were examined in various

stages of development. The

Descent Pass Glacier con-

nected the upper portion of

the Blue Glacier with the

great Ferrar Glacier about

1000 feet below. (Fig. 99.)

The glacier is rather a

series of ice falls than a

uniform ice stream, and has

a slope of about 11°. It is

perhaps 2 miles long and

about the same width and merges imponoptibly in the Ferrar (Uarior below, except

that crevasses arc abundant where this takes place. (See tig. 93.)

Its origin would seem to be ilue to cirque cutting, so that headward erosion from the

Blue Glacier has nibbled hack int.. tl.c divide until an ice col. sonu>thing like that

described by Hobbs,* results.

* " Characteri.stics of Existinu Glaciovs." Plato 9, lig. B, Yogo Col.

Fit', ili). -I'lio Ovcrriow ami Uoscont Pass Glaciers ontoriiis;

tho Ferrar Glacier from the South.
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Stage II.—Aljout 4 miles oust of the last glacier is another similar (jccurrence, " The
Overflow." Here tJie small transection glacier is ahout the same size, but the angle

of slope is much less aiul the glacier lies at the base of a well-defined gorge (tig. 9y).

This gorge seems to imply more rapid erosion than at most other localities in the region.

There are two phases shown in the cross-section. A normal V-valley above, and below

a steep-silled rugged defile now occupied only in part by the glacier. Perhaps this implies

that the Ferrar halted for a long period at the upper level (when the broader V was
cut out) but that a comparatively sudden shrinkage since then has led to rapid erosion

by this strongly fed tributary, and so given rise to the narrower valley below.

(It is to be noted that the rugijed craggy walls of this lower gorge do not agree with

the accepted ideas as to erosion by massive ice. They agree much more with the theory

of the " etching " of the walls by thaw-and-freeze action whicli I refer to elsewhere as

the " Scour-wall " hypothesis.)

Stage III.—An example of a transection glacier on a larger scale was examined
from the sunmiit of Mount Suess. It lay 10 miles to the south and was a low level

distributary which apparently cut right through the granite cliffs of this portion of the

Mackay Glacier. It was about 1 mile across and was bounded by cliffs from 1000 to

3000 feet high. Presumably it led from the Mackay Glacier to the adjacent Debenham
Glacier, but we were unable to traverse it. It is shown as the ^filler Glacier in

Plate CXXVI. It marks a stage later than the Overflow Glacier.

Stage ZF.—This is illustrated by the ice-divide separating the Ferrar and Taylor

Glaciers. It is about 3200 feet above sea-level and a descent of 1000 feet occurred

within 4 miles on either side whether one descended to the Taylor Valley or down the

Lower Ferrar. The moraines to the north of this point all pointed down the Taylor

Glacier, while those from the south arm went down the Ferrar. We see here the last

stages in the cutting of a transection glacier. In a few centuries or so the col will be left

bare and the ' apposed " glaciers of the Taylor and Ferrar Glaciers will be as distinct

as they were during earher phases of then- history. (See fig. 92.)

B.

—

Dendritic Glaciers.

These may be classified as follows :

—

I. Graded type.

(a) " Expanded-foot " glaciers.

(6) Gorge glaciers,

(c) Slope glaciers.

II. Not at grade.

{d) Saddle glaciers,

(e) Curtain glaciers.

( /) Cliff glaciers.
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I. " Expanded-fool " (jlaciers.
—

'Phis is a somewhat artificial division of tributary

glaciers, for the same type occurs in iiulcijcndent glaciers {e.g., Blue Glacier). They

represent glaciers whose supply is still in excess of the wastage through ablation, thaw

or removal in bergs. The two chief glaciers on the north wall of Taylor Valley (at the

eastern end) belong to this type (fig. 100). We gave them the names, Canada and

Commonwealth Glaciers. They lie on longitude 163° (see map, fig. 93). They

debouch on the flat boulder-strewn valley from gorges about a mile wide. The grade

is fairly steep, about 20° from the horizontal, and is of course marked by .strong crevasses.

When the ice reaches the plain it spreads out to a circular cake of about 2 nules diameter

and from 30 to 100 feet high.

The Canada Glacier had a snout 50 feet high composed of blue ice without silt

bands. An ice mantle fringed it, and it effectually dammed the Defile, just as did

the Suess Glacier in a more striking manner a few miles west. We were, however,

easily able to walk between it and Andrews Ridge (fig. 101). As usual this tributary

was free from moraine, thus differing greatly from the frost-fed glaciers of temperate

regions. Commonwealth Glacier is 2 miles east of Canada Glacier. It is very similar,

and also blocks the drainage of Taylor Dry Valley, causing a small lake to form.

The Blue Glacier, about 15 miles south of Taylor (Uacier (fig. 93), also offers

an example of an expanded-foot. It expands from a width of 2 miles to twice that

amount, and is on a very mucli larger scale than the two described above, for it is 20

miles long and rises in a firn-field high up Mount Lister.

The front edge is probably floating in the sea and bergs were breaking oft* while

we were crossing it. But the water is evidently shallow, for one stranded berg had been

separated for many seasons, if we could judge from the weathered edges of the fracture,

and yet was only 100 feet away.

The varialjility of the alimentation accounts for the presence of a few expaudod-

foot glaciers among so many recessive types. In the same way in a temperate region

during a cycle of increasing aridity, a few of the best supplied rivers will maintain

their flow and erosive power, long after all water has vanished from all other streams.

Of smaller varieties of tributary glaciers there are many. They are very abundant

along both sides of the Ferrar, Taylor and Mackay valleys. These slopes usually have

a remarkably uniform angle of about 33\ 1 imagine that this is due less to the

planation by the great glacier-plough than to the action of frost. It is possibly

thousands of years since the three glaciers cited have cut away the main valley slopes

which confine them, while some frost action operates every summer.

This angle of 33° is near the angle of slope of debris loosened by frost action, and is

a sort of basal surface, for the debris is to some extent preservative when it covers a

slope. At any rate I imagine that it is tliis t}'})e of erosion which largely determiuos

the slope of the major valleys upon which or through which run the small glaciers now

under revieNv.

These glaciers are usually about 1 mile long in the rogii>ns specified above. They

are distributed with some regularity about 1 or 2 miles apart, all round ihe Kukri Hills
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and on the valley wallH opposed to these hills. During their course they descend 3000

or 4000 feet, but in the majority of cases do not now reach the main valley.

Seen from a height some distance away the firn-field in wliich they arise, for instance

the top of the Kukri Hills, is seen to be approximately level, but cro.ssed by rather steep,

narrow ridges running at right angles to the main glaciers. These may perhaps represent

the later stages in the dissection of an upland region by cirques as described by

Nussbaum.

The smaller glaciois entering at grade may l)e divided into fjoriie and slope glaciers.

'J'he gorge glaciers enter practically at grade and are, of course, more important than

the other t}^)e, but it is very difficult to classify some of these types. For mstance,

the Overflow Glacier described previously is, except for its form of supply, a typical

gorge glacier.

In some few cases the presence of a belt of softer rock has determined the deeper

cutting of a tributary glacier. On the 163° meridian in the Ferrar Glacier is a belt of

limestone which cuts across the main valley. It seems to have helped in the deepening

of the Overflow Glacier (see fig. 99),

and it certainly accounts largely for -^ ^ _ _ - ^^

the comparatively deep notch, ap- o.

proaching a gorge, made by the

Kitticarara Glacier on the opposite

side of the Ferrar Glacier.

Near Cathedral Rocks are

several more of this kind, of which

fig. 102 is a type. Emmanuel

Glacier, a little farther west of

Cathedral Rocks, is a large tributary

whicli has cut a definite gorge near

its junction with the Ferrar Glacier.

It exhibits two phases of developnuMit ; for about 1000 feet above its present gorge

there is a l)roa(l terrace on the south side on which a small tributary from the

south enters and spills over

^^, portion of tlie terrace, ap-

parently just reaching the

Emmanuel Glacier near it«

junction. This interesting

terrace is illustrated in fig.

103.

Slope glaciers. — These

are characteristic of the

southern side of the Taylor

\'alley. but are present elso-

riu'v reach down ahnost to the middle of the main

iofe a Uriel- y,rM- Cdthedr<xl Roc>'i

Fi.'. 102.

/

-
't'r'' ..

*^,.. V-

Ki.u. l(i:; rciracos ;it the mouth of Eininamiol (!l;u-ior iioar

Cathedral Roeks.

where, as near Solitary Kocks
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valley, in some cases in the form of broad lobes. They merge into diff glaciers on

the one hand and into gorge and expanded-foot glaciers on the other.

Two of tliese slope glaciers are fairly well illustrated in fig. 104. The main valley

here is about 4 miles across. Lake Bonney occupies the central IJ njiles and the

slopes rise rather gently until 2000 feet al)ove the lake. From the centre of the valley

the angle to tlie ill-defined edge of the main south terrace, about 1000 feet up, was

15°, while the north terrace below" the Matterhorn was about 2000 feet up, and the

angle to its edge was 20°. These terraces were about a mile wide and were not quite

level, as sketch (fig. 104) shows. At the back they rose sharply at the usual angle of

about 33°.

The slope glaciers cascaded down the steep cliffs often from a cirque or saddle

hollow above and reached the terraces after a series of crevassed falls. Then they

spread out over the terrace, usually extending about a mile in length and about half that

width. They were free from moraine and contained very little silt. The front wall

was nearly vertical and usually aljout 30 feet high. They gave one the impression of

utter stagnation, though in summer the water melting from the face showed that some

dwindling was in progress. The Sollas Glacier was the largest in this region and was

fed from three firn-fields. It seemed to spread out over the hill flanks \\-ithout gouging

them out, indeed the snout seemed horn below to ride upward over a ridge, and certainly

occupies no well-defined valley in its lower portion. The Lacroix Glacier on the north

side of Taylor Valley (just under tlie Matterhorn) was an interesting specimen. Here

the glacier spilled over steep granite clift's on to the terrace below and there was

practically no connection between the supply in the cirque above and the supine pancake-

like glacier on the terrace below. Tlie only alimentation that could occur was by

avalanches, which are very

rare in the cold climate

now obtaining in this par-

ticulai- region of Victoria

Land. Tliis " recon-

structed " glacier is shown

in fig. 105. (An even

more unusual type of re-

construction is shown in

Plate CXXIX, in the next

section.)

Near Solitary llocks

and below Obelisk Mountain

illustrated in fig. 100. But lierc

We called the twocliief exampU>i

They spread over a low range

Fig. 105. -Tlic Aviilaiu-lio-toil Lacroi.x (.ilacior in tho

Tavlor Vall.-v. "tli Fob., liMl.

were some intovosting .>^lope glaciers wliiih arc

some nilinity with the Tiednvont Glacier is apparent.

;. from llieir shape, the Gatspaw and Stocking Glaciers.

of liiils shaped souunvhal like a broad terrace. From

my sketch it seems possible to prove some retrogressitm on the part of the Gatspaw

Glacier. In 1903 the " paw
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I'oriii of tlirec '" cljiws " prolonging the glaiiiT .some tuiiKlicds of feet. There was no trace

of tliose in I'Jll. Possibly, however, the claws of tJie early photographs were merely

extensive snowdrifts and not true ice.

The irregular outline of this glacier suggests that it originally spread out and perhaps

joiiiod with the Stocking and other glaciers to the cast. Hence the absence of any trace

Carjp" Stacking

^Z>»^f^

Fig. 106.—The Catspaw and Stocking slojx; glaciers near Solitary Rocks showing some resemblance to

Piedmont Glaciers.

of a valley below these glaciers. They merely " spill " over the broad terrace and hang

there quite unconnected with the main glacier below. This absence of marked erosion

is to my mind very important.

Perhaps the most interesting of the slope glaciers was the Herbertson (Jlacier

near the south.-east portal of the lower Ferrar Glacier (fig. 107). This tributary

--'fir-

Fig. 107.- -The Herbertson Glacier pressing into the Ferrar Glacier on the left. Looking East from the

hill slope. r2th Feb., 1912.

glacier drains the northern foothills just above the snout of the Ferrar Glacier.

It occupies a saddle hollow or large cirque above the valley slope, down which

it descends Avith some crevasses and falls, and then reaches the Ferrar Glacier

in a series of gigantic ice steps. The special interest of the glacier lies in the fact

that it just enters the big glacier but hardly contributes to its growth. It is strong

enough to push the main glacier to one side for about 100 yards, and raises a series of

low ridges in the main glacier. However, there are indications that a permanent
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tide-crack or stream separates the two and it is in the arrangement of the pressure

ridges that the chief interest lies. I'he snout of the glacier, as it lies on the lower foothills,

is about I mile across. At the western side is a well-marked silt fan or delta, due to a

stream running down from the steep (33°) slope and depositing its burden as it reaches

the lesser grade (fig. 108).

On this we pitched our camp. The debris was largely of the nature of "raw"
concrete, consisting of silt and angular rubble mixed together. It was very wet while

we were there in mid-February, and even during the night, when it lay in the shade

out of the midnight sun, it did not freeze to any great extent. The supply of warmish

water had eaten pools into the ice where it reached the level of the main glacier. The

Fig. 108.—Sketch plan of tlic Horhcrtson Glacier Front, showinp; ice ridfjes caused bv it.-; thrust into

tlio Kcrrar Ghicicr. 13th F.'h., I'.M2.

front of the glacier was much corroded, being fretted into fringes and icicles which

indicated a long resting period. Over the fringe-zone of the Ferrar Olacier {i.e.. occupied

by the lateral moat, pinnacle ice. and drainage streams), the trilmtary glacier had

pushed out a flattened tongue of three or four huge ridges or pui'kors which could not

have been more than 20 or 30 feet thick along the line of the tido-crack.

The lower portion of the slope glacier was at an angle of 21 \ and was carved into a

series of steps up to 12 feet high. At the west side the glacier wall was sheer and

40 feet high. There was no delta on the east side. In the main glacier three or four low

ridges were produced as shown on the plan. They were only about (? foot or so above

the general level and were very broad, so as to appear rather a.-< inululations than as

pressure ridges.

It is interesting to note that the ridgo.'^ in the Ferrar tJlacior wore diroi'tly opfmite

the impinging tributary. They were not apparent to eastward of the llorbortson,
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wliore one iiii^lit have expecti-d them to he cHiricil \>y tlic movt'iiieiit of the main glacier.

Here again tiio evidence shows stagnation, as indeed does the structun- of the toiufue

ot the Ferrar Glacier close by which is describeil in an earlier section.

Cliff (/laciers.—The genesis of these and their evolution into slope or gorge glaciers

is well illustrated along the steep walls of the Ferrar Glacier. In fig. 109 are nine ice

units which exhibit the usual variation. On the right are two couloirs {h, i) or narrow

gullies in the 33" face. These are iilled with snow, which turns to ice in situ. When

Fi". 109.—Glaciers, cirques and couloirs on the north side of the Ferrar Glacier, east of

Sentinel Peak. The cliffs here arc 3000-4000 ft. high above the main glacier.

-"j^^^^

.

occasional thaws occur nivation sets in, especially along the margins of the ice unit.

Thus the couloir is enlarged to a condition shown at e. This is carried still further in

c, where the cirque head is developing. In b the cirque is obvious and headward erosion

is acting to wnden the cirque. A larger body of ice is collected and is very slowly

descending as a cliff glacier to the Ferrar below. At d we see much the same stage,

but the small cliff glacier hangs some hundreds of feet al)ove the main glacier. Finally

at / there has apparently

been a good deal of normal

glacier erosion (i.e., by the

main mass of the tributary),

but from other evidence

it seems likely that this

occurred at a far distant

date, when ice movement

was considerable and the

climate much warmer.

Two interesting cliil"

glaciers are shouTi in figs.

110 and 111. In the South

America Glacier, the ice

hangs down a cliff 2000

feet high and takes a

form very like the continent

after which it is named. It descends from a high level cirque in all probability,

but we were never high enough to see this. It has cut out or led to the recession of a

broad shallow giillv. The most interesting feature is that there is every likelihood

Fig. 110.—S. America Glacier near S.W. corner of

Kukri Hills. 31st Jan., 1911.
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that the hjwer quarter of the glacier broke away as a huge avalanche and so left the

asymmetric glacier of the sketch. The broken (?) face I estimate at about 120 feet

high, and this gives some clue to

the cubic capacity of the cliff

glaciers. There was little or no

moraine.

A cliff glacier just east of

Sentinel Peak had the same features

save that the cirque at the head

was apparent (fig. 111). A peculiar

enlargement of the snout of this

glacier was noticed. At the time

I thought that thaw waters had

melted away the upper margin of

the glacier (on the east side) but

had been deflected away from the

snout, but the matter requires

detailed investigation.

A very remarkable type of cliff

glacier is shown at the Avalanche

Cliffs in Granite Harbour. Here

mere ribbons of solid ice connect

the upper piedmont with the

ice wliich has long ago flowed

over the cUft" and reached sea level. It is illustrated in Plate CXXIX.

When the cliff glacier barely leaves the cirque of origin it may be termed a Saddle

alacier. These are com-

Cu.fi.in Gi nion on both sides of

the Kukri Hills at the

eastern ends (see fig.

101). They dift'er in

nothing except size from

cliff and slope glaciers.

The curtain glaciers

are also intermediate^

types. They are broader

than cliff" glaciers, and

ai times extend across

two gullies or valleys.

Two typical examples

occur near the north-

cast portal of the Ferrar

H 3

111.—Hanging glacier, 14 miles up the Ferrar

(Jliu'icr on north sido. 30th Jan., 1911.

Kukris
iooo'

Fiii-. 11-2. -Soconil Curtain Glacier on north-east wall of Forrnr Ghu-ior.

Lookinu North. 28th Jan.. 1011.
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Glacier. The cliflfs liere are a))out. 3000 feet high, and the hirger glacier hangs down

to about 1000 feet above tlie Ferrar. Plate CVl shows clearly that it is a mere relic

of an extensive aheet whicli once covered the whole slope. Its function is much

more protective than erosive. It covers the ridge as well aa the two gullies, and

indicates that the gulhes were cut under much more suitable conditions for erosion than

at present. The face of this glacier was 40 feet high and composed of clean snow-ice.

A frozen '" mantle " covered the slopes around the glacier and made it hard to approach

it. A similar glacier is sketched in fig. 112.

A very interesting variety of ice structure occurred below a double-curtain glacier

which lay on the Kukri Hills immediately opposite Emmanuel Glacier. This small

tributary did not reach the great lateral moat bounding the Ferrar Glacier, but hung

about 500 feet or more above the latter. Rough dolerite cliffs separated its snout

from the usual talus slopes.

Through this a fairly con-

stant trickle of ice frag-

ments, with probably some

water, had built up an

alluvial fan
""

or cone of

ice debris to a height of

300 feet. This is sketched

in fig. 113.

The slope of the ice cone

was 37^, and the supplpug

glacier was just visible

through a notch cut in the

columnar dolerite forming

the lower chlfs at this point.

The fan was 150 yards wide

at the base and quite

sharply differentiated. It

was composed of fragments

of ice cemented together

largely by snowdrift. A number of larger ice blocks had rolled down and formed a

partial barrier across the lateral moat, obviously since the water of the latter was

frozen.

This fan marks the last stage in the history of a slope glacier, such as the SoUas

and Lacroix Glaciers. In summer probably some water flows down and helps to cut

the notch. There was none, however, on February 10th, 1911, when I examined it

;

and here again I believe nivation and not water or glacial erosion per se was the chief

factor.

Fig. 11.3.—Ice Fan 300 ft. high composed of recemented debris,

separated by a frozen moat (40 yards across) from the Ferrar
Glacier (near Hedley Glacier, Kukri Hills). Only the lower

crass of the Kukri Hills are sketched.
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CHAPTER XVTTT.

SURFACE FEATURES OF CLACIERS.

In a region of stagnant or receding glaciation such as I studied in Antarctica, there

are features developed whicli difl'er from those commonly present in temperate regions.

I deal elsewhere with surface moraines, and in this section I deal chiefly with the ice-

forms developed in the glacier through thaw-waters, direct insolation and varying

pressures.

The most striking example of the effect of thaw-water was exhibited by the western

moiety of the Koettlitz (Jlacier. We spent a week struggling through the intricate

ice topography which resulted, and anotiier week along its margin, so that a good deal

of data is available from this large glacier.

We left the deiiot on Cape Chocolate (see map in tig. 95) on February 17th. 1011,

and sledged first south-east, and then due south. This led us up the middle of the

Koettlitz Glacier, but on approaching Heald Island we found sledging quite impossible,

and cut across the glacier to the north-west coast which we reached near Terminus

Camp. The following notes fron\ my sledge-diary will serve to introduce this section :—

" We pushed south over blue ice, then ice ripples, gradually reaching fearful glass-

liouse and bottle-glass ice into which we crashed. Evans fell in up to the waist into a

foot of fresh water. Then on, and it got worse and worse. Big ' mesas,' huge curved

platforms which broke and slipped under one. At last we had to lower the sledge

down two feet into a silt-covered low-level surface varied with hard knobs. We decided

to retreat and make a depot at Cape Chocolate." (See Plate CVIl.)

" We found a good route to the point past basket-w^ork ice. and huge ice blisters

about 4 feet high. The bottoms of the hollows afforded good going and the elevated

ice is all glass-house. There was a wide chann(d 20 feet across (l)et\veen glacier and

laiul) with a live-knot current to the north . . . often seals swim uj) and down our

' rip " between the tent and the glacier."'

(We next explored near the depot for two days.)

20.2.11.—''We moved off at 12.30. Aliout 1 mih> over good surface and then glass-

house, craters, pools, etc., ad libitum. At. 2 p.m. still struggling in them, but later the

glass-house got shallower and some ploughshare ice appeared, ^^o had to cut tracks

along the bottom of the glass-house channels, and two men lifted the sledge while two

l)ulh>d on short traces. Here tiie sledge did a complete I'apsize after dropping 2 feet.

About (i. lo we got into a region of i>asket-work, rifle-pits and curious t^iibles. One shaped

like an armadillo standing on a table near an ice iiool impressed us greatly (see tig. 114).

and after pulling the sledge over three ' roof-pillars " (where the roof fell in) we t-amiied."
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21.2.11.
—

" We got going on awful stuff, rounded pools of ice between tables. It

got worse and worse and after nuiny bumps and leaps we decided to prospect. I went

Fig. 114.—Thaw water weathering showing several " ba.se-Ievels " in the ice.

Koettlitz Glacier. 21st Feb., 1911.

towards I\Iount Morning following, rivers of ice for i mile. It got worse with much silt

and algae. So we moved towards Brown Island ; awfully heavy work, over glass-house,

leaping three-foot chasms, between high fascines and tables and across decomposing

yrM<^-T' - ^^5

'Id'' 1

^^
Fig. 115.

—' Pie-Crust " and " Bastion " ice-forms on thi' Kucttlitz Li lacier.

Looking west to the Garwood Glacier. 22nd Feb., 1911.

rivers of ice. About 4.30 we discovered portions of a huge teleost fish. Around ' Park
Lane ' Camp are beautiful ice ' ottomans ' or ' apple-pie ' hummocks with broad black

channels of lower ice all round. The highest pinnacle of the lot is just by, 15 feet high,

with ploughshare edges." (See fig. 115.)
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22.2.11.
—

" We niaiioouvred across low cols iiito various ice lanes till noon. Then

we got stuck in rotten stuff, deep holes, rough cols, and small choked lanes. To the

south appeared huge berg-fascines, 30 to 40 feet high. They had a .serial appearance

like calving hcrgs. (See fig. 116.) I climbed one of these and could .see continuous

glacier less than a mile away to which we sledged. The lanes ended m a most

picturesque alcove amid berg-fascines and ' pies.' The ' calved ' bergs were apparently

nuich higher than the unbroken glacier, which we now reached."

After 6 miles of good surface (going south) we began to cross undulations, where

Evans had to guide down the slopes, and the sledge had some upsets through rotten

honeycomb ice. " The summits of the undulations are perforated, the bottoms are

cracked, but composed of hard ploughshare, excellent sledging but slippy. The honey-

comb surfaces are very rotten at the edges, but on flat surfaces not bad for sledging.

We camped in a hollow^ on a table of honeycomb ice."

23.2.11.—" We prospected west to the coast over honeycomb and undulations until

we reached bergs. We therefore kept on as before to the south over undulations with

Fig. IK).—Calved Bergs along the western edge of the undissected Lower Koettlitz Glacier.

Brown Island behind. 22nd Dec, 1911.

frequent Likes. Ahead was a huge range of bastions 100 feet high with ice rivers between*

so we decided to heatl tlirectly west for the coast. At noon we went into a tunnel

3 feet wide and 7 feet high covered with ' plate glass.' It was 100 feet long. Some

rather rough crossings up 30 feet of 20° slope and then we got into lanes. They wound

in and out amid all manner of picturesque bastions. These lanes unfortunately went

to the north, but we portaged over several divides and made not much easting. At

6.15 we camped amid these labyrintliic lanes."

24.2.11. We made across county towards the hanging valley. Alternately

ploughshare, fairly level, and narrow lanes. Some of the lanes had overhanging margins.

Seats of plate-glass projecting from low bastions were conimon. .More I'onnnon still

weie sharp bottle-glass angles sticking up abominably from about IS inches to 2 feet

•And impeding the sledge, while pot-holes due to silt caught one's boots.

After lunch we crossed two ' roads ' leailing as usual to northeast. They had

shallow pools iind deep ruts or crevasses (2 to 3 feet deep anil 1 foot wide) cut

by thaw-water. After a final dash up and over a steep silt ridge between ice piimaole

ridges, we reached a broad avemie between stonehenge pinnacles of ice and moraines.

We plugged on steadily up a beautiful surface for 2^^ miles. The moraines were getting

* • With Scott ; the Silver liinin-:.' l\v (J. 'riiyhir. iih»toi;riii>hs on p. .'JS<).
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bigger und wider and were about 'MO yards across. We cauie ultimately to a rul-de-sac

and 1 decidetl to make a final camp here aiul investigate Heald Islaiul and 8now ' N'alley.'
"

The explanation of nuK li of tliis apparently confused ice-topography was indicated

when I climbed 1100 feet uj) to tlie top of Heald Island and viewed the upper western

portion of the weathered Koettlitz (ilacier. ( )ne could traie a general evolution from the

unbroken level glacier through bergs, bastions, fascines, jjiecru.st, glass-house and

bottle-glass ice. (See fig. 117.)

It is not easy to account for tiie umisually wide zoiu' of ' decomposed " glacier

surface along the west side of the Koettlitz. The dominant wind is fnua the s(jutli-east,

and this no doubt carries silt and gravel on to the glacier from Brcnvii Island and .Mount

Discovery ; but since the glacier is hei'e 10 miles wide, one would c.xpect the nearer

eastern side to be more dissected, whereas the contrary is the case.

Probably the chief factor is the large extent of bare ground on the western side which

permits of the formation of much water, from the sun heating the dark rocks, which

melts the new-fallen snow. Hence more thaw-water than we saw elsewhere runs down

to the western margin of the Koettlitz Glacier and has contributed greatly to its dissection.

A second factor no doubt is the long period during which this glacier has been .stag-

nant, for the lower Koettlitz is level for 25 miles or so, and may not have moved

materially for centuries.

The moraine from Heald Island, though not of large proportions, no doubt also

produces silt and thaw-water which make for the disintegration of the Lower Koettlitz

Glacier. The panorama given in fig. 1 1 7 shows the main ice stream from the Upper Koettlitz

region flowing down to the left from behind Heald Island. As it passes over the

inequalities of the thalweg it becomes corrugated. In the lower portions these ridges

and hollows persist to some extent. There seems also to be a tendency for the margins

to crack, producing " splay fingers," just as we saw in the case of the Mackay ice tongue

(fig. !)()). Silt and thaw-waters naturally occupy these pressure-hollows, and erode

them much more rapidly than the ridges. Thus we get the condition shown in the

panorama.

Above Heald Island the valley was filled with the glacial stream in a normal

uniform mass interrupted only by crevasses and falls. But to the east of Heald Island

it took the form of a glacier delta whose physiogi'aphy was very interesting.

Below the steep Ice Falls of Heald Island the ice swept to the east in a series of

broad undulations, portion of which we had traversed on February 23rd. These seemed

to extend to the slopes of Discovery, but their nearer (north-western) margin was

marked by the row of bergs noticed previously (fig. 116).

Immediately in front these undulations were separated from tlie northern coast,

where I stood, by some 4 miles of a troubled sea of ice, which at first sight seemed to

exhibit no sense of order. Long promontories, some 50 feet high, extended from the

unbroken glacier mass, and these probably represented the crests of the undulations.

Between tliese ran streams by the anastomosing courses which we had traversed.

Then nearer Heald Island were the two striking " roads " mentioned earlier, and a
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series of l)li)(ks or ico-tables reciillinu ilu' hergs to tlic cast Imt on a mucli <^iiiii(lcr

scale.

The undiiliitious l)et\veeii tlie lulls uiul the island were on a grander scale and

obviously denoted considerable agitation of the ice river, not, however, sufficient to give

rise to falls. Between the zone of blocks and bergs was a sei'ies (jf gradually diminishing ir-c

masses all, however, preserving some reminiscence of wave form, as if a sea of bioken

surf had been petrified. Thus to the left 1 noticed a fairly smooth area, but with an

appreciable differentiation of flatter and more rugged portioiLs. which enabled one to

detect the old "" wave fronts " of ice undulations (see fig. 117).

Again, to the right on the hither side of Heald Island the nearer ice looked like

a badly ploughed field
;

yet here again the dominating trend of the furrows was

plainly j)erceptible.

Beneath Heald Island are the relics of two long ridges, which have been

disintegrated into blocks by further weathering along transverse "joints"' in the

ridges. Another much longer ridge

projects right across the fore-

ground. The cross corrugations

are shown as gxadually develop-

ing into channels. Ultimately no

trace of the square ice blocks

remains, but the old transverse

channels are still identifial)le as

smooth regions of ice, where the

pools have frozen after some par-

ticularly warm season. The areas

between the promontories of ice

are occupied by fragments of ice

blocks or tablets, which break

down to bastions and by continued

erosion to bottle-glass ice.

In fig. 118, looking north-west

from Heald Island, we can observe

the evolution of the bastion still

more clearly. Here the ice tablets

were 30 feet high, separated by

wide level lanes. The sides of the

disintegrating tablets were nearly

vertical on the north, but sloping

with ploughshare projections on

the shaded side. A frozen river

about 100 yards across separated the rugged ice topography from the slopes of

Heald Island.

Fig. 118.—A bird's-eye view across the disintegrating

Koettlitz Glacier, showing the " tablets " weathering to

Bastions. Looking North-West from Heald Island.
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Some of these ice tables contained bands of algae, which were approximately

horizontal, and seemed to indicate a considerable elevation of the ice since they were

alive. We passed an interesting example of ice dissection on our traverse. A pair of

" bastions " or broad pinnacles were obviously portioas of a dome-shaped piece of

the original glacier, for a band of blue ice showed how the old surface had buckled

(see fig. 119). This example showed that a single undulation had given rise to more

than one bastion, whereas in other areas one could see an undulation become a

promontory, and the latter give rise to a single row of blocks as the promontorj- was

broken up. Possibly in the case sketched a summit-crevasse due to strong warping

had formed a line of weakness along which thaw-waters had acted.

A second series of ice-forms developed as the result of the freezing of the thaw-water.

Thus pools and channels would often freeze on the surface before the deeper flo\ving

water froze, and long tumiels would be left when the thaw-waters drained away. Such

thin ice coverings would sag in places and produce the glass-house ice-forms, which

in the lower reaches of the glacier proved such treacherous sledging tracks. Again,

Fig. 119.

—

Wratliriiil Ice Hummock on the Koettlitz Glacier showing two " bastions
''

developing from one corrugation.

the small pools would tend to expand when freezing, and so the frozen mass would

bulge upward and crack across. Later, when thaw-waters flowed through the region

they would eat away the lower ice and leave the piecrust portion standing out as a

sort of " mesa " (see fig. 115). In many places one could trace numerous thawings and

freezings by these relics of old pools. In the fig. 114 four such levels are obvious, the

oldest being the top on tlie ice-form and the last the lower level below the spade.

Glacial rivers.—In some cases the surface drainage accumulates to such an extent

as to constitute a siuall river with luaiw of t ho features of a normal river. A fine example

was crossed in our traverse of the pinnacle ice at the extreme south-east corner of the

Koettlitz Glacier. It is illustrated in fig. 120*. The frozen stream was about 50 feet

wide and had cut out two complete S-shaped meanders in the pimiade ice. The level

of the river was 30 feet below the pimiacles. The concave shore was steep and the

convex shore gently sloping, just as in cases of normal erosion. On the promontory

(to the right of the man iu the figure) a large portion of the icy wall hail slipped down,

forming an "ice slide." Just across the narrow neck separating the man from the

next meander was a large cave excavated iu the southern concave slope by the recurring

thaw-water. A second meander of similar dimensions occurred to the north of the

*Oii page 121.
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cavo. On llic <hit(' (.March Mtli) when we c.vuiniiK'd it tlic "river" was frozen. This

was, however, twn inonth.s after the warnie.st peritjd of tlie yTi^i") ^mJ 1 have no doubt

it was a strong stream at the New Year. It originated in tJie gieat areas of more or less

silt-covered pinnacle ice, which extended for 15 miles from lirown I.shmd southwar<l.

and which were about 1 mile wide on the average.

Ice (tlcovcs.— An ice-form resembling the 1)astions of the Koettlitz, l)ut more

regular in shajx' ;ind with some special features, was investigated on the snout of

Taylor Glacier. The surface of the latter was traversed by four major streams, 20 or

30 feet deep, which ran more or less parallel to the axis of the glacier (see fig. 94).

These ran to the cast-north-east and their southern slopes, facing the noon sun, were

eaten out into a series of alcoves, arranged lilce the stalls of a choir. They were 30 feet

deep and about 100 feet across, and were most beautiful objects, their steep faces

being fretted into a thousand pilasters and niches.*

On the northern side of the glacier these alcoves weve smaller liut more regularly

arranged. For a mile or so

the surface was eaten out

into a succession of these

ice-forms, of which a plan

and section is given in fig.

121. These alcoves were

bounded by razor-like edges

and were about 30 feet

across and 4 feet high.

The latest thaw-water had

flowed out to the north,

forming a tongue of glassy

ice, which one could only

cross by cutting steps. The

southern side of the alcove

(away from the sun) was

weathered into the charac-

fl.-:^

121 -Ice-ak'oves on the surface of the snout of

Taylor Glacier.

teristic " thumb-mark " ice, consisting of shallow pits about a foot across.

Lee-lake.—An interesting ice-form akin to the preceding but on a larger scale

was studied on the Mackay Glacier. Here the Redcliif Nunakol projects as a rounded

mound of granite about 1000 feet above the glacier surface. The ice is piled up on

the western side and sweeps round the north and south sides to the lee side, where

it is much lower. (Fig. 140.)

The ice ramp curving round the south-east of the nunakol is shown in fig. 122.

It forms a wall about 30 feet high, facing the noon sun, and is fretted into spongy ice

as sketched. A snow bank in places covered the icy face, which was joined to the

granite mass just below a fine poUshed pavement of granite.

* 'Scott's Last Expedition,' photograph, p. 192, vol. II
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The thaw-waters in this region had formed a small lake to the lee of the barrier,

which was several hundred yards long and bounded the eastern margin of the rock

mass. Here also piecrust ice and mounds were developed, but on a smaller scale than

in the Koettlitz. Water was trickling down the debris of the uunakol into the lake,

Fig. i:i2.- -Lie Lako on t lu< IJlacier at the .south-oast corner of Kedcliff Xunakol. Looking

westward, where New Gkicier curves round the Nunakol. Polished granite at P.

from which it was easy to get plenty of water for cooking by breaking the thin ice

covering. Where we left our camp on December 31st it had frozen sufficiently to bear

the sledge. Similar lakes occurred to the leeward of Mount Suesa Nunatak, due also

to the sun's rays acting on the lee slopes of the ridge and adjacent glacier ramp.
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Section II. PHYSIOGRAPHY OF GLACIERS: BOUNDARIES AND
ENCLOSURES.

CHAPTER XIX.

ENGLAClAL MATE lUAL.

A fair acquaintance with the glaciers ot France, Switzerland and New Zealand

enables nie to contrast them with those in the Antarctic. One of the chief points of

diffei'ence is the extraordinary^ abundance of moraine material in and upon the

Temperate glaciers, as opposed to what one finds in the Antarctic. In no case did I

see any moraine " sheet " covering a glacier, whereas on the Tasman Glacier in New
Zealand one can walk 2 miles up the glacier without seeing any ice. To a lesser degree

the same is true in Dauphiny.

I had studied the research of Hess on the Italian glaciers and investigated the

Antarctic glaciers to try to detect liis " spoon-shaped layers " in the ice, but without

avail. Only rarely was there any englacial material of any sort visible at the snouts

of the glaciers, while the medial moraines as described elsewhere were composed of

isolated blocks or occasionally of sporadic silt heaps or areas of blown silt.

However, in certain special regions great bodies of silt and rock are present in ice,

as for instance at High CUff close to Cape Evans (Plate CVIII). Here, however, we
are hardly dealing with a true glacier, for the ice is probably not more than 50 feet

thick and merges into the jumble of debris cones and ice which crowns the ramp behind

Cape Evans. The upper layers in this case had all the appearance of being of snow-

drift origin and probably had not moved down the slopes of Mount Erebus in the form

of glacier ice. A mixture of disintegrated debris cones, fluvio-glacial silt cemented by
frozen thaw-waters and covered at intervals by great snowdrifts (which are converted

in situ into glacierets, q.v.), in my opinion explains much of the englacial material at

High Cliff and similar localities.

On the weathering of the cliff-face the larger boulders jut out like gargoyles on

a cathedral. We watched several weathering out as the ice melts away, until finally

the " gargoyle " block falls and is added to the pile of debris at the foot of the cliff

(see Plate CIX).

A good examjjle of silt-bands in a large glacier was provided by the Taylor C41acier,

along the south-east margin of the snout. We crossed from Alcove Camp to the southern

edge and then w^alked down the ' lateral moat " for about 2 miles to Lake Bonney.

At first the glacier wall was nearly vertical and nearly 100 feet high. About 1 mile

from the snout we saw definite silt-bands appearing in the glacier wall, rising up 6 feet,

as shown in fig. 123, and then keepmg horizontal and continuous for 400 yards or so.

Then the silt-bands dipped sharply down agam, and indeed recurved, before they were

lost to view beneath the debris of the moat (Plate CX). There were five bands involved,
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foinietl of silt and fine gravel. A few boulders up to a foot in diameter were present

also. Above these bands the glacier ice was clear to the summit (about 30 feet). Below

them at this lower end was much nearly solid silt. The structure indicated considerable

" folding " of the ice at some date

after the bands were deposited.

This explanation is supported by

the complex folding exhibited a

few hundred yards farther to the

east (Plate CXI). Here a single

silt-band 8 inches deep was folded

into four zigzags having a total

depth of 3 feet. The structure

closely resembled the folding so

often seen in highly contorted

schists. The photograph shows

on the left that the silt-jjand has

been sheared twice.

The snout of New Glacier, in

the south-west corner of Granite

Harbour, presented some interest-

ing silt-bands, which ai'e shown in

fig. 124. Here a vertical section,

100 yards long and 30 feet high,

is illustrated. There are three

unconformities present—between the lateral silt anil the main glacier, l)etween the left

margin and the main glacier, and between the upper 10 feet and the main glacier. The

latter is a snow cornice which overhangs the snout, and is of quite late origin. A

mass of silt and del)ris masks the foot of the ice face on the left.

The main bands made an angle of 47° with the sea ice, and ranged in thickness from

18 inches down to mere layers of stained ice. Blocks of dolerite were included in the

widest band. To the right (north) these silt bands tended to become more horizontal, but

they were masked by snow and debris. However, they exhibited a structure recalling

Hess's spoon-shaped bands more n(>arly than any other I saw in the Antarctic. Here

again the large bulk of talus \\lii( h has been washed or slipped down on to the

glacier from the cliffs showed that the New Glacier also participated in the general

stagnation of the glaciers of South Victoria Lantl.

A line exaniph> of silt variation was e.\hil>ited in a band which 1 measured in tiie

ice cliff at tlie east end of Alpli Iiakt> among \\w moraines (near Heahl Island) of the

Koettlitz Ghu'ier. (Fig. 47.)

The main band w;is I iVet aiii)>> ;in(l was ncaily iKMi/nntal. Almve it. about S feet

liigluT. was another set oi' l)an.ls. Th«' whole ice face was about 25 feet high.

and behisiged to one of tiic ptcuhar " iiah'ocrystic " masses of ice which often cropped
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Fig. 123.—Five silt-bauds cxtondiug for 100 yards along

the Taylor Glacier edge (south-east one mile from

siioutV Tliev curved down again as shown in Plate CX.



out amid tlio nidiuioiis iiiuiaincs of this great glacier. This ice outcrop was nearly a

mile away from thu main glacior to the soutii, from which it was separated by heaps

of lateral moraine.

I'ii rjl.—Tlu' face of New Glacier (Soutli End), showing Ijaniling in tlie ice.

Below is an enlargement of A—B.

'riie (limensioiis and character of the bands are given clearly in the sketch (fig. 125).

The })olibles were of various sizes, and were well rounded. They were mostly composed

Pure Ice

3" pebb/e^

d silt

fh pe&^

of granite. The deposit is evidently of

fluvio-glacial origin, and for the most

part there was remarkable uniformity

in the size of the pebbles accompany-

ing the silt and ice.

This deposit illustrates a series of

physiographic changes in the environ-

ment. The lower bed was deposited

by a strong stream which presumably

had cut a channel in (or discharged on

to) clear glacier ice. Then the current

grew less and less, possibly owing to

deepening of the lake, until dipping

beds of fine silt with very small pebbles

were deposited, probably on the margin

of a delta. The upper beds mark more

violent stream action, and since ice is mingled with the silt, one may postulate conditions

close to freezing point. The pure ice above may well represent consolidated snowdrift.

12S
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Fig. 125.—Section of Silt Band embedded in Ice

ClifTt (at A), East End of Ali.h Lake.



CHAPTER XX.

GLACIER EDGES AND CORNICES, MOATS, ETC.

The glaciers of the south, whether hirge or small, were almost universally separated

from the rock walls by a deep gully which may be conveniently termed the Lateral Moat.

The largest example of this was measured at the west end of the Kukri Range, where

the Taylor Glacier curves round it and flows to the north-east. On Februar}- 8th I

measured the dimensions of this moat (fig. 126).

Near the edge of the glacier the surface was covered with a thick layer of .snow.

At the actual edge there was a sharp curve downward, and, carefully peering, one could

see that there was a frozen stream at the bottom of the moat some 200 feet below.

Fig. 126.—Section across Lateral Moat of Taylor Glacier at west oiui of Kukri Hills, 2W ft. deop

ing South. 8th Feb., IIUI.

Look-

Wright lowered me over the edge with the Alpine rope, and I found that there was a

snow cornice projecting over 6 feet. Under the cornice was a woll-dotined platform

a few feet wide, which, however, narrowed to north and .'^outli. Rolow this was a long

icy slope of 36° to the frozen stream (see Tlate CXII).

Wright payed out the rope, and I let myself down to its enil. Then 1 cut steps

for some distance, but, unfortunately, slij)ped and fell the last 30 feet. The ice of the

stream was 104 feet wide, and then I reached the foot of a steep, rocky slope formed of

dolerite blocks fallen fioiii a bold crag a few hundred feet up. Fringing the stream was

a moraine 15 feet wiile and about (? feet high, but it was mantled in heavy snow for the

most ])art. The aneroid gave 207 IVet as the dilTerence in height lietween the .>5troam

and the upper surfarc of the glacier.

I climbed up again, and then found that tlie large snow " shawls "'
(tig. 126)

of the cornice prevented my getting back. Though I crawled along under the cornice



I iniild litid IK) way up, f(ir the rope cut down into the snow until it was huried feet

iloep. So 1 it'tuined to tlie stream, and, lucivily, some few hundred yards ncjrth I saw

a place where the cornice had fallen off, and so was pulled uj) with little difficulty.

The lateral moat shows that there is no erosion, by ice or by ice-bound stones along

the margins of the glaciers, though undoubtedly there may be considerable water-

erosion by the stream of the gully during the wannest part of the year. We have noticed

that these glacuers (especially the tributaries) at their snouts override moraines without

cutting out their beds at all deeply, though here again there is nuich water actively

engaged in removing debris.

The small size of the moraine is noteworthy. It represents the small quantities

of englacial moraine which have dropped down the steep slope of the glacier in the

course of many years. No stones were apparent in the glacier-ice, so that this moraine

would appear to be of great age, and offers another piece of evidence of the stagnation

of the ice hereabouts. It is difficult to see how this " moraine "' could have been derived

from the dolerite cliffs from which it is separated by the stream 100 feet wide.

Another view of the same lateral inoat some 12 miles to the north-east is shown in

Plate LXXII. Here is the Taylor Glacier close to its snout, and the photograpli shows

the frozen lake which lies beyond it. Here the glacier wall is about 30 feet high and nearly

vertical. The drainage waters at the side have formed an ice mantle which covers the

floor of the lateral moat. Obviously no erosion of any kind is taking place either by

water or ice, for everj-thing is stagnant. The photograph was taken on February 2nd,

i.e., shortly after the hottest week of the year, which usually occurs about mid-January.

If the glacier moved at all the ice mantle would surely show cleavage or puckering.

The talus-strewn slopes are practically of even slope, i.e., there is no moraine, not

even as much as showed in Plate CXIII. The talus is breaking do\\7i in situ, through

frost cleavage at midsummer probably, into a condition of fine gravel or " coarse meal."

This is characteristic of much of the bare surface of this part of Antarctica, and was

especially noticeable on Tent Island.

About 1 mile west of the above photograph the glacier edge was sloping at 29°

and was 50 feet above the lateral moat. The talus slopes were at an angle of 27° up

1000 feet to a terrace, which appears in the large panorama sketch fig. !>4.

In Plate CXIV a more active stream is illustrated whicli occupies the lateral moat
at the north-east end of the Ferrar Glacier, exactly below the Double Curtain Tributary

Glacier. Proceeding from the centre of the glacier to the north, one crossed glass-

house ice on reaching the margin, and then encountered a striking belt of pinnacle

ice 30 feet high (shown in Plate CXIV). These pinnacles were traversed by crevasses

and were due to pressure from the Ferrar Glacier against the rocky subglacial walls,

but the pinnacles did not abut on the slopes, for a wide stream separated them, as

shown. This water-chaimel was 30 feet wide and several feet deep in places, but the

water was barely flowing hereabouts.

Outside this stream was a low moraine 10 feet high and 30 feet wide, and there

was yet another slight depression before one reached the slopes proper of the Kukri
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Ilill.s (see fig. 127). The latter were at an angle of 27 about here. The pinnatle.s were

very much less marked on the southern margin, hence it seems evident that in the

Ferrar Glacier, as in the Mackay CMacier, the greatest movement occurs along the northern

edge of the main ice river. In other words, the " wave-fronts " of equal velocity would

Curfikin GU«...r

I

FcrfAr G'&c

Moraine

:...-^wi^':^^^

Fig. 127.—Sketch from 2000 ft. up the Kukri Hills—looking south, down
on to the snout of the Double Curtain (Jlaeier. Showing the j)innacles

and moraines bordering the Ferrar Glacier. 28th .Jan.. 1911.

not be symmetrical about the centre, but asymmetric and bulged along the northern

margin.

An interesting lateral moat was examined alongside the Hobbs Glacier just to the

west of the snout on the south side. There was hardlv a moat here, merelv a shallow

'Nonfh
Soijf^

Edge of Glacier-

6o' H'gh

'*
Si/f- --

Ice dt'alo^rnif'e.

holotid Ice.

Moraine
'"Tsi"''

Fig. 128.—Vertical section across the South Lateral Moat of the Hobbs tJlacier

near the snout. 18th Feb.. 1011.

gully whore the foot of the glacier wall was marked by a continuous apron (fig. 128).

The ice wall was (R) feet high on one side of the gully and on the other was a slope of

14"\ composed of the silt, stones and rubble of the moraine sheet wliich covered all the

region. At the top of this slope, about 100 yards to the south, was an area of old ico

It was, however, only 200 yards wide and about \ mile long. It was bounded on all
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sides by bare gravel surfaces, and the face next tlic Hdbbs Glacier was 15 feet high.

This isolated ice h)()lced like a huge snowdrift which had perhaps filled all the gully

originally and had turned into ice in situ (as we have noticed so often). Later on, thaw-

waters had perhaps removed the portion next the Jfobl)s (Jlacier.

Another interesting feature was the silt stalagmite built up agaiast tiie Hobbs

Glacier, where surface waters from the latter were spilt over the edge of the glacier.

This stalagmite was 20 feet high, like a rough column, and was. of course, partly ice.

A little silt and water was coming over when I saw it, Fel^ruary 18th, I'Jl 1 (sec fig. 128).

The largest lateral drainage which we investigated was worthy of the name of

river, and we accordingly called it the Alph River, after the stream in Coleridge's

" Kubla Khan." Some details of its origin and features have been described in the

section dealing with water erosion (fig. 44).

In many cases, however, there was no sign of a lateral moat, but the glacier was

merely melting back and had no powers of erosion, whether directly by ice or indirectly

Fig. 129.—The change in the profile of the face of the Wilson Piedmont, between Bcrnacchi
Hogback (B) and on descent (D) behind Marble Point. 8th Feb., 1912.

by supplying water. Thus the section to the front of the Wilson Piedmont Glacier

where we descended it near Cape Bernacchi had some negative features of interest

(fig. 129). The more or less level glacier surface was about 200 feet above the rock

surface to the east ; and in places, after curving gradually, ended abruptly in a vertical

face 30-50 feet high. Elsewhere, as where we descended, the slope was some 30°. There

were small crevasses just on the change of slope, and then came blue ice. On the actual

edge was rotten, weathered ice (at d), and then the steep 30° slope. This merged into

the level land surface, and no moraine or pinnacles, or indeed any structure, showed

the effect of the huge piedmont glacier a few yards away.

A very characteristic feature of the edge of glaciers is the Unoxv cornice. This, of

course, is not really a glacier structure, but is, as it were, a " parasite " built up by the

blizzard-drift. Still it no doubt contributes an important amount to the bulk of some

glaciers, and so merits description here. A fine specimen is shown in Plate CXV, which

represents the front of the Barne Glacier about | mile north of Cape Evans. The ice

wall faces to the west, so that the south-east blizzards drive the snoAV over the edge,

and a curtain of snow hangs over on the lee side. This grows continuously while

the blizzard blows until huge ballooning masses of snow jut out many feet from the
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edge, and often extend 20 feet or more down from the glacier surface towards the sea ice

below. At times the cornice becomes too heavy for safety and the whole mass falls like a

miniature avalanche (Plate CXVI). We noticed that some of the snowbergs on the

western side of the sound were built up of highly convoluted strata, which must have

originated in some such mannei' as this. In a sense, therefore, the cornice strata

correspond to the erratic current-bedding in stratified rocks.

Usually the edge of tiie glacier is nearly rectangular and clean-cut, but where a

small amount of rock is included in the ice there is a tendency to initiate small streanLS,

which flow in parallel courses to the edge. Thus a series of gutters is formed, where

eacli heads in a small " furnace " consisting of a dark pebble heated by the sun. As

the water flows down the vertical face of the glacier the latter is grooved also, and a

peculiar surface reminding one of the " grikes " in limestone is developed. Such a

surface is illustrated in Plate CXVII.
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CHAPTER XXI.

ROCK RIDCES, ETC., IN GLACIERS.

There are some interesting structures which are difficult to classify, since they are

not true moraines, though tliey resemble them both in form and origin. (3ne example

occurs at Hut Point about 14 miles south of Cape Evans.

Crater Heights rise several hundred feet above the sea, and on the side have a steep

scarp covered ^^•ith snow, though the top is usually bare and consists of weathered lava.

At the foot of this scarp are five ridges, some of which appear in the photograph

(Plate CXVIII). They consist of basalt (or allied) blocks up to 6 feet across, perched

on fine loamy material. The latter is probably due entirely to the weathering of

the less resistant lavas. The largest ridge was about 20 feet high and some 15 yards

wide. It extended for several hundred feet along the slope of the hill.

Their position did not agree with what one would expect if they were ancient

moraines of the Barrier Ice. I incline to the belief that they represented material which

had rolled down from the top of Crater Heights over the snow slope. I saw one small

ridge where blocks had actually rolled from a dyke on the side of Crater HiU.

The position where these blocks would come to rest would depend on the thickness

of the snow and the angle of the snow slope, and these would naturally vary somewhat

from decade to decade, thus giving rise to parallel crescentric ridges round the base of

the hill. We saw similar rock ridges in the Punch Bowl of Granite Harbour, where it

was clear they had fallen from the cirque walls and crossed the ice below for some

distance before coming to rest.

On the other hand differential erosion produces an appearance of ridges, which is

very marked if snow partly covers the ground. This is shown in Plate CXIX. Here

the ridges are probably hard outcrops of lava which resist wind erosion and so remain

as ridges, while the intervening portion is hollowed out and occupied by snow.

A third example is seen on the steep slopes of Danger Heights, about 1 mile or so

north of Hut Point (Plate CXX). Here are four rock ridges about equally spaced up

the 500-foot slope. They are suitably placed to be lateral moraines of the ancient

Barrier Glacier. They may be merely outcrops of resistant lava (of which the whole

scarp is composed), but I incline to the belief that these also represent debris rolling

dow'u the slope and taking up different resting places according as the intervening

snow melts or increases. An interesting t}'pe of asymmetric ridge is illustrated in

Plate XXVIII, which is a photograph of the top of West Dailey Island (see Section on

Islands, supra).
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iVI. Panorama loolciiis S.W. from the Nortli Peak of Mount Su Tilt. Mackay Glai

X.iitli l\«k,.f l'cgt.,|, Xiinivtak.

ilimiit Siies3.

' merges into the Ice Plateau on the right. (Photo by T. Gri

.,na sketch of the cirques anJ cirque valleys between Mount Lister and Mount Discovery (sketched from the top of T. i Mountain, Ist March, 1911).
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Special ridges due to recent volcanic action are treated in the Geological Report

but the telophotograpli (Plate CXXI) gives us clear evidence of eruptive action since

the major glaciation, lor the small crater is perched like a wart on the smooth

glacial shoulder of the 'I'aylor Valley. The crater is just alongside the Rhone

Tributary Cliff Glacier, a portion of which can be seen on the left of the photo-

graph. A second volcanic ridge is sketched in tlie panorama of the Taylor Valley

(fig. 94). It lies almost opjiosite the last occurrence and is about 2000 feet above

the glacier.

Two more examples occur in the Koettlitz region and are shown in the sketch

panorama (Plate CXLI). A small crater appears on the point 4 miles west of Heald

Island, while an irregular ridge of basic lava naarks the ridge immediately north of the

Walcott Girque Glacier. A series of ancient puys also occurs at Hut Point.

Moraines.

Terminal moraines have been descril)ed in an earlier section, where stress was laid

on their small development in Antarctica. The same is true of the other forms of moraine

in modern glaciers, i.e., lateral and medial. But examples are by no means rare which

seem to belong to a mucli earlier cycle of glacial erosion.

It may be that relics of Pbocenc glaciation are at least as abundant as those of a

later date. There is little doubt that in Tertiary times there was much more uniform

type of climate throughout the world than in Pleistocene and recent times. This

theory has been developed for Australasian regions by the writer.* Thus when we had

hotter conditions in soullunn Australia, as probably in Pliocene times, they were

also warmer in Antarctica, though perhaps slightly cooler on the equator. Hence

conditions for heavy glacial erosion in Antari'tica would be nuich more nuirked then,

resembling those of New Zealand to-day. On the other hand, the temperate regions

would be too warm for glaciers, as indeed is generally accepted.

The general character of the nuHlial moraines on a large glacier is shown in the

sketch (fig. 130). Here we are looking east down the great Mackay Glacier, which is

about 10 miles wide at this point. The only surface moraines visible on the glacier

are two slight ridges of deluis whirh ext.end from the north-east corner of the Gondola

Nunakol (see map, fig. !)()).

Tiiese moraines are about J mile apart and enclose a level low plain of ice which

is at times melted to form a Lee-lake, such as I have described at the adjacent RedclilT

Nunakol. We gave it the name of the "Harbour." for the two moraines were exaitly

like two moles.

The larger nu)raine on the north-east was nearly a mile long, ami was double, the

ntutliern portion reaching farther than the parallel ami ailjoining moiety. As usual, the

moraine blocks were very scattered and .sejiarattHl liy large patches of snow ami ice.

Many of tlu' blocks were several feet across, but there wa.s an absence of fine material.

* " Climatic Cycles and Evolution," noconibor. 1919, Am. lieographical Review, iwjje 292.
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At the root this larger moraine was about 200 yards across, and it tapered gradually

towards the east end. It was characterised by several fine debris cones, of which one

is illustrated in fig. 20 of my paper in the Geographical Journal (p. 565, December,

1914). The moraine on the south side of the " Harbour " is similar in character,

but shorter. It also contains several debris cones, of which one, the "" Piebald
"

cone, is given in fig. 79 in this memoir.

Both these moraines are obviously derived mainly from Mount Suess. They

are of very old formation in my opinion, for very little moraine is falling on to the

glacier under present conditions.

A moraine of a much more important and concentrated character borders the

eastern side of the Gondola-Suess ridge, and appears in the centre of fig. 130. It was

about ^ mile wide and was composed very largely of dolerite^ probably derived from

the cap of Mount Suess. There were, however, huge blocks of granite up to 20 feet

across at the south end, which had fallen on to the dolerite moraine, while cones of

weathered sandstone (from the layer half-way up Mount Suess) were occasionally

encountered. At the south-west corner was another short " medial " moraine with

several fine debris cones, one 25 feet high.

A description of the small surface moraine at the snout of the Ferrar Glacier will

be found on p. 91, dealing with the features of outlet glaciers (see fig. 42).

One of the most interesting moraines occurs just below the Cavendish Falls on

the Taylor Glacier. It is illustrated in fig. 131. (I owe nmch of the data to my colleague,

C. S. Wright, for I did not examme this moraine closely.) The ice comes down the

Falls (which are probably due to an ancient cirque head) and proceeds down Taylor

Valley as the Taylor Glacier. The debris from the small nunakol to the right of A
has collected in a ridge about 1 mile long and is heading due north. The moraine lies

at the bottom of a wide trench some 50 feet deep and about 150 feet across. Evidently

the sun has heated the rocks and they have caused the ice to melt and so the rocks have

gradually sunk as described. There is no question here of any ice moving into the

Loiver Ferrar, for this medial moraine leads almost directly away from it.

About 4 miles to the north-east of this example we crossed a vestigial medial

moraine which quite possibly was the same moraine wliidi is slunvn in tig. 131, though

we did not investigate the wliole region between.

At this northern locality, there were some huge isolated boulders. Around a speci-

men 12 feet high and perhaps 20 feet across there was a hole in the glacier melted out by

the effect of insolation on the erratic. Hereabouts the " arabesques "' were specially

numerous in the ice. 'I'hey were circular patches with maze-like markings whore

jjrobably stones had sunlc long ago. Nothing but the largest bouKlors now remained,

so that the medial moraine consisted of a block hero, another 20 feet ofi, and a third

somewhat farther, and so on along a lino ilown the valley.

I have suggested earlier that the huge lateral moraines on the west side of the

Koettlitz belong to a nuuh earlier cycle of glaciation. One has only to cmnparo the

two deposits as shown in fig. 132 to realise the possibility of this. To-day ovon
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the luw-levi'l iiioriiiiic (some ."io I'cet liij^li) is not Ijeiiig added to iiiid includes great

masses of aneient ire as descrihed elsewliere. J?iit tlie great moraines, reaching

1200 feet up tlie slopes of the l^'oothills, were deposited under very different

conditions from those obtaining now. They resemble the laterals of the New Zealand

glaciers (small as the latter are) rather than the present-day meagre deposits of the huge

Antarctic glaciers.

N«w M-- Sol, r<.,-j Rocks W SolR.E^r

Cavend.sh Fills

Fig. 131.—The upper Taylor Glaoior flowing over the Cavendi.sh Ice Falls. The Sunken Moraine (at A)
enlarged below. It occupies a trench .TO ft deep and 150 ft. across. The moraine is one mile long, with

blocks 4-8 ft. across.

In fig. 132 I give a vertical section approximately to scale of the two moraines

just north of Heald Island. It is interesting that although the rock slopes are formed of

granite, yet the moraine material is largely basic. It must be derived from outcrops

much higher up the Koettlitz*, for we only saw two or three small craters of basic rock in

the immediate vicinity. The major moraine forms a sort of sloping terrace up to about

GREY -^ ^

Schistose Gramite

Koe^^^l-2L OU

Fig. 132.—Section across Lateral Moraines, north side of Koettlitz Glacier, near Heald Island, showing
low-level moraines where the Alph River rises.

l mile wide, which extends for many miles along the Foothills west of the Koettlitz

Glacier.

Above the moraine was grey schistose granite, which was surprisingly free from
debris of any kind. Just below this granite I found the sole striated block seen on
the first Western Geological Expedition. It was a small block of basalt about 1 foot
across. It is interesting to note that we had traversed about 50 miles of moraine in

* An upper formation of the Lister Scarp is a dolerite sill.
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the Taylor Valley and Kocttlitz regions without coming across what many geologists

tiiink is an essential feature of moraines. (On the second expedition to Granite Harbour,

where the rocks were in general much harder, we found many examples of striae.)

I examined examples of this ancient lateral moraine of the Koettlitz Glacier at

several other points along its western side. The section dealing with .AJph Lake (see

p. 47) describes the low-level southern portion fairly well, though this is much later

in origin than the high-level moraine.

Moraine Dams.

Across each of the tributary valleys was an irregular moraine darn, which may have

been due to the debris from the cirque glaciers (Miers, Garwood, etc.) or may be relics

of the Koettlitz lateral moraine which we are now discussing. But in no case was there

any noteworthy moraine at the present snout of the cirque glaciers, while the moraine

at the outlet of the cirque valleys was a mile long. For instance, at the

Miers Valley the moraine was 324 feet above the mouth of the creek which cut

through it from the Valley to Alph River (running along the side of the Koettlitz

Glacier). This creek was in a narrow gully, 100 feet deep in places, with steep sides

and had quite a wide bed with waterworn-boulders. At the upper side of the moraine

the ]\Iiers Valley was 252 feet above the Koettlitz. Hence the moraine varied in height

from 60 to 300 feet along a section from west to east (see map, fig. 95). These

moraines were nearly a mile wide (along'the axis of the valley), so that their dam-like

shape was not readily perceived except from a height. A similar dam occupied the

mouth of the adjoining Garwood Valley, and had been breached (by the creek draining

Garwood Lake) at its northern end (fig. 62).

The fact that we found kenyte erratics up these cirque valleys to my mind indicates

that the main Koettlitz Glacier had sent lobes up these valleys at some time in its

history. A fine example of this can be seen to-day on the Tasman Glacier in New

Zealand. This main glacier sends a broad lobe or bulge uj) the side valley of the

Murchison Glacier and deposits its lateral moraine some distance up the tributary valley.

I give a sketch plan of these glaciers in my book* whore a brief account of New Zealand

glaciation may be consulted. However, the full genesis of these Antarctic moraine-

dams can only be decided by further research.

An interesting group of moraines, like those including Alpli Lake, constituted Cape

Chocolate at the north-west corner of the Koettlitz Glacier. They are shown (on the

right) in the sketch by Dr. Wilson, takei\ from p. 459 of the (n'oijrajihical Joiiniai 1914,

and reproduced herewith (tig. 133). | An island of nunaine over 2 miles long and up to

I mile wide is seen surrounded by the ice of the Koettlitz Glacier and separated from

the mainlaiul by a narrow strait. This " island " was full of crator-like lakes such as I

have described in an earlier section, which usually indicate large ma.^ses of buried ice.

There was uuich olivine basalt, in llie moraines and much tine silt, whiih was cut into

small ravines exhibiting tesselations due to soil flow.

* ' Witli Scott ; Tlie Silver Lining.'
i'.
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Tilt' iiioniino li('ii])H rose to 100 feet above the glacier ; in many jtlaccs the moraines

were '" erevassed " and one could see that only a veneer of silt covered hugi; masses of

ice. In one place we saw an ice cliff on this " island " which was nearly 50 feet high.

In line, it seems probable that a large portion of the bulk of the island was ice of an

incredible age which had been ])reserved from al)Iati()ii or nu'ltiiig by its covering of

moraine.

J^'rom about 2 miles north of this island the same type of moraine extended to the

Blue Ulacier. Just south of the liobbs ({lacier we canu^ on the outcrops of mirabilite

which are sketched in fig. 134. The chief mass was about 10 feet across and some 50 feet

- ^«tii„ .-

^^
^^Sfe.''

Fig. 1.34.—Mirabilite deposit in moraines near Hobbs Glacier.

Vide Hammer at H. ITtli Feb., 1911.

long, but three or four other masses of smaller size adjoined it. This is the deposit

described by my colleague, F. Debenham,* in illustration of his very ingenious new

theory of transportation by ice. It was investigated by Wright and Debenham, as

belonging more to their province than to that of physiography.

Twelve miles north of Cape Chocolate is the similar moraine occurrence, which

in 1903 was named the " Eskers," though it has no connection whatever with

the usual structure of that name. The true esker is a long ridge at right angles to

the glacier front and probably due to deposition by a sub-glacial stream (see Hobbs's

" Modern Glaciers," p. 88). " Stranded Moraines " seems a preferable name.

This occurrence, " Stranded Moraines," is shown in Plate CXXII, the photograph

being taken in February, 1911, from 2 miles to the south-west. We camped in these

moraines at a later date, and I was able to investigate them more closely. They exactly

resemble the preceding ancient moraines in the presence of numerous lakes and of high

cones up to 100 feet high.- There was no frozen stream between the moraine and the

Piedmont Glacier, but the ice of the latter was much weathered. The moraine contained

large blocks of Beacon sandstone (one piece being 6 feet long), and also much kenyte and

* ' Quarterly Journal Geological Society,' 1919, p. 60.
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marble. At the southern end was a hirge triangular lake into which the surface stream

was building a little silt delta on which the tent was placed. It was easy to get water

by cutting through the 4 inches of ice over the lake (February 14th, 1912). It is

evident that a considerable amount of water erosion may occur in December and

January. Thi.s group of moraines, like the others, is a lateral derived from the old

Koettlitz ( Jliicier, though the latter now ends inconspicuously some 15 miles to the south.

Still laitlier to the north, at a distance of 30 miles from the " Stranded Moraines
"

in the larger Wilson Piedmont, a somewhat similar group of moraines was \isible. It

occurs about 1 mile south of Spike Point (see fig. 135).

f'here are four ridges merging into Spike Point, a solid mass on the south side.

The Wilson Piedmont has very little inovoment. and at this point has cert-ainly been

Fig. 135.—Debris Eidges in Wilson Piedmont Glacier in front of Black Ridge Nunakol. Looking
North-West from Sea Ice, one mile South of Spike Point. 22nd Nov., 1911.

receding on the whole, because the rocky shore is apparent in places south of Spike

Cape (see map, Plate C). The ridges may be old terminal moraines of the Wright Outlet

Glacier, before the Piedmont Glacier covered it up, or they may be ancient lateral

moraines of the Barrier Glacier at its maximum extent. Probably the latter is correct.

'J'he Wilson Piedmont itself is practically free from moraine everywhere, and I think it

unlikely that these I'idges are due to it. There is of course the third solution, that they

are outc^rops of harder layers of rook, but this is here unlikely, since the rock is a schist

with no definite structure such as this supposition would demand. I'nfortunately, we

could not examine the occurrence closely, but as it forms one of a series of somewhat

similar moraines extending from Heald Island northward for nearly 70 miles along the

coast of South Victoria Land, it seems worthy of a brief description.

Erratics.—'Smce the detailed stratigraphy of the lands south of the i-egion which

I investigated is little known, the evidence of the erratics is not so valualde as in

bett'-r-knt)Wn countries
; vet the ]iresence of granite erratics on the slopes of Ross Island

(wiiich is entirely coinpo.sed of Hiirlv basic material) enables us ti) trace the upward limit^s

of the ice sheets of tlie earlier cycle of glaciation.

In Plate CXXIlf is a photograjih of one large granite erratic ami half a doz<>i\ small

boulders which stand out clearly among the dark kenyte riiitble. They occar at

Cape Royds, near the JiMtT Hut..

Thus I have refencd (o the ken\te erratics wiiich we oittained l(i(Ui feet upon

Andrews liid-'c in the vallev below Tavlor tllacier. These mav have come di>wn the



Taylor Valley from the west, but we saw no kenyte higher up the latter, and they

probably indicate the Ice Flood level of the Barrier Ice-sheet when it was at least

30 miles north of its present position. 'I'he rocks in situ at this last occurrence were

schistose granites.

Perched blocks were not common. 1 saw two specimens at Mount Suess, (iranite

Harbour. One is illustrated

in fig. 136. It was com-

posed of granite, and was

2 feet deep and about fi feet

across. It had been let

down so quietly by the ice

that it was precariously

perched on six small stones

as illustrated.

Another in the same

locality was 3 feet 6 inches

deep and about 5 feet

across (see fig. 137). It was balanced on the edge of a steep face of rock 7 feet deep.

This specimen stood on a striated platform which was rounded smoothly on the

eastern side, but was hollowed and peeling off on the western side. The stria? ran

Fig. 136.—Erratic perched on si.x small stones. Gondola Ridge.

4th Jan., 1912.

Fig. 137.—Sketch of Perched Block on Striated Platform which is rounded on

East and roughed on West. (Looking South, near Mount Suess.)

roughly east and west, and probably the roughening was due to the westerly being a

more exposed aspect than the eastern. The " stoss and fell " effect would give the

opposite result, since the plucking would be expected on the leeward (east) side.
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CHAPTER XXII.

NUNATAKKER AND NUNAKOiJ.Ki:.

It has seemed to me advisable to difEerentiate between rock islands which do not

appear to have been submerged to any appreciable degree beneath the Ice Flood, and

those whose rounded contours show glacial erosion, and give them a very different

appearance from the typical minatak.

Nunatak is a Norwegian word, and I believe means "" lonely peak." It may perhaps

be contined to the ncrer-submerged rock island ; while my colleague Gran tells me that

kol is Norwegian for a rounded ridge, so that nunakol (plural nunakoUer), meaning

" lonely rounded ridge," seems very appropriate for the other land-form.

NunakoUer are more abundant in the regions we investigated, and this is but natural

when one considers the enormous tliickness of the Barrier Ice-sheet, and of the Plateau

Ice Carapace at their maximum extents.

We were able to survey in some detail several examples of these land-forms. .Mount

Suess, behind Granite Harbour, is the finest nunatak in the whole region. This we

ascended and examined carefully.

Very good views were obtained of three nunakoUer just to westward—Sperm Bluff,

Pegtop and Dome NunakoUer, but we were unable to reach these latter. Redcliff

Nunakol, nearer the sea in the same region, we surveyed in detail. Behind Dunlop

Island the " Black Ridge " is a nunakol amid the ice of the Wilson Piedmont Glacier.

Near Cape Bernacchi were several similar land-forms which had just lost their glacier

surroundings, e.g., Hogback Hill and Hjorths Hill. Lastly I traversed Heald Island in

the Koettlitz Glacier, which is a typical nunakol of large size.

Mount Suess Nunatak.- This very striking object attracteil our attention on our

iirst view of Granite Harbour. The black rugged sinnmit with three jagged peaks, some

20 miles distant, reminded us of a Venetian gondola, and we gave it that name, only

to iind that I^rofessor David had christened it " ;\lount Suess " previously.

Mount Suess towers 3000 feet above the surrounding glacier (tig. 138). The

upper layer of about 1000 feet thickness consists of black dolerite, largely showing

columnar structure. Tlie main mass was formed of retldish-yellow granite. From

below it stood out four-square, like some gigantic castle keep, each side being about

2 mile long. Tlie centre was IioUowed out to form a sort of " dec!:." which was open

to the south-cast, while tlic llncc peaks ov cusps rose at the nortli, west and south

respectively.

Adjoinii\g the mountain on the uoiili aiul toiiniiiij, i>ait ol the .sanu^ '" island
"' was

the hing roun(KHl ridge of the Gomhila Xniiakoi ; so that liere we have the two types of
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rock island in juxtaposition (see map, fig. 78). Tlie nunakol rose about 800 feet above

the glacier on the east side, but the ice was nuicli higher on the western side of the ridge.

The latter was about 2 miles long and 1 mile wide. The whole i.sland extended almost

square across the Mackay Glacier, and the latter hatl covered the nunakol cpiite recently

in geological time.

On January 3rd, 1911, we made a traverse round the base of the nunatak. I have

described the moraines which surround it on three sides. A high apron of talus reached

from these moraiiu's up the granite clilfs, in some places rising as high as the dolerite

cap, especially at the south-east corner (Plate CXXIV). Between the mount and the

glacier to the south was a low extension of the island separated by the low col or broad

gully shown in the sketch map (see (ig. 78).

Soul+i Col ttSOO Tl^eDeck NoKh Col

BolwArk

Fig. 138.—Mount Suess Nunatak, looking AVest from Redcliff. 29th Dec, 1911.

On the south-west face a lenticle of sandstone appeared high up the face of the

mount between the dolerite cap and the main granite mass. There was less talus on the

western side, where the glacier impinged on the nunatak. but a series of bare terraces

or rounded steps of granite enabled us to travel along 300 feet above the ice without

difficulty. This terrace was about 1100 feet above our camp (at the level of the ice

on the east side), hence the ice banks up about 800 feet on the western or " windward "

side of the nunatak. Roches moutonnees on a gigantic scale were present below the

north-west corner of the mount.

From here we crossed the interesting North Col (see map, fig. 139), which is well

worth describing in detail, and so by way of the Gondola Ridge we reached our starting

point. The details of the topography in this North Col are given by means of the

" form-lines " in fig. 139. It is evident that a rise of the Mackay Glacier of a mere

100 feet would enable it to occupy the col and flow down into the deep hollow labelled

" colk." As Hobbs writes, '" Areas of exceptional velocity of the inland ice are likely to

be found wherever its progress is interfered with by projecting nunataks." As a

consequence a depression is excavated below the constriction, and often a semicircular

moraine is built up yet farther away from the narrow outlet.
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Til this case tliere is a small tarn excavated in the col between tlie Mount on the

south and the Nunakol on the north. The floor of the " scape-colk " is 600 feet below

the general level of the col. No evidence of the semicircular morame was noticed,

though the heavy moraines due to the

present Mackay (llacior may liave removed

such. On the other hand, it is always

possible that here we have another ex-

ample of a cirque excavated during the

advancing hemicycle of glaciation, which

has been uncovered in the retreating

hemicycle that laow obtains in South

Victoria Land. (See Plate CXXV.)

On January 4tli we climbed to the

top of Mount Suess. We ascended easily

enough on the north side up the small

gullies until we reached the Deck by way

of the Gap between the Bulwark and

the North Peak. The Bulwark was a

peculiar wall of granite about 500 feet

above the Gap and intersected by several

dykes. The latter had weathered, and so

" embrasures " were formed tlirough the

rampart (fig. 138).

Where the Gap merged into the

central Deck of the mount there were two

small lakes. These were at a level of 1200

feet above the tent by the glacier. There

was a steady ascent from the Deck up to

the south-west peak, which was slightly

higher tliaii those to north and south.

The slope was covered with dolerite blocks from 1 to 4 feet long, though some

granite and sandstone was present up to 2000 feet above the tent. I believe

that the sandstone was derived from the same lenticle as was visible on the

'Mi.K^i^y Gl

Fig. 139.—Sketch Topography of North Col

between Mount Suoss and Gondola Nunakol

showing a possible "" scape colk." Form
lines approximate and KX) ft. apart. 3rd .Ian.,

1912.

south face of the nunatak

greatly etcliod by wintl and

was 3000 feet above the

It was not erratic. The upper dolerite debris was

frost ai'tion into rings, skulls and cups. Tlie sununit

tent and so about 4o00 feet above sea level. The

summit was fairly flat for a few yards with a lOOO-foot precipice in the south

and west (Plate CXXV I).*

From the cuspate character of the three peaks of Mount Suoss I doubt if the

Maikay Ghicior in the Ico-flood Epoch reached 3000 feet above its pre.-^ent level.

Tlic fdini (if tlic mount seems to be due to the mutual interference of several cirques.

* See large folding panoramic iiliotograpli. ]>. l-'>"i
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It is perhaps tlie last stage in tho erositjii ol a l\ ailing'. We see tlie same cuspate

character, carrieil still farther, in the iMatterlmm in iMirdpc, anil t(j some extent in

Mount Clook, New Zealand.

Since the base is a uniform mass of granite, it is dillicull to account for the

Bulwark (fig. 138). Since the Gap is not at all in the direction of the glacier

flow, and does not look like the result of lieadward erosion, possihly it is a water-worn

gully cut out along a nuxjor joint plane. Indeed, the square outline of Mount Suess

may be due to two dominant joints, such as have determined the square plan of the

Mount Buffalo Plateau (4000 feet) in Victoria, or the Ben Lomond Plateau (4000 feet)

in Tasmania.

It is not likely that the glacier ever flowed over the curved sky-line

between the summit and North Peak (fig. 138). for it is nearly a knife-edge.

To my mind this curved edge is a relic of the headward erosion which cut out

the cirque now represented by the Deck. There is some appearance of a berg-

schnmd in the snow on this slope (Plate CXXVI), but we did not examine it closely.

Two of the nunakoUer to the west of Mount Suess are well shoAvn in the

photograph taken by Gran from the top of Mount Suess (Plate CXXVI). Sperm Bluff

occupies the centre of the picture while Pegtop Nunakol is at the right. The

former is about 3 miles long. It rises about 1000 feet above the glacier and

has a remarkably flat top, having all the appearance of an earlier floor of glacial

erosion, akin to those of the Flat Iron and the Kar Plateau in the same glacier field.

(This floor is continued to the west in the highlands adjoining the Cotton Glacier.)

The " floor " seems to have cut away most of the great dolerite " sill," which is so

prominent a feature in this region, but it has not quite reached to the granite

below.

Of great interest were numerous lines across the floor running parallel to the

main axis of the glacier. These were lines of snow in some cases which seemed to have

filled deep grooves in the floor. The most probable solution is that these are actually

glacial groovings such as I have seen at Chiavenna, Italy, on the knob right in the

town, which lies across the path of the ancient Maira Glacier. They can be seen in

the photograph (Plate CXXVI) immediately to the right of the largest white patch

on the cliff edge. The bay which cuts out a large segment on the south side is

probably an ancient cirque.

It is difficult to tell how these nunakoller came to be preserved from the erosion

which removed a belt of country here 10 miles wide and over 1000 feet deep. No
doubt the accidents of pre-glacial topography and the merging of early glacial cirques

are largely responsible. As far as one can see the geological structure is similar throughout,

for granite is everywhere visible as the lowest stratum, and the dolerite sill is almost

universal above this. Some sandstone, however, showed up in the high cliffs west of

Sperm Nunakol, and again near Mount Gran (the north-west portal of the Mackay
Glacier). Hence the removal of this softer rock may obviously have determined the

deeper portions of the glacial valley.
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TJic adjoining Pcgtop Xunakol presents several points of interest (Plate CXXVI).

It is T-sliapcd in plan, with tlie high '' stalk " directed up the glacier, and the

*' cross-piece " down the glacier and right across the axis of the latter. The stalk of

the T is in the form of a steep ridge like a newt's back, rising some 1800 feet above

the glacier. Its sharp, narrow crest would perhaps indicate that the glacier did not

cover it at the time of its maxinuim extent. The cross-piece was certainly covered, for

it is marked by four knobs limiting three valleys where the ice poured through in the past.

The nearer (lee side) of this nunakol is flanked by a considerable area of moraine,

looking very like a beach in the distance. Neither in this case nor that of Sperm Bluf!

are there any medial moraines visible. In temperate regions each of these would be

the origin of a huge wall of moraine extending down the glacier. In both cases also

there is a well-marked lateral moat separating the glacier from the cliffs, which

shows that ablation rather than active glaciation is the chief characteristic of the

Mackay Glacier hereabouts.

The small Dome Nunatak lies 3 miles due west of Mount Sue.ss. It is only about

1000 feet liigh and has a fairly sharp crest. It is difficult to explain why it was not

planed off, since the Sperm Nunakol 5 miles away in the same glacier and the same

height is almost perfectly plane ! We camiot, however, reconstruct the pre-glacial

topography here, so that speculation is useless. Several small expanses of flat rock

just about level with the present surface of the glacier are visible from Moimt Suess,

e.g., south of Redcliffs, and another near the Flat Iron. These show the ultimate fate

of such obstructions in the path of a mighty glacier. But it should be noted that the

climatic conditions must have been nmch more favourable when they were worn

down.

RedcUff Nunalol.—nns, is a flat oval dome in the Mackay Glacier some 4 miles

east of Mount Suess. It is about a mile long and rises 1000 feet above the glacier.

It is composed of red granite throughout, though probably it was originally capped

by the dolerite sill. It therefore shows a later stage than [Mount Suess, i.e., if the

cuspate " superstructure " were removed by erosion ami the base over-ridden by the

glacier. As usual, the ice and snow rises fairly uniformly up the western (iceward)

slopes, but is separated by a lateral moat or lee lake on the lee sides (fig. 140).

We pitched the tent on the south-east corner on a gravelly point. Wati-r was

flowing slowly down from a small glacieret 100 yards north of the tent. Much granito

gravel covered a terrace-like expanse, like a filled tarn, and here some n\oss was

growing in the wet soil with a few bright rod lichens oi\ the rocks.

The toj) was more or less flat. Weathered dykes of felsitic granite were abundant

among llic Kuuulcd knolis and boulders of red granite. One large granite boulder.

12 feet across, near the summit, contained (xw^ pot-holes, each 8 inches deep and

12 inches across. In these were pieces of gravel, ami in one case a piece of basi\lt

6 inches across. Probably the holes are due to wind erosion, for it is dilficult to imagine

that the whole apparatus has been preserveil since water cut them out. \et how tlid

the basalt get into the hole \ I can only suggest it was blown in l>y a strong bliz.».:ud
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On the soutli-cast corner overlooking the lee-hike (fig. 122) was a fine polished

pavement of granite about 10 feet across. We coasted round the north end beneath

steep cliiTs several hundred feet high. The granite here was deeply jointed with some

vertical dykes, wliich determined the iiuiiii fissures just as in the Bulwark on

Mount Suess. Tlie glacier was much higher on the north-west side as noted, but a

deep gully separated it from the nunakol. We could not, however, examine this closely

(see riate CXXVIl).

The Black Kidge nunakol projected about 5U0 feet above the Wilson Piedmont

Glacier. We did not reach it, but crossed the glacier within a mile of it in February,

1912. It was 2 miles long and al)out 1 mile wide ; it was built of granite, possibly

gneissic, and had the usual rounded contours of a nunakol. No doubt in general it

resembled Hjorths Hill near Cape Bernacchi, which I ascended on February 9th, 1912

(see fig. 100).

Hjorths Hill was aboiit 2500 feet above sea level. It was a typical nunakol in

shape, though now only bounded by ice on the north side, at a level of about GOO feet

Fig. 1-iO.—Vertical Section through Nunatakker, etc., in Mackay Glacier, showing present and
past ice levels. Lee Lakes, etc.

(see fig. 84). On our traverse up this nunakol from Cape Bernacchi we first crossed

a broad snow-free valley about 2 miles south-west of the cape, covered with coarse

gravel and some moraine ridges. Then at 3 miles we were climbing a steep snow slope

at 1000 feet elevation. This led us on to a terrace at the foot of the hill proper. Here

we reached gray schistose granite in situ, whence the slope was steeper to the top,

about 2500 feet above sea level as stated. The summit was flattened and composed

chiefly of red granite, but inclusions of marble and folded schists, whose laminae ran

north and south and were nearly vertical, showed that intense metamorphism had

occurred. I noted that the surface at the top was as clear of debris as if swept by a

broom. About 3 miles to the north was another beautifully rounded nunakol which we

named Hogback. The glacier reached only to its northern slopes (see map, fig. 30

for its dimensions).

Hcald Island in the Upper Koetthtz Glacier has a crescentic plan reminding one

of Sperm Bluff. The " bay," however, points up stream. The nunakol is about 4 miles

long and a mile or two wide. It rises to 1100 feet above the Koettlitz Glacier which

here is about sea level, (Plate CXIJ, p. 135.)
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There was a broad frozen river around the northern slopes of Heald Island on

February 26th, 1911. This was 100 yards across and enclosed various moraine heaps.

At the cliff foot were a few slabs of upturned ice with some pressure cracks, so that

some slight movement apparently affects the glacier here.

The slope of Heald Island hereabouts was 30^. It consisted of a loose talus of

schists, limestone and basalt. At the top the rocks consisted of laminated red granite,

granitic schists and altered limestone, all in situ. The laminations were vertical and

ran roughly from north-west to south-east. The summit was fairly flat with bare,

rounded bosses and bare ridges projecting above the lower undulations. A large extent

of the summit was covered with a coarse shingle, often containing much basalt

(fig. 141). Indeed, a distant view of Heald Island from the north seemed to show that an

outcrop of basic lava occurred in its western slopes like those at the mouth of the

Walcott cirque adjoining. A small moraine fringed the nunakol to the south.

This crescentic " island " is probably a relic of pre-glacier topography. I think

it likely that the " biscuit-cutting " action which caused the cirque lowlands to the

north-west also cut out cirques around Heald Island ; the latter is thus the triangular

" island " which is characteristic of the di\ide between such cirques. Later it was

submerged by the great Outlet Glacier and the group of cirques obliterated except for

this fragment of their structure.
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Section III. GLACIER AND CIRQUE EROSION.

Scale 1100.000 .
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CHAPTER XXTII.

EROSION BY GLACIERS, TERRACES, ETC.

The whole trend of the evidence in South Victoria Land seems to me to show

that the glaciers are doing very little erosion under present circumstances. I have

cited the almost total absence of surface moraine and of glacier "milk" there as

contrasted with the like phenomena in temperate regions. I propose in this section

to describe further examples supporting this opinion. I do not for a moment imply

that great erosion has not occurred in an earher glacial cycle, and I shall discuss this

aspect of the problem in the latter part of the section.

One of the most instructive regions lies in the south-west corner of Granite

Harbour, and is shown on

the sketch plan (fig. 142).

Here the southern moiety

of the Mackay Glacier lias

only recentl)^ ceased to

reach the sea along its

whole front. Now the

glacier enters by the New
Glacier, by the Dewdrop

Glacier, and by the ice cliffs

south of Cuff Cape (sec

fig. (50), but the inter-

vening Flat Iron and

Devil's Ridge are not ele-

vated nuich above tlie

present glaciei- surface, and

were certainly deeply overwhebued not long ago in geological time. Hence we

should expect striking eviilencc of glacier erosion in this so lately uncovered

glaciated region. What do we find ?

Consider the New (Jhuier. This is nearly a mile wide, and judging from the

crevasses in its central portion and fron\ the icebergs given otT at its snout, it is still

moving slowly to the sea ; it is .separated from the low-level cirque (the runch-bowl) by

a long ridge, the Devils iJi.l^e, wliich rises to 800 feet high where the sketch (tig. U3)

is drawn. There is a sharp (hop on tlie north side of this ridge to the bay ice below,

and some of the drainage water from New Glacier at one place actually flows across
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the toj) of the ridge and reaches the einjiie floor l>y thi.s path. This is clearly shown in

the vertical section given in fig. 144.

Yet the glacier has not been able to remove this comparatively sharp granite

ridge, which is clearly seen in the photograph, Plate CXXVIII. There are stria; on

some of the harder porphyry dykes in the ridges, clearly demonstrating that the ice

flowed across. The cirque antedates the glacier, for the former is now below sea level, and

could not have been eroded by sapping at its present level. So that we have here, as

so often elsewhere, the evidence that cirque erosion first cut the land surface, and that

thereafter glaciers flowed over the cirques without even " rounding tlie corners."

In (Jranite Harbour, some 4 miles east of the last occurrence, are the Avalanche Cliffs.

Here the Wilson Piedmont Glacier flows over the cliffs, which are about 250 feet high.

In the photograph (Plate CXXIX) the vertical cliffs appear through the l)roken glacier

Fig. 144.—Vertical section across the Punch Bowl Cirque, from South-East to North-West,
showing the slight barrier which prevents the New Glacier falling into the cirque. A cross

section of the " Cloven Hoof " ice is given also.

curtain. They obviously are hardly affected by the present glacier, for the edge of the

granite is quite rectangular. No doubt in earlier times the overflowing glacier was

very much more massive, but it has made no impression on the cliff edge. The sole

breaks in the granite cliffs near here consist of two cirque hollows and of the valley down
which flows Harbour Tongue Glacier. In all these cases it is conceivable that the erosion

has been due to nivation and sapping (directed by the ice wall after the " scour-wall

"

method, q.v.) and is not the result of true glacier planation at all.

Some of the peculiar problems in Antarctic glaciation are well illustrated in the

dry valley below the Taylor Glacier. In fig. 145 the main valley is 2^ miles wide here-

abouts. It is cut down 4000 feet below^ the surrounding country, as showTi by the level

of the flat summit of the Kukri Hills on the south, and by the plateau level to the north-

west. The floor is marked by smooth outlines on the whole, yet in this region Lake
Bomiey lies below the level of the thalweg nearer the spectator ; hence the valley

bottom must have been cut out by true glacier planation and not by nivation or ordinary

water erosion. (It is, of course, possible that crustal buckling has occurred, but we do

not need to invoke this factor.)
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^Uthougli all the ice in the main valley has vanished below the Taylor Glacier, yet

as we see in the sketch (fig. 145), there are numerous slope glaciers which hang do\Mi

the terraced sides. These, however, have not cut out any noticeable valley in the terraced

portion, though they have notched the hills in their upper courses.

It seems to me probable tiiat the supine character of the lower slope glaciers is in

accord with all we see in the Antarctic to-day, whereas the notched character of their

upper portions dates back to the period when the great Outlet Glaciers were scouring

out the deep main gullies of Victoria Land.

The character of the outlet to the sea of one of these main valleys is well illustrated

in Plate CXXX where the entrance to the Taylor Valley is shown. The valley i-s flat-

bottomed and not noticeably U-shaped, owing to its width of 3 miles. The floor is

covered with moraine, which, however, does not seem to be very deep, if we may judge

from outcrops of rock which occur fairly low down at the edges.

saddle GliCien

RocK slopes

SorTed Gr-Avels

crack

Fig. 146.—Block diagram of Coa.st between Kukri Hills and Now Harbour to the North. Uth Feb.. ll»rj.

This ground moraine is rough and j)ilod in heaps, containing some kenyte. There

has been a considerable autount of water erosion, for wide gullies occurred here and there.

In fig. 146 is given a rough diagram of the character of the floor of the valley just at

the south-east portal. Here between the sea ice and the rocky slopes are three

well-defined belts. There is the ice-foot up to 100 yards wide, composed of rough

sun-weathered ice. The next belt inland consists of water-sorted gravels, 04 yards w ide,

cut by rumiels 1 foot deep and 2 to (5 feet wide. This portion is slightly terraced, but

rises up 10 feet or so to the south. A few large 6-foot erratics were scattered through

this belt. The innermost belt contained deep gullies with 20-foot sides which cut into

the talus slopes aiul sometimes contained glacierets.

Another feature of the problem has been discussed in connection with the rjV/7(7

or rock bars, which may well be referred to here.

The Taylor Glacier extended at its maximum almost uninterruptedly for 40 miles

from the Plateau to the sea, and was no doubt some S miles wide and probably 3000
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feet deep. Yet right across its course lies the Nussbaum Riegel, a block of granite

3000 feet high in the centre, and only notched by a narrow defile on the north. It is

shown in section in fig. 147, where the shaded area shows the cross-section of rock which

has been removed in all the upper portion of the glacier trough.

How was it that the glacier could apparently erode the re.st of the trogtal, and

yet had to leave this enormous bar right at its outlet, where one would suppose its bulk

to have been greatest and its planation powers corrospnndin^lv inrroa-f^d ' Here

Fi£ -Sketch section across the Taylor Valley fat Sucss Glacier) where it is three miles wide

showing the Nussbaum Riegel which bars it.

moffon of ice

again 1 think that nivation and sapping must be invoked to account for this discrepancy

and, as in so many cases, one is led to the conclusion that too nuuh has been ascribed

to glacier planation and too little to the action of thaw-and-freeze nivation.

I have referred to tlie stria> and polished pavements of Granite Harbour as positive

evidence of planation. They were not uncommon here, but were quite rare in other

regions in South Victoria

Land even where the

terrain was suitable for

their presentation. How-

ever, in fig. 148 I illus-

trate an interesting

example of a polished

paveineitt at (iomlola

Nunakt)!. Here a Hne-

grained vein of felsitic Fig. Its. -Hlock diagram of granite imvoment. (.lomlola Ki«li;e. showinc

,-.io+o,.;ol 1..>,1 .^,l„,>f..,^ > I
weathered western face and polislied eastern face. The harder vein

material nail penetrated • . ^ i .n r i i i . i i.>i.>^ ]iroji'cts 1 in on west and is still polisiied. 1st Jan.. r.'lJ.

a mass of granite. On

being eroded by the glacier moving from the west, both the vein aiui granite had

been eroded and polished, but the fornuM- stood out considerably. On the western,

more exposed side the coarser granite IkuI been etched out subsequently and was 1 inch

below the vein, which was still polished. On the more sheltered eiustern side the granite

was still polished and only \ inch below the vein. H one knew the rate of weathering
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Fig. U9.—Cliff 3000 ft. high at the north-west end of the Kukri Hills,

showing Beacon Sandstone (B.S.), Dolerite Sill (D), and Massive
Granite (Gr.). There is no noteworthy difference in their resistance

to ice or frost action.

of the granite it might be possihlc fiom tliis examph' to toll the (hite when (UnuUAa.

Niinakoi was covered by tlie ghicier, but data are wanting.

One interesting problem in glacier erosion was to try antl detect tlie resistance of

differing formations to frost and glacier action, in some cases there seemed to be

differential effect, as for instance in the limestone belt which apparently determined

the lie of several tributary glaciers in the Lower Ferrar Glacier. At the west

('III! of the Kukri Hills

and in Solitary Kocks

there were fine examples

of three formations pre-

sent in the cliff face

together (fig. 149). Here

Beacon sandstone, dole-

rite sills and stoped

sandstone, and massive

red granite were all

apparently equally affec-

ted by the erosive forces

at work. Similarly, in

Granite Harbour, the

gullies and chimneys cut

in the face of the cliffs of the Kar Plateau, etc., seemed to pass through the (horizontal)

junction plane of granite and dolerite without any marked change in t]ieir cross-

section. (Fig. 150.)

Terraces.—Of great interest in coiinection with the amount of erosion accomplished

by the great glaciers is the occurrence of huge benches or terraces. These are well

marked in the Mackay and Taylor regions, nearly absent in the Ferrar region,

and only imperfectly developed or masked by cirque erosion in the Koettlitz

region.

In the Mackay Glacier the best example is the feature which we named the Kar
Plateau (fig. 150). It was nearly 7 miles long and extended along the north side of

Inner Granite Harbour from the Cleveland Glacier to Point Disappointment. Its height

was remarkably uniform, about 1000 feet above sea level except at the east where it

descended gradually to the Point. The greater portion of the Plateau consisted of a

level floor of dolerite, forming part of the dolerite sill of the region. But to the west

this had been removed and the underlying granite constituted the floor. There is some

indication of a step in fig. 150 just in front of Mount Forde which may well mark
the junction of the two formations. The Plateau seems to be largely isolated from the

higher mounts at the back by a glacier drawing to the east.

In the nearly vertical cliff which faced the harbour, the junction between the lower

granite and upper dolerite is very well shown. In places fragments of granite have been

torn of! and included in the dolerite, and one such fragTuent formed the datum which

I used to measure the velocity of the Mackay Ice Tongue. It is shown enlarged in
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fig. 150. Data as to the measurements of this velocity have been given in the section

dealing with this tongue.

The Plateau was about a mile wide, but we did not reach its summit, only touching

it at Cape Disappointment, and viewing it from above from Discovery Bluff as shown

in the sketch (fig. 150). There is no doubt that it is covered with a pavement of moraine

debris, just as are the Flat Iron and similar areas in the vicinity.

Three interesting features mark the edge of the Plateau, they are labelled a, h. and

c, in fig. 150. To a, we gave the name of " Incipient Cirque," and to h and c the names

Big and Little Spillover. All three are hollows due to sapping and are arranged in

a well-marked series. Thus there is hardly any erosion on the/flce of the cliff at r. there

is a well-marked notch at b, and at c a deep half-funnel has been excavated right down

the front of the cliff. I shall discuss this somewhat in the section on Cirques.*

The origin of this Plateau, which is isolated by a valley on the north as described,

can only be set down to pronounced glacier erosion at the time of the maximum extent

of the Antarctic ice. Although we called it the Kar Plateau, it gives no evidence of

being due to the merging of cirques (or Kare) wliich Xussbaum describes in the Swi.ss

Alps. Rather is it co-planar with tlie Flat Iron to the south and with one or two small

isolated outcrops in the Mackay Ulacier which represent a sort of '" peneplain " of

glacier erosion below which later planation has cut out deeper channels, especially to

the north (down which passes the supply to the 3Iackay Tongue) and to the south where

the New Glacier flows. (Fig. 151.) This ' peneplain ' is the Ice Flood Floor.

The Flat Iron in the south-west corner of Granite Harbour has the same general

features. Its floor is illustrated in the right foreground of Plate CXXXI. It has been

described in an earlier section. In the centre of fig. 151 is seen Sperm Blufl with

its flat floor raised some 2000 feet above the glacier. Its general character is shown

also in the panoramic photograph (Plate CXXVI).

Behind Sperm Bluff (Plate CXXVI) and to the west of Cotton Glacier is an extensive

area of the same Ice-Flood floor, which here is about 4000 feet above sea level.

In fig. 151 I show diagrammatically the position of these various floors and terraces.

A sheet of glass (representing the Ice Flood Jloor) is supposed to rest on the various

areas which are coloured black. To reconstruct the Ice-Flood Glacier we nmst imagine

a glacier sheet several thousand feet thick resting above this plane. Only the summit

of Pegtop and Suess Nunatakker wouUl then appear, and the Ancient Mackay Glacier

would extend from wall to wall. Possibly it covered .Mount Forde and Mount Marston

(fig. 151), for there is a marked change of topography between the peaks of Mount

Referring Facet and the rounded outline of Mount Fordo.

The very fine facets of the Mackay region appear in many of our photographs.

Two specimens are shown at the left side of Mount (!ran (Plato CXXXI). They

are al.'io indicated in the .sketch (iig. 151) to the east of Mount Gran.

jn the Taylor Valley the floors are not so ilolinitely plane, but are rather terraces

at the side of the main valley. The sketch in Iig. 152 shows clearly the largo terrace

"
(I and /) are .slunvn in tlio tolophoto, Plato CXXXTX.
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oil till' sdutli side ol' the Tuvldr (Jliicicr at altoiit 2000 feet al)nvc the tliulweg. Tliere is

u similar terrace, Imt not so well iiiaiketl, on the north side of tiie valley somewhat

nearer the sea. Farther west on this same side is the remarkable terrace on which the

Stocking and Catspaw Glaciers are extended. They are ilhi.strated in iig. lOG. Here

again we have evidence I think of an ice flood-condition when the surface of the glacier

ice was 2000 or 3000 feet above its present position.

Fig. 1.51.—Sketch diagram of Mackay Glacier, .sliowing the liy])otlietical

" plane " lying on the high-level Ice-Flood Floors (black).

It is to be remembered, however, that a somewhat similar "'over-deepening" in

Europe is referred to glaciers cutting out a wide river-eroded valley. This, however,

can hardly explain Antarctic conditions, for it would apparently imply a rise in average

temperature from 0° F. to about 50° F. We have no other data leading us to imagine

this rise within a reasonable geological period, so that we may assume that the much

wider valleys of an earlier epoch were also cut out by glaciers, but under much warmer

and more favourable conditions. These conditions obtained in early and perhaps

middle Tertiary times and I am inclined to date the Ice-Flood ejjoch as far back as middle

Tertiary.

7i&./-/-erhorn
Sooo'

/V.W.

Fig. 1-52.—Sketch s'.'ction across Taylor Valley, showing two terraces (albs.).

Lookincr East.

If one grants, as one must I think, that, below a certain optimum (around 30° F.)

glaciation becomes more and more feeble as the temperature decreases,* then it is fairly

obvious that a land surface at 0° F. or colder (at sea level) is likely to alter little ; and

this has in all probability been the case in South Victoria Land since middle Tertiary

times.

* See the writer'.s paper on Tasraauian Glaciation in Boji. Sor. Taf:.. Hobnrt, 1021 ; ])age \9^ ci setj.
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In the Ferrar Glacier tlicie is not the same type of terrace at tlie sides except perhaps

in the case of the wide valley between Table Mountain and Cathedral rocks where a

tributary glacier spills over a broad platform. Tliis is sketched in fig. 103 in the section

on Tributary Glaciers.

The summits of the Kukri Hills uiid of the Foothills north of the Blue Glacier are

moderately level at heights from 3000 to 5000 feet high. Jiut these in my opinion are

relics of the original plateau surface and not floors due to glacier planation.

The origin of the great bench which extends from Heald Island northwards to

Granite Harbour and which in the south is dissected by the cirque valleys and in the

north covered by the Bowers and Wilson Piedmonts Glaciers, merits some discussion here.

This bench is about 100 miles long. It is nearly 20 miles wide where the Hobbs and

Blue Glaciers traverse it, but is only G miles wide at the northern end. It varies in

height from about 1000 feet to 4000 feet, but is rather clearly marked off from the much

higher plateau immediately to the west. It is illustrated in fig. 109 and Plate XLTV.

Three theories offer themselves :

—

(1) That it is due to jjlaiuition by the gigantic ancestor of the present Barrier Glacier

with which no doubt the Koettlitz was merged.

(2) That it is due to circ^ue-cutting, where the cirques have gradually removed

all this mass of material.

(3) That it is a crustal lilock which has subsided relatively to the hinterland, the

difference in elevation being greatest to north and south, and least marked

in the Kukri Hills regions in the centre.

I think we must accept the last theory as the most probable. 1 he great glaciers

of the past would not, I imagine, bank up very high on their margins when once the open

sea was reached. Hence I cannot picture their being able to erode the Wilson Piedmont

Bench, unless perhaps lloss Island confined the stream sufficiently.

The cirques do undoubtedly gradually level a country by sideward recession, but

I do not think it ])r()l)ablc that they have cut out the vast step below Mount Lister,

which implies the removal of a thickness of some GOOO feet of granite and dolerite.

Furthermore, I am inclined to date the cutting of the cirque valleys at the base of

Mount Lister as earlier than the Ice-Flood epoch. We have seen several examples of

great glaciers over-riding cirques without greatly eroding them. Hence this Bench

should not be taken as evidence of strong glacier planation in the past.

An interesting example on a small scale of what I believe to be true glacier planation

is shown in the photograph, IMate XXXIX. These blocks were not quite In nilit, but were

ancient tors. They liad, however, been locked in the frozen soil, etc., so that the over-

riding ice (coming from the ,south-south-west) had rounded off the southern edges and

planed the top surfaces. There were a few striated rocks on Cape Hoberts with south-

south-west stria\ It was interesting to see that quite small boiddors were slightly

facetted also, as if a boulder-strewn beach (frozen into a solid mass) had been planed

by the sarne ice sIhmM.
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Tjik Scouu-Wam. Hvi'oiiiKsis.

It, seems probable tluit long ages have ela.sped since it was warm enough for the

glacier ice to he mobile, and for the hill slopes to be broken down by thaw-and-freeze

to supply graving totils to the ice. Both of these conditions are necessary for efficient

planation, according to the usually accepted theory of glacier erosion.

It is worth while to encpiire if there is any other method whereby some of the

characteristic glacial features can have originated. I think that certain land-forms,

such as the " facets " which flank a typical glacial trough, could be developed by the

combined acticii of ice, frost action, and water, where the two latter are the active

eroding agents and the glacier ice is merely passive. It supplies water for frost dis-

ruption and for transport of the debris,

but also it directs the attack of the water

on definite areas of the valley walls.

This is shown very diagrammatically

in fig. 1.53. Here in A is a large glacier,

say 1000 feet thick, adjoining two spurs

of the main valley. It lies more or less

supinely as shown, moulded to the

valley wall, but sjparated therefrom

by a lateral moat. If conditions are like

those in the Antarctic, there vnll in

summer be a considerable amount of

water flowing along the moat, derived

chiefly from snow on tlie rocks and from

silted ice on the glacier. There will also

be a certain amount of frost-action on

the cliffs.

The projecting spurs of the hills will

tend to diminish the width of the lateral

moat and so to limit the channel for

the Scour-wall the drainage water. Hence there will

fondittns'
°^ ^'°'''"' '^''"''^ '*^^^''* ^^^"'' be increased action by water and frost

at these points. If this stagnant con-

dition of the glacier endures long enough we can imagine a gradual straightening of the

walls of the valley as shown in fig. 153 at B, without requiring glacier planation as an

agent.

The glacier supplies the water to some extent and certainly acts as one wall of the

water-channel. This directive action is akin to that of the scour icaJl used to direct river

erosion in a harbour, and" hence the name. I do not mean to imply that all or even

most facets are made in this fashion, but I believe a considerable amount of erosion on

these lines has occurred in Antarctica during the warmer months, and has extended

over many centuries.
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CHAPTER XX 1\'.

CIRQUES AND CIRQUE EROSION.

One of the chief results of my study of Antarctic physiography was to emphasise

the importance of cirque erosion. I had seen that this type of valley is very important

in the uplands of the European Alps, but I was not prepared to find that cirques were

almost as numerous in the uplands of Antarctica. In fact in the latter region they were

more widely distributed, for they occurred high up on Mount Lister, 10,000 feet above

the sea, and also below sea level in Granite Harbour.

It is only lately that the great importance of cirques has been recognised by English

geologists. 'J'his is surprising in view of the magnificent clusters of cirques wliich

constitute Snowdonia and Cader Idris. The latter especially is a perfect example of a

small " karUng " or cirque cluster. It is interesting to note that the main features of the

topography at Granite Harbour, Antarctica, are reproduced on a smaller scale at

Barmouth on the west coast of Wales. We see the same broad valley, the same riegel

and high level terraces, the same rounded nunakoUer and cuspate nunatakker, and

on the slopes of the bounding walls the same magnificent " cwms " or cirques.

In Europe the cwms of Wales, the carries of Scotland, cirques of France, and kare

of (Jormany and tlie Alps are all confined to high-level topography. In Antarctica,

as stated above, the sea enters some of the cirques and we examined many only a few

hundred feet above sea level. (In the Norwegian Archipelago a sinking coastHne has

also drowned many cirques.)

The cirque is a peculiar valley which has been compared in shape to an arm-chair.

It has a more or less circular base and steep bounding walls on three sides, being open

on the fourth.

The scarp of Mount Lister (13,300 feet) in South Victoria Land shows some of the

finest cirques in the worUl. There are several stM-ie.s on its nortli-east side which are

shown in the telephotograph in Plate CXXXII. The summit itself (13.300 feet) has small

i'ir(j[ue.s on two sides, while another at nearly the same level appears on the sk^-line to

the right. Then there is a row of four cirques immediately below this series. Three of

these (in t lie left are to some extent merged. Finally live or six cirques are packed

togetluT in the lowest rank immediately above the foothills at tlie head of the Blue

Glacier. The structure is no doubt, a korling, though we liave no very iletinito idea of

the topography on tlie west side of the Mount Lister Range.

The cirqu'S just illustrated are far above the level of the ice of the great l">utlet

(ilaciers or I'iedniont (ihicicrs. The lower cirques. howcvtM- are often overwhehned by

a contimunis sheet of ice. or at times are occupied l)v }n»rtions of the latter. A
good example is shown in Plate C'XXXIII, where an ancient cirque behind the Wilson



I'icdniunt (Jliui(_'i' anil alxmt \i iiiik's soutli-wcst of Cape Ikolicrts is scon tu \)v fillcil

with the same ice sheet whicli constitutes the Wilson J'iedinont. The long comb-

ridges have been sUghtly smoothed, especially that on the left. 'J'liis cirque, no

doubt, dates back to pre-piedmont times, and has probably been in a stagnant condition

under the protective cover of the piedmont ice sheet. This example is about 2

miles in diameter.

A singularly perfect little cirque is shown in Plate CXXXl V, where it overhangs the

Taylor Valley by about 2000 feet. The circular plan and steep walls are clearly visible.

The snow and ice infilling is spilling out over the nearer " open " portion of the bowl. It

is iin])ortaut to note that the flow of the ice down the cliff face has barely notched it

;

while the bowl above has been deeply recessed by the more significant factor in erosion,

i.e., nivation. To the left in the small example is another, giving rise to the typical

comb-ridge which divides the two bowls.

The wall below and immediately to the right of the elevated cirque is portion of

another much larger cirque, which recesses the wall of the glacier just where it debouches

on Taylor Valley. Here, again, the characteristic steep walls are evident. (This latter

cirque also appears in the sketch given in fig. 101.)

Two or three cirques were examined in some detail, notably Punch Bowl Cirque

in Granite Harbour. This is shown in plan in fig. 142, while fig. 143 shows the character

of the side wall. The general appearance can be gathered from the photograph

(Plate CXXXV). The cirque is | mile long, and g mUe wide. It is surrounded on

three sides by cliffs nearly 1000 feet high, and its floor is below sea level, as described

in an earlier section.

A nearer view of the rear wall is given in St. Plate X, which is a stereophotograph

taken from the Ridge not far from the Devil's Thumb. This wall is about

900 feet high, and is composed of red granite. The ridge on the left (south) side is

perhaps determined to a slight extent by a resistant red porphyrytic dyke. An
ancient extension of the Mackey Glacier hangs over the wall in the form of the

Dewdrop Glacier, whose snout is quite small and has a lozenge shape.

The lozenge, which was perhaps 100 feet across, was crossed by strain-cracks of two

types. : (a) a series of synclinal curves
; (6) a series of radiating cracks diverging from

the upper centre of the " lozenge." These latter can be faintly made out in the nearer

view, in Plate CXXXVI at the top of the photograph.

The most interesting features of this cirque are its great depth compared with its

short length, its isolation by the New Glacier, which curls round it and recently over-

whelmed it, and its subsidence so that the sea has entered the cirque. (The character

of the sea ice, etc., is discussed in an earlier section. See p. 3.)

Here again there is no doubt that the cirque dates back to a period before the Ice-

Flood epoch. The Ice-Flood was largely protective, at any rate where the ice sheet

was not extremely thick as hereabouts. Here it seems to have been 2000 feet thick

and yet has not in the least modified the shape of this characteristic cirque, which

may well date back thousands and perhaps hundreds of thousands of years.
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An interesting example in the same region at Avalanclie Cliffs about 5 miles to the

east, shows what the earlier stage of the Devil's Punch Bowl was like. It is illustrated

in Plate CXXXVII. The ice sheet descends into the ancient cirque basin and flows

uninterruptedly across it, reaching the sea just to the right of the photograph. (The

photograph of Avalanche Cliffs, see Plate CXXIX, joins on to this photograph, and the

combined figure forms the plate opposite p. 350 in my l)i)ok '" With Scott; The Silver

Lining.")

As the Piedmont ice falls over the steep rear wall of this small cirque, it is broken

into small crevasses, but elsewhere the topographic effect on the ice is small. Some

geologists have believed that the cirque is actually excavated by a sheet of ice as sho\Mi.

They consider that the crevasses at the sharp change in slope have permitted water and

frost action to sap out the rock below. This does not seem at all probable to me, and

in Antarctica at any rate the great bulk of the evidence points to the low-level cirques

Fig. 154.— Couloir.s on tlio slopes of Mount England. Looking Kast from tlu' Flat Iron atross Capo

Geology to Di.scovcry IMulT (Kilo ft.).

being excavated in an earlier cycle than that wliich saw the Ico-Klood at its height,

and at a time of couis(> far antecedent to the present receding hemicyde of glaciation.

Before considering the origin of the cirques and their method of formation it is

necessary to study certain other smaller hollows in the glacial topography which have a

considerable bearing on the problem.

In Plate CX XXVI 11. the rtnky wall I'oniung the north-west .slope of .Mount Knglaml

(470t» feet) is shown. This is seamed with characteristic rock-gullies of the type known

as coitloiis. Six of these couloirs lead directly up to the peak, while a larger isolated

specimen occurs to the left.

In li^. l.")!. tlu" ( (intiuiiation of tlu^ slopes of .Mount Kngland to the east is marked

liv the same couloirs, tiumgh here the elevatitm is imich lower, and the icy covering

<lescends farther down the couloirs.

In lig. 15r>, 1 give a vertical .section through one of these couloirs 1-4 in tig. l.")-4.

It was about 50 feet deep and tilled with a loarse talus containing granite blocks up to
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4foet iuliMi'^tli. Tlic ((.iiloir .slupcd ut ;iu angle of 40^ and reached u|) from sea level

to 800 feet. Here was tJie tip of the iee sheet above, and this point marl<ed where the

couloir began to widen into a fuiuiel (A' in fig. 155). The widening was due to .sapping

by water from the snow and ice. A good " wash " of water at times rushes down the

couloir (as I saw one warm day down Discovery Blufi), and carries a large amount

of silt and stones, whicli are buikling out a delta fan at the ice foot.

As the sapping progresses the couloir will In-oaden more and more near tJie snow

line, so tluit its present profile AA' (fig. 155) will develop into BBA' and later into

CCA', etc. Thus we shall see a series of cirques developed from couloirs whose floor-level

is determined bv the lower Hmit of tlie snow and ice during the process of erosion.

Fig. 155.—Morphuliiiiy of youiit; cirque (or cwm) at lirad of couloir

—

I mile S.W. of t'ape Geology, Granite Harbour. AA' = present

cirque profile. BBA' CCA' later cirque profiles. 26tli Dec, 1911.

A valley of somewhat unusual shape is shown in PlateCXXXIX (see also fig. 156, B).

Here the cliff (of dolerite over granite) is notched by a huge " half-funnel " which is mid-

way between a cirque and a couloir. It is 1000 feet high, and about the same breadth,

while it has been cut out of the cliff to the depth of several hundred feet. It ends below

in a V notch. This peculiar feature is, I believe, partly explained by the adjoining notch

still filled with the small "Spill-over" Glacier. Probably a couloir has become occupied

by a tongue of ice which has increased in size, and so hung down the nearly vertical

clif!. Sapping around its margin would tend to give the lialf-funnel shape shown on the

left. Possibly the end of the Spill-over Glacier has broken away, as has happened with

several cliff glaciers which I investigated.

Another example of the " half-funnel " was evident on the slopes of a high peak

to the south-west of Granite Harbour. It formed part of Gonville and Caius Range

(near the MUler Glacier). Here, however, there was no apparent collecting ground

behind the half-fumiel, such as the Kar Plateau afforded. I saw no other definite cases

of this intermediate form between couloirs and cirques proper.
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-Second stage In Cwm erosion. The "Half-funnel"

In the Face of the Kap Flatep.u, Granite Hapbour.

Or'ujin of cirques.—My observations in Antarctica letl me to concur with the views

of .Johnson iind Matthes in most of their conclusions as to the mechanism of cirque

formation. Ilohhs gives a ^- _rT~ ~— -.

clear resume of their views, „. '-^^^^=:^^^
Kop Plateau r^j^^i^f^^^CET^- .

which are somewhat as """'
> i Ti 1 1 tTrri^i^ V

. „ * ..,i,iiuulli;lllM.,\>iii:
follows :

—

*

Johnson lays great

stress on tlie bergsclirund,

the great gaping crevasse

which parallels the cirque

wall and separates the ice

from the rock. This, he

states, admits warm air

and allows of temperature

changes. It also permits

the rock face to be kept

wet and so permits of

erosion by freeze and

thaw.

Matthes shows that

snowbanks without move-

ment steadily deepen the

often slight depressions

within which they lie by

a process which he calls

n'watlon, i.e., excessive

frostwork about the re-

ceding nvargins of the drifts

during the summer season.

Rock nuiterial thus com-

minuted is removed by the

rills of water from the molt-

ing snow.

Sinne of t lie processes I

have referred to earliei' are

sketched in lig. 15G. The

couloirs of Discovery BlufT

(innuediately east of Mount

England) are shown in lig. 1.5U, A. The half-fumiel type is shown in lig. \M\ H.

typical cirt[ue developing on a sloping hind surface is shown in fig. loG, V.

* • rhaiiutriistics of Kxisliny (Uai-iors." jip. !.)•:
-J. \V. 11, lloMw. I'.tll, Now York.

C.—The headward recession of the Ice slab forming

the young Cwm.

1600 F^

A —Part of the Northern Face of Discovery Bluff

showing Couloirs.

Fig. 1 ;")().— Kvolution of (.'oiiloirs ami rirquc* (or cwms)
(• (loo.urai.lii.al Journal," Doc. !^>ll).

TiiO
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In the latter case I imagine the condition of affairs at the oncoming of glacial

conditions in .Soiitli Victoria Land. This must obviously liave been in middle Tertiar)'

times at the latest. Large snowdrifts form on the .slopes and remain there year after

year. They automatically turn into ice (without any pressure being required) under

present-day conditions, but probably would not do so at the period specified above.

However, as Matthes has shown, a hollow is gradually developed.

The headward recession is due to the portion XYZ (fig. 156, C) receiving more water

from above, and so having a greater advantage in the nivation process, than do the sides

at C and D. For the head of the circ[ue collects the drainage between the lines Ajr and

Bz, while the margins at 1) and have no such advantage. This causes the snowdrift (or

later on the ice slab) to eat into the hill at right angles to the slope. When the ice slab

is of sufficient size the protective factor comes into play and the flat bottom of the

cirque is preserved.

In temperate glaciers there is usually a bergschrund at XYZ, if the cirque contains

a glacier. In the Antarctic the bergschrund was not very apparent, I saw one example on

the summit of Mount Suess where a large snowdrift (partially ice, no doubt) occupied the

hollow on the east side of the nunatak (see the panorama-photograph. Plate CXXVl).

LTsually, however, the ice either was not in contact with the rock at the head or

a mantle of recent snow covered the junction and no bergschrund appeared. In

fig. 157 the latter condition obtains. Here is given a sketch of the cirque head of the Davis

Glacier whicli occupies a short deep valley at the foot of Mount Lister in latitude 78° S.

The sketch was taken from the ridge about 200 feet above the ice. I had traversed

a steep slope of some 30° at a level of about 1000 feet above the lower portion of the

glacier. The latter was only 4 miles long and yet had eroded a deep valley of the

nature described. The snout of the glacier was free from any moraine, the lower

portions of the glacier had retreated from the rock walls so that a wide lateral moat

separated ice from rock. There was no surface moraine \-isible.

Here again the evidence pointcil to stagnation, thougli certainly with glaciers of

such pure ice a steady recession woukl not leave much ilebris behind. Yet one could

hardly imagine recession to have taken place to any great extent, or this tiny glacier

(only 4 miles long) would long have vanished from sight.

In a tributary valley which opened on to Davis Glacier, this had actually occurred.

The cirque was empty of ice and is sketched roughly in fig. 158. The valley has a

souicwhat more angular shape than usual. It hung 000 feet above the Davis tJlacier.

linnuHJiati'ly opposite this empty cirque was the entrance to another hanging valley,

which showed a beautiful catenary curve. It is sketcheil in tig. 15i». 1 was unable to

traverse it, and do not knosv if a cirque glacier lies at its head. It is a hanging valley

also, but its sill lies just level with the surface of the main glacier.

" Aim " Tkhk.voes, etc.

Another phase of cirque erosion deals with the cutting of terraces along the shoulder

of a valley by the merging of a series of cirques laterally. 1 have already described

the Kar Plateau (p. 153), which at first sight might be referred to this origin.
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However, 1 tliiiik tJiere is little (l(iul)lt that circiue eKisinii (an f^roatly reduce the

level (if the shoulder of a range, and that later the icc-ilnod may rise to this jcvfl and

complete the process of levelling.

Thus in fig. 160 the higliest cliffs on the KwUn Hills are sketched. Here Sentinel

^ /

4< ///'mi

Fig. 158.—Empty cirque on south side of Davis Snout. 19th Feb., Utll.

Peak is about 6100 feet lugh and the cliffs are nearly 3000 feet high. Their upper

portion has been much reduced by cirque cutting. If now the Ferrar Glacier were to

rise 4000 feet above its present level, it would be greatly helped in its efforts to erode

a high-level terrace by the previous action of the cirques. There is, I think, no doubt

Fig. 159.—Empty Hanging Valley on north wall of the Davis Glacier, showing
Catenary Curve due to former glaciation. 19th Feb., 1911.

;

that the glacier has never done much of this kind of high-level erosion near Sentinel

Peak (fig. 160). If, however, we investigate the character of the shoulder of the Kukri

Hills nearer the sea (fig. 161), the inference is not so clear, for the " alb " or high-

level terrace is much more marked hereabouts (see page 163).
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The |)i((1)lcin is not simple, I'oi' (lie cirfiiics and the hanging glaciers are rather

wider at the lower eastern end of the Kukri Hills. 'J'here appears to he a levelled shoulder

on eacli side of the central axis of the range, which axis is marked by angular peaks and

Fifi. Wii). The Karling, near Sentinel Peak on the Kukri Hills, as seen from Descent Pass.
Looking North. (Sketched from Plate C'XV'I of the 1902 E.xpedition.)

Curt'CLin Gl

ridges, as farjas one can ascertain from distant views. (Much the same view as

fig. 161 is gained from the summit of Ujorth's Hill on the other side of New Harbour.)

The cross-section of

the Kukri Hills is shown

in fig. 162. Here I show

the curtain and saddle

glaciers (which differ little

in character) almost merg-

ing at the axis. Higlier

portions of the upland

tend to separate the

shallow valleys excavated

by the upland glaciers.

I indicate by tlie Ime XY
at 1800 feet the probable

level to which the Ferrar

reached at the Ice-Flood epoch, it is, however, not impossible that it was hi"her, .s;»v

at 3000 feet, though my ascent to 2500 feet on January 28th. litll, makes it improbable.

At first in my ascent 1 ascended over rocky debris consisting of a confused jumble of

granites, dolerites and basalts, with occasional hmestone and gneiss fragments. Above
loOO fiM'l the basic rocks were re})laced by fragments of a fiaky gray granit<\ Just
here 1 found a fine specimen of white limestone containing pretty little, bri'^ht rod

garnets. This was ])iobal)ly deiived from a band of altered linu^stone some miles up
the glacier.

At 2500 feet 1 reached the top of the slope and stood on the great shoulder which
characterises the Kukri Hills hereabouts. Here solid rock was plentiful, tiu^ grov

granite being travei'sed by long dykes of darker and more basic rock. Unfortunatvlv.

I was not high enough to obtain a view along the summit of tlu^ Kukri Hills, so the

problem is left somewhat inconclusive, like so many others in a region where ijetilonv

must bo wedced in between lonj' bouts of sledtiinji.

Fig. 162.—Cross section of Kukri Hills at east end showing
hanging glaciers and high-level cirques. The old level, at
1800 ft., of the main Ferrar Glacier is shown on the left side
at X V.
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Cua.sidi'ring all thf cviilriici- I am iiicliiifd to think tliat thu to]jogiapliy ol tig. 160

lias evolved into that sliowii in li;,'. ItJl, liy the gradual lateral extension of cirques

and cirque glaciers. Thus we see here a stage towards the " alb " terrace which

Nussbauni has described from the Alps of Switzerland.

A similar series of cirques along a shoulder is figured in Scherzer's "Memoir

on the Glaciology of the Selkirk Ranges (B.C.).'" where the Asulkan ciicjues are

obviously merging to cut out an alb.

Fretted " I'plands.—Along the iloyal Society Range, which is some 35 miles

long, is a suite of peculiar valleys to which reference has been made in many earlier

portions of this memoir (see fig. 95).

These valleys tend to radiate from the highest portion of the massif, which is Mount

Lister, 13,000 feet high. Taking them in order from north to south their dimensions,

etc., are as follows :

—

No.



On February lOtli, 1011, we ascended Davis Valley almost to its head. Four or five

miles from the coiist-liiu' the steep hill-sides rise somewhat ahniptly from the moraine

slopes boiiiuliii;.' llic Ko.'ttlitz (ihicier to a uniform height of 3000 feet. These were

composed of solid limestone and marble. We soon saw that the upper part of the

valley was occupied by a glacier, whose snout was 40 feet high (fig. 157).

A range of mountains of about 4000 feet high seemed to be Ijehind the upper end

of this U-shaped valley, and I was very anxious to see whether the glacier really came

in round some angle. For if not, here was a glacier not more than 5 miles long which

had cut out a valley 3000 feet deep and 1 mile or so broad ! After a.scending many

outcrops of liniestone schist and granite, I reached the head of the glacier, and saw

that it originated in a cirque less than 5 miles from its snout. Its snowfield was, of

course, very circumscribed, but reached the ridge in several places.

The important point to notice is the sharp crest behind this cirque. Just behind it

lay another glacier which, we believe, drained into the adjacent tiarwood Valley. There

is no doubt that this deep, if short, trough forming Davis A'alley is eMirely due to cirque

erosion.

l-v'^H^CV^'"

Yifr. 1().3.—Miers Gliici(>r Valloy from ca.st, showing ice bastions \veatlipro(] from solid "lacier by noon sun.

We ascended five other valleys of this type and found them all to have the s^ime

general characters. Thus i)i fig. 1(53 a distant sketch of .Miors Valley is given. Here, as

generally, the valley is cut out of reddish schistose granite. But the iharacter of the

rock has not caused the shape to vary miich. siiU'C we saw similar cross-sections in

limestone and kenyte.

A moraine from 100 to 200 feet liigli usually lies across the valley, while extensive

deposits of morainic material are heaped over the valleys. This is clearly shown in the

sketch ])lan of (Jarwood Lake (tig. (il).

(larwood \alley is shown in Plate ('XL. Here the tributary glacier .seen on the right

enters by a line I 'shaped gorge. The catenary shape of the cross-section of the main

valley is visible just in front of the glacier. Immediately to the right of the picture

lies the Davis \'alley, whiih seems to be cut off from the slopes of Lister by the tributary

glacier shown in the photograph. The floor of the valley is covered with large heaps of

morainic material, but it is noteworthy that the glacier is free from all moraine, either
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surface or englaciul, uihI mo tcriuiiial inoraiiie is soeii iuiywhore near the present position

of tlie snout.

Un Murcli Lst, li)ll, we cliMihi'd 'I'ermiuus .Moimtuiii, overlooking the Ward (dacier

Valley and 17 miles soutli-east of Mount Lister. It is 3000 feet high, and afforded a

splenditl view of all the foothills to the west and south. From my sketehes and from

three photographs (of whieh the negatives were, unfortunately, badly broken while

sletlging) 1 have drawn the panorama shown in Plate CXLl. (See also Plate CXLIl.)

This panorama shows very clearly the character of this grooved and " fretted
"

upland, to use Hobbs's terms. In " Characteristics of Existing Glaciers," pp. 8-25 et seq.,

he shows clearly how circ^ue recession affects a level or undulating topograj>hy. I

quote from p. 30 and following pages :

—

" As the hemicycle advances it will be observed that on the flanks of the range

are found the largest renmants of the original upland surfaces. ... In general

terms and describing major features only, we have here to do with a gently domed surface,

on which is a fretwork of comb-like ridges projecting above it. This surface may be

termed a ' fretted upland.' The fretted upland differs from the grooved upland of

an earlier stage of the cycle in the complete dissection of the surface. At this stage

there is undoubtedly a general acccjrdance of level in the crests of the ' frets ' upon the

domed surface."

From these quotations it is clear that in the Mount Lister foothills we have to do

with a stage mtermediate between the grooved and the fretted stages. The old undu-

lating surface (not " domed " as above) has nearly vanished, but is preserved by a number
of accordant ridge-summits and by some more or less triangular areas between adjacent

cirques, of which Terminus Mountain itself (Plate CXLI) is a relic.

Above the elongated cirque valleys just described are bowl-shaped cirques extended

up the scarp of Momit Lister. The relation of these circular cirques to the elongated

cirques below was described by me in an earlier paper. They remmd one of the difference

in the impressions made by the knuckles and fingers in a mass of putty. If some giant

were to thrust the back of his hand into the scarp of Lister and impress his hiucUes
in the upper portions, we should get the bowl valleys, while his radiating ^n^rers would
exactly define the shape and position of the (lower) elongated valleys. For this some-

what fanciful reason I named the elongated cirque valleys " finger " valleys. They are,

of course, merely cirques where headivard erosion has continued for many thousands of

years, and so driven the circ^ue-head many miles, possibly 15 or 20, into the flanks of

the main range. (See the model in Plate CXLIL)
If we examine Plate CXLI in conjunction with the map (fig. 95), the following features

can be made out. In the foreground is a typical finger valley {i.e., Ward Valley)

which opens on the Koettlitz Glacier at a level of about 1000 feet above the latter.

There is no definite termimil moraine, though much moraine covered the whole floor

and lower slopes of the valley. An oval lake f mile long occupied a portion of the

valley and appears in the sketch. It drains out by a stream which cuts through the

moraine and drops by a steep gully (20 feet deep with V-shaped sides) into the Alph
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River below (fig. 141). The debris reached about half-way up the walls of the

valley, i.e., up to about 2000 feet above the Koettlitz, and was tesselated in places.

Above this were bare eroded schists and schistose granite. The summit of Terminus

Mountain was 3000 feet up, and was one of a series of accordant ridges which separated

the parallel finger valleys fringing the Koettlitz Glacier.

The illustration (Plate CXLI) shows Ward Glacier, which is a t\^ical example of one

of these " ice slabs," as they were called by the 1902 Expedition. It heads within a

mile or two in a fine cirque, which has apparently eaten back and '" captured " another

smaller cirque to the west. We could not reach the latter.

Innnediately to the east (right) of the Ward Valley was another hanging finger

valley which was free from ice, but the long narrow ridge between the two finger valleys

is well shown. In the background on the right were the heads of two other cirque

valleys, which I judged were those of the Miers and Garwood Glaciers. They had

exactly the same type of cirque as the Ward and Davis Valleys. More smaller cirques

were apparently behind them, and a comb-ridge seemed to run from Mount Lister to

meet this grooved upland. The upper slopes of Lister were clouded, but I was reasonably

certain that no continuous " Snow Valley " ran just below Lister and athwart these

finger valleys, as the older maps had indicated. However, more detailed examination

than we were able to give is necessary to establish this point.

Turning now to the western portion of the sketch (Plate CXLI), we note a long snow-

covered crest which divides Ward \'alley from Howchin A'alley. The top of Howchin

Glacier is just visible, and it is similar in all respects to Ward Glacier. Just behind the

snout is a recent lava flow, whose black corrugations showed up clearly agamst the

lighter granite slopes. Yet farther west is the Walcott Glacier in the finest cirque of

all. This latter is pr()bal)ly some 8 miles wide, but is not quite a semicircle, for secondary

cirques have scall()|)ed all its rear wall. Yet the whole vast crescent from Dromedary

Mountain tlnough .Mount Huggins to the lava-flow near the snout of Howchin Glacier

consists of the Walcott cirque. It is possible that the greater size of the Walcott cirque

is directly correlated with the narrow upland shelf which was here subjected to cirque

recession. The circ^ue would recede to the giant scarp much earlier here than farther

north, and so ])crlia])s would sooner have the drainage of the scarp at its service for

sapping laterally, i^ut this is inoroK- a suggestion to explain why the Walcott cirque is

four times the size of most of the oti\ers along the Lister Foothills.

In tiie left background of Plate CXLI we see Mount Discovery. 24 inilos away, and

Heald Island nunakol. sonic S miles awav. The I'ppor Koettlitz Glacier descends

rather steeply just to the north of Mount Morning. An interesting ilry valley and a

small recent crater are clearly visible between the Tpper Koettlitz and Walcott Bay.

\\'(' (lid not, however, a})proach nearer to thiMu than the snout of the Walcott Glacier.

which 1 reached on Kebruarv 27th, 15)11,
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CHAPTER XXV.

THE PALIMPSEST THEORY AND ANTARCTIC \'ALLEYS.

Six seasons spent in investigating the topography of the European Alps left mc
profoundly impressed with the cirques, valley-steps and riegel, which are so well shown
in many districts, especially at Leuk below the Gemmi Pass, at Giof, Chironico and

Prato below the Saint Gothard Pass (fig. 164), and at the Maloja Pass, west of the

Engadine. It was surprising to find the same features in the Taylor Valley, and to

see evidences of similar topography in the Ferrar, KoettUtz and Mackay Glaciers.

Thus we may compare the long valley of Leventina, down which the Italian mail

thunders from Saint Gothard to Belhnzona, to the Taylor Valley. It is about 20 miles

long (in fig. 164), and consists of an alternation of level basin and rugged gorge, just as

does the Antarctic Valley in its length of 40 miles. We may compare the portion above

Airolo to the glacial valley above Sohtary Rocks, while the next section above Prato

is like that filled by the lower Taylor Glacier. The extraordinary barrier at Prato, with

its deep defile to the north, is paralleled closely by the Nussbaum Riegel. In the Swiss

example there is yet a third barrier at Chironico, pierced as before by a defile to the

north.

The similarity is strikingly seen in the vertical section (fig. 165), where the profile

of the valley showing the three steps and the three gorges cutting through them is drawn
to scale. In the lower sections (in fig. 165), the numerous cross-sections are very like

those across the Taylor Valley. Notice especially No. 5 and No. 7, which are almost

exactly the same as the cross-section through the Nussbaum Riegel given in fig. 147.

I have described in the previous section the grooved and fretted upland of the

Lister foothills, and have explained that in my opinion these cirques antedate the period

of great ice rivers and glacial planation. In this portion of the region the general ice-

cover has been removed, or more probably never actually covered this district, even

under Ice-Flood conditions, and -we can study a cirque-cut topography with ease. But I

feel little doubt that beneath the ice of the Outlet Glaciers and beneath the Wilson

Piedmont Glacier there are buried cirques, just as we saw in the photograph illustrated

in Plate CXXXVII. To this compound topography where the older cirques show-

after the glaciers have also affected the surface, I gave the name " palimpsest."

In fig. 166 the biscuit-cutting topography (as Hobbs would call it) is very e\ndent

in the south-east. It looks very like a mass of dough from w-hich biscuits had been cut

by a metal mould. (See also the model Plate CXLII.)

Blue Glacier has two cirques at least at its head. The Walcott Glacier occupies

one very large cirque, including many small " scallops " on its rear wall Many small
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cirques are not shown. The parallel finger valleys lead up to the cirques in many
cases and form continuous valleys with them.

If now we examine other areas in the map, occupied by the huge Outlet Glaciers,

we see evidence of a similar topography drowned by ice. Thus in the Taylor Glacier

there is a well-marked cirque-head to the north of Solitary Kocks. The Cavendisl

Falls immediately south-west of these rocks are to my mind only the relics of another

cirque-head which is indicated in fig. 166. So, too, the lower portion of the Taylor Valley

east of Nussbaum Riegel is another ancient cirque valley, of which 1 think it likely that

the upper steej)er portion of the rear wall has been planed away by the Tavlor Glacier

at its maxinuim (see tig. 171).

BuUrr Point

Fi<j;. 1 ()().—Showing tlio possible devoloimiont of Antarctic valleys

from ancient cirque (cwm) and finger valicvs.

In the l^'orviir (ilacier there is some hint of the same type of eroded cirque-head just

below Cathedral rocks, where the valley contracts somewhat, and there is a st^eoper fall

in the glacier. Possibly another higher cirqiu> is indicated where shown on the map

(fig. 166) against the clitTs of Knob IbMil. These two. however, if ]u-esent are admittedly

very much eroded.

In the Koettlitz Glacier. I believe tliat lleaKl Islaiul is a triangular ""
relic " which

represents the lioundary between two (irtjues of wliicli one f«>rins Walcott Bay. The

latter is so wedged in between Heald Island and Mount Dromeilary that it is a sort of
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backwater of tlie Koottlitz Glacier, and could not have been eroded by the latter in

its direct flow from the highlands to the sea.

Ovtr-riow fr

Z".' STAGE

A.-Diagr-ammatic section showing the Ferrar and Taylor Glaciers

overwhelming the two Cwins

I
5T STAGE

Z"" STAGE

L 3 1^ e B

Bonney Riegel

>c
Defiie throuijh file Bonrcy Riegel

-D'agrammatic section illustrating the origin of the Bonney Riegel

by nidation at the snout of a stagnant or slowly receding glacier.

Pig. 167.—Diagrams ilhistrating the Palimpsest Theory of Erosion.

Vertical sections illustrating the early condition of the topography as I understand

it are shown in fig. 167 (a, 1st stage). Here the Taylor Valley is merely a series of

cirques not connected in any way by recession. In the second stage the inland ice of
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^^
the li'o-Floud [)iTio(l has (liaiiicd down to tin- i-ast from t.lit- I'latcau, ami has followed

down the main cirques which formed the easiest route.

The resemblance of lig. 1G7 (a1) to tig. 1U8 will be admitted. The latter shows a

vertical section through

the Lister Foothills as they

are to-day. (The Lister

llorst is not perhaps shown

definitely enough here.)

The whole sequence

is shown graphically in

fig. 169. In the upper

figure I have tried to

reconstruct the pre-glacial

topography. Tliis may

necessitate going back to

Miocene times (though the

favdts determining the

Mount Lister Horst may

be much later). However,

I have postulated three

lower portions of the horst

(which are valleys perhaps

due to normal erosion).

The subsidence portion

above sea level is dotted.

In the middle figure

is shown the same land-

scape beginning to be

attacked by cirque recession. This, of course, obtains for long centuries before the

country is cold enough to produce glaciers or ice-caps. In my opinion most of the

glacial erosion which gives so characteristic a facies to a glacial region is due to these

humble agents of sapping and nivation. In the same way a normal landscape is much

more affected as a whole by the rain and by small rills of water, than by mighty

rivers, which have little direct effect except in their channels.

Many more cirques would develop than those showai, but I have imagined that

the upper portion of the ancient valleys were suitable places to collect snow^ and so to

favour sapping and cirque formation.

Through some readjustment of cUmate controls, possibly through a change in the

eccentricity of the earth's- orbit as CroU postulates, the snowfall became much heavier,

and the ice-fields of the inland region began to merge. Thus the ice carapace was formed,

and grew thicker and thicker. Ultimately it overflowed through the lowest portions of

the horst, precisely where cirque erosion had been most vigorous. Here no doubt the

Fig. 169.—Block diagrams illustrating the Palimpsest Theory of

Glacier Erosion apijlied to the Royal Society Range. In the

upper figure the pre-glacial topography is suggested ; in the

central figure the advancing hemicycle with much circjue erosion

by headward recession ; in the lower figure the period of Ice-

Flood when the outlet glaciers were at their maximum. The
present condition of the country is shown in the model photo-

graphed in Plate C'XLII. (K. F. T. indicate Koettlitz, Fcrrar,

and Taylor Glaciers.)
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western cirques h;ul met the eastern cirques and cut out the ice cols, which are common
enougli in Alpine regions {e.g., Descent Pass and Miller Glacier in the area described

herewith). Thereupon a state arose which is indicated in the lower figure (fig. 169), and

the great Outlet Glaciers overwhelmed the cirques and flowed through to unite with

the enormous extension of the Great Ice Barrier. Thus most of the lowlands

were covered with ice, ami only the highest portions of the horst stood out as great

nunatakker.

For climatic reasons it seems to me proljahle that we must put this Ice-Flood

period before the Pleistocene. At the latter time conditions were, I believe, even colder

than now in Antarctica and the precipitation of snow and erosive power of the glaciers

would both be adversely affected.

In Pliocene times Antarctica was most probably much warmer than at present, and

it is not unlikely that our Antarctic Ice-Flood period dates back to that epoch, which

is now believed to be over 1,000,000 years ago. It is by no means necessary that the

Antarctic maximum should synchronise with that of Europe. At any rate the present

is an age of recession, and in Plate CXLII the model shows the topography at the present

day. The connection with the series in fig. 169 can, I believe, be clearly made out.

The Ice Flood has broken down the walls between adjacent cirques. The ice

drainage is therefore somewhat erratic, as near Heald Island and at the west end of the

Kukri Hills. But the most interestmg features are those of the lower Taylor A'alley,

which have resulted from the extremely slow recession of the glacier.

If we turn to fig. 170 we see the condition of affairs there now. The remarkable

Nussbaum Riegel has been described earlier (see p. 54). The snout of the Taylor Glacier

slopes rather sharply during the last 3 miles, dropping several thousand feet. But from

the present tip to the sea, a distance of 25 miles, the thalweg of the valley is flat and

practically at sea level. Hence this lower portion of the valley has been eroiled to base

level irrespective of the extraordinary obstructions which must have blocked the great

glacier at the Ice Flood. It seems logical to conclude that water erosion (in sununer)

has been operating for many thousands of years to bring this about, and to cut the

narrow tlefile which cuts through tlie north end of the Nussbaum Barrier.

In fig. 167 in the two lower figures 1 show the final stages of erosion with a stagnant

or extremely slowly receding glacier. At the first stage we may imagine the snout

reaching about 1 mile to the east of its present position so as to I'over the small Bonnev

i^iegel (about 500 feet above the thalweg). The thaw-waters as usual flow towards the

northern edge of the glacier, and tend to cut out a deeper gully on the northern margin.

A steep fall down the north end of the Jionney Riegel initiates the gorge which wcurs

there ; the glacier retreats fairly rapidly for J mile or less, and halts here for centuries.

The waters flowing fron\ the eiuis and sides of the glai-ier slowly eat away all the

rock floor immediately in front of the snout right down to base-level, and so the more

easterly portion of the floor is left as a bar across the valley (except for the gorge at

the north end). But at the glacier snout the whole width of the glacier is excavated,

and has thus formed the western end of Lake Bonney.
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Toylon Glacier

1 heliove that .soiiu'thiiii^ like the sunie action, though on a imich ^raiuh'r scuh-,

accounts for the f^icat lock liasin to the west of the Nussbauni Jiiegel. The glacier

flowed (jver it as shown in fig. 171; thus

tlic ii[)|)ci port ion of the original cirque

rear wall was laigely removed, and only

the more sloping lower ))ortif)n of the i-ear

wall left (as at 1).

Then the glacier retreated very

slowly, while the drainage waters cut the

notch down the 2000-foot step on the

north side of Xussl)aum Jtiegel. At tliis

stage the floor of the glacier was also

2000 feet above sea level (fig. 171 at 2).

A further retreat was followed by

infinitely slow recession, so slow that

ordinary nivation was able to break up

the rock floor and the drainage water

could carry away the fragments as they

were disintegrated (fig. 171 at 3). This

slow recession continued until the snout

had retreated to about its present distance

from the sea. But it was much higher

above sea level.

It is not quite easy to account for the steep slope of the rock-bed from Solitary

Rocks to Lake Bonney (see fig. 170). It may be that it is the result of a forward

movement of the great glacier, with consequent planation, or it may be due to more

rapid recession to a point much, farther west than the present position (fig. 171 at 4).

All these stages are illustrated in fig. 171. In the bottom section I suggest a much
more rapid retreat, so that the rock floor was not eroded down to Jjase level, but left as a

slope of about 1 m 8. A further advance of the ice would bring the snoiit back to Lake

Bonney, where it now lies. (See fig. 170.)

This explanation may seem somewhat elaborate, but some such complex theory is

necessary to account for the great bar, 3000 feet high, which blocks the whole Taylor

Valley and separates the Bonney Basin from the wide valley at the sea.

A sketch looking up the valley from the seaward end of the Andrews Ridge is given

in fig. 172. No one would imagine that the narrow defile on the right opened into a

great basin 2 miles wide and 4000 feet deep, while the defile itself is very narrow (and is

moreover blocked hy the Suess Clift" Glacier) so that one may almost touch the walls on

either side with extended arms (Plate CXLIII).

Fig. 171.—The origin of the Nussbaum Riegel and
Bonney Basin by nivation, etc., at the snout
of the slowly retreating glacier.
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APPENDIX.

GLOSSARY AND SUBJECT-INDEX.

Alb.—An upland torrace eroded by ice

Arabesque.—Maze-like markings in glacier ice

P.\GE.

101, 164

... 1.31

Bay Ice.—Fringing sea-ice occupying sheltered bays

Beaches

Bergschrund.—A crevasse at the back of a glacier next to the clifF ...

C.

Capes

Caves

Chimney.—See Couloir

Cirque.—A bowl-shaped valley cut by headward erosion of small glaciers

Cloven-Hoof.—Old bay ice driven up the bays and split

CoMB-EiDGE.—A sharp ridge between adjacent cirques

Contour-GullY' following contour around a promontory

Couloir.—Wide cleft seaming steep rock clifE

Current-Hole.—Permanent hole in sea-ice due to current

CwM (also Kar, Corrie) see Cirque.

D.

Debris-Cone.—Due to disintegration of a large erratic ...

Debris, Glacial

Drainage of coastlands and glacier.s, obliquely

En<!LACIAL material enclosed in glacier-ice

Erratic foreign bloik earri<'d by ice...

E.

F.

Facets.—Trunt'ated sjmrs along glacial troughs

Finger-Valley.—Elongated cirque-cut valleys

" Football Fields."^Silted lakes in glacial troughs

Fretted Upland cut by parallel cirques ...

Frost Erosion.—(See Nivation)

Furrowed Ice.—Recemented strips of sea-ice

G.

Gargoyle.—Large englaeial Work [irojceting from giacie

Glaciated.—Formerly covered by glacier-ice

Glacieeised.— Still covered by glacier-ice

1

22

143

34

31

158, 162

... 3, 149

... 170

27

32, 160

1

65, 66, 69

42

37

... 123

5t>. 13S

101. 157

169

60

167

39

3

123

35

35
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continued. page.

Glacier.—CVi//", siuull, bunging glacier Ill

Cornices 120

Curtain (see Slope).

Z)eK<in'<if, small branches of main glac-iiT ... ... ... ... ... ... ... I(i2

Erosion ... ... ... 148

Expanded-foot, lower portion niueh broader ... ... ... ... 101

Gorf/e, enter main glacier at grade by a gorge ... ... 106

0«<to, main drainage of ice-caj) ...87,101

Pi'efZmont lying on the littoral or afloat... ... ... 76

7?ecows<rMO<erf, fed by avalanches, etc. ... ... ... ... ... 108

iSa(f(//e, in hollows on trough-shoulder ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . . 112

iS/o^je, hanging down slopes ... ... ... ... ... ... lUG

Surface features of .. . 114

Tongues ... 80

Trajjsec/iow, connecting two major glaciers ... 102

Trihutanj 102

Velocity 84

Glacieret.—Large snow-drift which has mainly turned into ice ... ... ... ... ... 71

Glass-house Ice.—Thin ice over emptied pools 90

H.

HoRST.—An elevated faulted block of the earth's crust 177

I.

Ice Alcoves 121

Bastion ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 120

Bergs ... ... ... 9

J^oo^, fi.xed ice forming a shelf along the coast... ... ... ... ... ... ... 21

Fan 113

i^Zoorf-y/oo)', the floor of the great glacier at its maximum ... ... ... ... ... 154

il/e«f/, flat relics of ancient glacier surface ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 114

Islands 14

K.
Kaeling.—A cluster of cirques ... ... 166

L.

Lake of subsidence ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 57

due to glacierets ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 74

along rivers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 48

Marjelen type (See also Lee Lake) 75

Lateral Moat between glacier sides and clifis ... ... 126

Lee Lake.—Pool on glacier in lee of nunatak, etc. 45

M.
MiRABiLiTE in moraine 137

Moraine.—Dams by main glacier across tributary ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 136

Englacial 123

Ground ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 56, 1.50

Lateral ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 135

Medial 89, 1.32

Terminal ... 61
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N.

NiVATioN.—Erosion by alternate freezing and thawing

NcNAKOL.—Rock island rounded by over-riding ice

NuNATAK.—Rock island never submerged by ice ...

PAGE.

39, 177

140

140

Palimpses Theory.—Supjwses that the irregularities in a glacier trough indicate earlier cirque

erosion

Perched Block ...

Planation (See Glacier Erosion)

Ploughshare Ice.—Sun-weathered ice

Plucking by glaciers

Pressure Ridges.—Folds in the sea-ice

171

139

148

91

43

7

R.

Riegel.—Rock-bar across a glacier valley ...

Roche Moutonnke

Rock Cliffs

Meal, fine gravel formed by frost action

Ridges

53, 178

141

31

39

131

S.

Scape-Colk.—Hollow cut by converging ice streams ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 141

Scour-AV'all Hypothesis.— Supposes that the glacier passively directs water and frost action

against the cliffs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 157

Screw Pack.—Sea ice jumbled by storms 2

Shear-Cracks in ice due to capes resisting movement 4

" Sheep Tracks " due to soli Huction 43

Shorelines IS

Silt-Bands enclosed in glacier ice 123

Skauk.—A field of crevasses 84,101

Storm-Blocks.—Cubes of ice thrown on land ... 22

Snowdrifts 70

SoLiFLUCTiON.—Flow of partially frozen soil 43

Sun-Holes weathered in "lacier ice
"6

Talus Delta.—A fan built below a couloir

Terraces cut by glaciers (See Alb)

Tesselations.—Polygonal areas formed by soil-flow

Tide-crack between shore-ice and ice moved by tide

TROG-TAL.^Deep trough cut by outlet glaciers

34

153

43

6

55

Vegetation

Watkh Hrosion

Wind Erosion

Wind Ridgf. of sand or snow due to blizzards

W.

31, 90

45

39

15
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Plate I.—The N.W. corner of tlic Snout of the Fcrrar Cilacicr sliowing

the Pinnacle Ice adjoining; the Kukri Hills. The water draining

down the lateral moat has produced a thaw pool in the sea-ice, in

which a seal is visible. 14th Feb., 1912.

-.M-

I
i

'I, lie 11. Sriew I'iuk covered with snow with entangled .<niall bergs,

1 mile olY Cap,' Hernacchi. (Looking N.) l-'itli^Nov.. UHl.

Plate
I'nsc 3.

'I'he'- Cloveii-Hoof • Ray ice in I'nih li i;

IS'.t

l». vd s i^doe.)



Face i)f Dewdrop Ciliicln

Snout (.f llic (InVT] ll>".f."

Plati' IV. - Tlu' iniUT oiul (.!' I'uncli Bowl Cwni (or iin|iu') showiii.; tlie snout of the " Cloven Hoof ' pushed

in bv the Bav ic-e. (Lookiiii; down, from Devil's Ridge.)

Inaccessi-

ble Island.

Seals on
Shear
Crack.

Cape
Evans.

Tent
Island.

Plate v.—The Shear Crack between Tent Island and Inaccessible Island. (Looking North.)
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Inaccessiblo Islanil. Sfal.

4.'

^ ^

i
l--R-sll Srul II .1.-

in Shear Crack.

Plate VI.—The Shear Crack North of Inaccessible Island.

:iS Seals.

Fi.xed Ice.

Iloating

Plate Vll. Tide Ciaek at the foot of Big Uazorbrtek Island.

101
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Tiile '.'rack.

Pl;itf VI II. Snow cornico forming on windward side of Tido Crack. Ca])c Kvans.

Tide
Crack.

Plate IX.—Crossing the twenty-foot Tide Crack at Cape
Roberts. 28tli Js'ov., 1911.
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Mackay
Glacier.

Moi'aino

Ice Forjt.

20-ft.Tkle ^^
C^i-ack. 1^

Sea Ice.

Plato X.-TlR. Tide Crack an.l Irr Foot at th.. lu-ad of Granite Harbour, just
South (.r Ciitf Cape.

Kall.ii Anh Berg.

y -»

IMate XI. SuKill F.iulie,! Dome in li

I'ag.' 11.

Sea lee ol Cipe Kvaii.-;. ll.'.r.i Sepi.. lull.

111.-.



I'hitc XII. I'ttssiuc Itiilucs oil" t'apo G(>()logy showing Sliear Crack in distance.

Page

Mount
Endand.

New Devil's Tluiiub,

Glacier. SOU ft.

Flat Iniii

1,100 £t.

Mackay
Glacier.

Talus
Cape
Geology.

Ridge.

Tool.

^
Plate Xlll. "-The Pressure Ridges off Cape Geology. The Mackay Glacier, causing the ridges in the sea ice against

Cape Geology, is just seen on the right. (Looking west.)
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Wikon
I'iedmont.

rial.' XIV. Flattened Granite Blocks on Cajie Roberts, slio\vin£; ])laned upper surfaces. (Looking South into

15 Berg Bay and showinu nine bergs.)

The Lost

rurtion of

(.;UcicrT<'>ngtic,

Unzor- Razor-
Iwiok. Iini'k.

I'l.iic W. (ilaeier Tonuue on 27th .Ian., litll, before it was broken olT 1st March, I'.'ll.

(Looking East to Erebus.)
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Kar l'lat«au.

StratusC'loiid.

Mackay Tongue.

'J'hric Shear
Cracks.

I'lati- X\l. SiiKiU berus (mIvhij; from th<' .Mackay OlaciiT near Ciift' Cape. Also

sliowinu three Shear Cracks. (Looking North from the FUit Iron.) Jan., 1912.

Plate XVII.—A Snow Berg calving ofi Cape Bird. Jan., 1911.
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Vhtr Will.

I'agc 13.

stranded bergs otf Cape Evans lielore the sea froze (26tli .(an 1911).
Arch or Castle Berg and Tunml Ber".

I'lale .\l.\. The Tunnel U.-ri; from wit hi

11)7



Plate XX.—The Tilted Tunnel Berg ofE Cape Evans, Winter, 1911, after eight months disintegration. Stage II.

Page 11.

Plate XXi. The Fallen Arch Berg oH Cape Evans looking S.W., showing the rising South end. Note
smootli wave-washed walls, a, b, c are successive water-lines, near c is shown the buckling of the sea ice.

rage 13.
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Plate XXVlll. UuU^v^ on suiniiiit ul Wrst Dailcy Isl,- ((iiKI ft.). (Luukiiiy S.W.) Gtli .March. I'.'U.
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Plate XXX." Storm-built Ice-foot at Cape Royds.

Plate XXXI.—Icu-foot sLowing the Tide Crack edge from which the Sea Ice has just tloated away.

2Ith Jau., 1911. Xorth of Cape Evans, showing also Erebus and the Ramp.
Page 20.
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l)-in. Book
as Scale.

'late XXXII. Cold Feut " Icicles, on (.-lill's ;it Soutli

nl Cape Evans. 31st Oct., 1911.

J'latc XXXlll. Stonn-lilocks thrown u[> on the coast

at S.E. of Cape Roberts. Slio\vin<; Granite Tor>

and the wide Tide Crack.

Ca|,n

I'iVans

I'uillt.

I'latc \X\I\ The Sliip .i^rciuiid oil (ape JMans. slidwiu;; West Beach. 'tW vards South of the Hut. Tunnel and
.Vich Hcijis in distance, .Ian., 1911.

I'ligc 2i.
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I'latr XXXV. 11 Beach at Cape Evans showing the last of the Sra

fra<;n\entarv iee-foot. {Looking S.W.) 23r(l Jan., I'Jll.

ridiitin^ out

North
B.1V.

Low
Cliff.

Plate XXXVL—Small Beach and weak ice-fout n.ar Low Cliff, north end of Cape Evans. Jan., lOU.

Pa?c 22.
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r.dO (t,

lii"h.

Plate XXXVI 1. -The cliffs of Turk's Head, Ross Island. (Looking X.E.)

Wilson Piedmont Glacier.

Plate XXW III. Cape {{nherts ami the entraiiee to (iranite Harbour, siiowius; tiio si\o\v-eovorod col across the

Cape and the sidi-aiigular ijraiiite boulders. (Lookin-: N.W.) Jan., 101"J.

Vagv -Jli.

•lO'l
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Dixnivi'iT Itliill. <'a|»' <;i-ul..(;v.

IIHmWi. IIMI ft.

IMatc \l,\ 1. Crainlr llarlimir, lockiii?: Ivist. sliowiiii^ the mck llocr of the Flat

Iron (in loicgvouiul) and snow line on Disc-ovi'ry Ulufl'.

Page 38.

Glacier

ToDsue.

Plate .\ii\ii. iLiephoio oi: Mount England (iTuu it. J from 7 miles N.E., showing the bare western slopes, and
the snow-covered eastern slopes. The northern wall of Mackay Glacier Tongue in the foreground.
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Haniji

Rock
Meal.

Plati' XLVIIl. Tlir surface of Capo Evans. 21.st Jan., 1911.

Showinfi! tlie Hock-nu'al covcriiiL; the rocks. (Lookinsi

East from end of Cape.)

ite XLIX. Waterfall below !?kua Lake, CapeEvan^, showing

Kenytc changing to "" Rock-meal."' Jan., 1911.

I'lale 1, Kiiiyte Cube, 3 ft. across, split through by frost action. Tiie Uanip, (ape Evans

Nole 1-ft. rule in gap between segments,

flip 1 1.

2(i'.i



Plate LI.—Typical weatliiTi-il ki-iiytc lioiii Low ('lill, CajJi; Kvans, .showing

lioneycomb action of wind and frost. 1, 2 and 3 arc holes through the rock.
I'agp 41.

.Miiimt Eivhus.

JJebris

Cones.

Mate 1.11. Will. I an. I tni>l eroded Kenvte lilock

near the Hut, CaiK- Kvans.

Plate LIIL The " Shears " stone. A large weathered block of kenyte on the Ramp,
S.W. of the Hut, Cape Evans. (Rock meal in foreground.) 3 Nov., 1911.

Pau'O 45.

Plate LIV.—Wind and frost eiosion in Kenyto, l: pe Royds. The

block is pierced by a liole, beyond which ik.; granite erratic.

The eddy moat carved by tlie wind, in tlic gr;v. 1, is i^rominent.

Page 41.

Wind
Ridge.

late LV.- -Wind and frost action on clifl's at Turk's Head,looking

South. Showing the heads of four couloirs and a ridge of

wind-blown debris at right of the central pillar. 4th Oct., 1911

.

Pago 41.
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Kock
Pin-

nacles

Plate LVll. Wind croflod i;ranite clifEs, Cape Geology.

I'luti' LVI.- Debris and Rock Slopes below the Erebus Glaciers. Turk's

Head Outcrop just north of the Promontory. The southern

extension of these slopes appears in Fij;. .'5.3.

Snout of

Tongue.

I'hilc lA'lU. The floor of the" Flat Iron," (iranite Harbour, showing evidence

of rock tlow, and mingling of small gravel and large blocks. (Looking

East over the Mackay ice Tongue.) 7th Jan., lOl'J.
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Tps3e-

latinlis.

Plati' LXII. Tesselations (30 ft. across) and debris ridges on Cape Arniitage.

(Looking North to Erebus.)

I'lalr LXIII. -Tiio o^tiiarv oi l\\r slivain diainiiij: Skua l.al<i\ laiv F.vaiis. iMlli .Ian., lOll.



rirttc i.xiv.

Page 48.

Alph liivor " flowing through the moraines of the Koettlitz Ghicicr, near HchM Islam:

Ancient icc-diffs appear on the left. The gully is 100 ft. deep.

Mciiiiit Diumedary.

a?^>vft.
^^fcvflfel^l Koettlitz

i'innacles.

n.ilL' LXV.—Pinnacle Ice along Alph Avenue, north edge
of Koettlitz Glacier, near Terminus Camp. 1st March,
1911.

Plate LXVI.—Pinnacle Ice amid the old moraine, 1 mile S.K.

of Terminus Camp, Koettlitz Glacier. (Looking S.E.)

28th Feb., 1911.

Page 49.
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Plate LXVIL—Gullies at tlie east end of Tent Island. 2f)th Sept.. Hill

.

I'late I, XVI 11. -The snout of the Davis Glacier, showinga ty[)e cirque glacier, littli b'eb.. litll. Tlie whole is

visible and is bounded bv 3000 ft. cliSs. Tesselations are visible on the right centre.
l'il'_'.' 4(1.

N.W. Slope of

Kvikii Hills.

Taylor I.,nko

(;h\iior. Roniiov.

[Mate LXIX. The 500 ft. Knob at the north end of the Honnev Kieuel which bars the vallov just below the

Tavlor Glacier. (Lookins; S.W.) " 1th Feb.. 101 1.
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RlVnpl

500 n.

l:li')nc

I lacier.

Lake
U'lnncy.

Mate liXX. Till' Taylor CUacicr from tlic to[) of tlio Bonney Jii.,-... ,l.'"'luii}i S.W. up tlic f^lacier.)

Plate LXXI.—Very ancient nim.mir , n\, ivj ,. ,-, ( ,i|m (I,,,, ,,1 n, . ,,1 tl,,^ nmntli of the Koettlitz Glacier. The two
distant figures are staiuiiiij; bv a wide uullv cut iii The ice liv tiiaw-water. 17th Fe1).. 1011.

Pago 58.

Western end of

Lake Bonney. Kukri Hill-, jOOOft.

Volcanic
Lava at

2400 ft.

Bonney
Rieael."

Plate LXXII.—The Lateral Moat at the snj.tli side of the
snout of the Taylor Glacier, showin^; that there is

no pressure. (Looking East.)

Plate LXXIIL -The snout of the Taylor Glacier and the

western portion of Lake Bonnev. (Looking South.)

7th Feb., 1911.
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-.^T^'"!^.'-^^' ^
l^M

e^ filatit-rft

15.

Stivaiiis. Ski Sl,,i„-. lli^h Cliif.

i'latu LXXX. - -Tiie coast just north of C'api- Evans, from one mile west. Showing the relation of the debris
cones to the solid ice. Hijih cliff is composed of kenjie in situ. 21st Oct., 1911.

Page 71.

Uiizcii-

Ijack Isel.
Cape
Kvans

Skaa
Uko.

I'hitc I.X.WI. E.xcavations in side of large Debris (.'one to show its composition of solid rook.

(Looking South from the scarp of the Ramp.) 1st Oct.. 1!>11.
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One Foot
Hule.

ricxto LXX.W I, 'I'ypicai small siiow-clntt at Caiic Kvaiis iluc to l.MjiiM.jr 3U iu. high.

rav;i' 74.

SNVV^VWnVvSW^WV^

Plate LXXXNII. Diayram sliowiiii; tlie windward glacis, the windward moats, S in. deep, and the

lee drift, .5 ft. long.

I'lati' i,.\.\.\\lll. The windward moat along the ,-iontliern side of tin

Hut at Cape Kvans. Sept!, 1911.
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Plat«^ LXXXIX. Hlizzanl-drifts at 8.K. of Cape Evans. Each snow-drift axis runs

i'aj;o74. >S.E.-N.\V. anil is Ijuilt u]i in liio lee of a cross-ridi^o. (Lookinj; S.E.>

Plate XC.—Blizzard-drifts at Cape Evans. The first stage in a glacieret.

Plate XCI.—A ycUi.j glacicrct on the Eamp, Cape Evans, showing a large debris-cone and solifluction crack.

Page 64. Jroiiiit Erebus in background. 1st Oct., 1911.
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Tuiiiifl IJeiL'. Arcli riiTL'

I'hiU' XCII. -TLesuilacc ula fiiiuill ghuinrt lirhiml t lie Wusl Bl^ucIi, Cape Evans. (Looking West.) Jan., 1011.
Pago 7(i. ^^^

M

Plate X( 111. A sIr'U' " ^Uuierct just south of Hiiih Cliff at Cape Evans. (See " B " iu fig. S2.)

riitc XCIV—Tlu- Chuinvt • K " plasti rr,l aU.uii tin- slop.- al>ovi- C.ullv Hay, Cape Kvaiis. (See lig. 8-.2.)

„..'.. nth Oct.. I'.ni.
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Plate XCV.—The face of a small glacieret. This mass of ice only fills a small iiDtcli iii the cliff. It has

no coUectinji ground. (Just south of Cape Koyds.)

Plate XCVI.—Ice dams, formed from small glacierets giving rise to small lakes, South Cajie Evans.
29th Sept., 1911.
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Plate XC'VII.—Miniature " (lleiiroy " Teinices in Island Lake, Cape Evans.

I'hito .\('\"il I. Tile Parallel Ixoads of tileiiniy, a miniature example on Cape Evans

showiuj; the lee-dani, and the small L;i'avel terraces on the shore.

Page 77.



Sontiiu-1 Peak.

riatc Xt"lX. Xortli-

Pagc 79.

list cud of Bowers Piodmout Glacier. (Looking West.) liTtli Jan., I'.ill.

weathering edge of tlie Wilson Piedmont Glacier behind Cape Roberts, showing lack

of movement of ice. (Looking West.) Jan., 1912.
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I'latc ('\"ll. Tallies or Tci' " Mesas" on the Lower Koettiitz, cut out by tliaw water.

Plate (\lll. Silt hands in the i,'e at Hi,i;li Cliff, just nortli of Ciipe Evans.

Plate fix. Gargoyles " at High ('litT, I 'ape Hvaus. The hloeks are - tt. long ami eoiisist ot kouyte.

I'ngc V26.

2'2li T
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Platf ex. Curved silt bauds on S.E. side of

Tiivlor Glacier.
Page !:;«.

Plate CXI.—Faulted .silt bands (8 in. deep) on S.E.

side of Taylor Glacier. Note shearing; on
left. Ice-axe gives scale. 3id Feb.. I'Jll.

I'ago 1215.

Plate CXIL—The Lateral Moat of the Taylor Glacier
at the western end of the Kukri Hills (2<:)0

ft. deep). The small moraine and frozen
ste:iiii ;i:i' :M>ji;irf lit. Looking South.

Page I2!i.

Plate CXIII.-The Lateral Moat of the Taylor

Glacier at the western end of the Kukri

Hills (200 ft. deep), showing the snow
cornice above and the moraine below.
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i'lalr < \l\. riiiuaclr hv (•,'! l;. i;i,.h; ,.' N . Iv cul „[

Ferrar Glacier. Jjooking ti.K. In the left foreground is

seen the slight moraine and in the distance, 7 jnih's away,
the top ol' the lliTliertsoiitxIaeier.

I'laie CW. The Snow Cornice on Barne Glacier, near

Cape Evans. 1st Oct ., 1 9 1 1

.

WateCXVII. I'urn.vved )f Hiirne Ghieier. due to miinenins surface streanis (one n>ile nortli of Cajv Kvans).



Plate C'XVIIl.—Debris ridges at foot of Crater Heights (which lie to the right), near Hut Point.

Tesselations in foreground, Erebus behind. (Looking S.E.)

Page i:i4.

Plate CXIX.—Rock ridges to S.E. of Cape Evans across the advance of Barrier

Ice, but probably weathered lava outcrops.
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I'liito {'XX. Debris ri.lgcs on Danger Hei^lits to tlie n.ntli of Hut Point. Looking East from the sca-icc.

2.')tii Jan.. mil.
rago 134.

Date CXXl. •ie|.lu.to fioiu Aleove Camp (Taylor (ilaeier) of the small voleauie erater C.VxV ft.) l.v th,-
Ixliom' Claeier ami ju.^t aliove Lake Konney. (Lookinj; Xortli.)

•l:V.\



I'lateCXXI Stranil Moraines " (The Eskcrs ?) off the Blue Glacier. Hi'lics of Kocttlitz filacicr

lateral." (Lookinii North from the Blue Glacier.) ISth Feb., I'.ill.

i^^^i

Plate CX.Xi :.. (iwht eulour) on thekenytcs of Cape Plate C'XXIV.- The southern side of Mount Suess

R.,vil's Ross Island. Nunatak, showing the dolerite cap, the granite clifls.

the talus slopes and part of South Col.

I'age 144.
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I'latf CXXVIll. The DeviFs Ridge—between the New Glacier (on right) and DevH's Punch Bowl (on left).

Showing the narrow bar which prevents the glacier from falling into the Punch Bowl. (Looking east.)

Plat« CXXIX.—" Ribbon " Glaciers at Avalanche Cliffs. (Portions of the Wilson Piedmont Glacier, sti

falling over the west end of the Couloir Cliffs.) 29th Nov., 1911.

I'ago ui.
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Plate C'XXX.- Looking west up tlie empty Taylor Valley, here 3 miles wide. The cliffs rise ta 4000 ft.

The floor is covered witli moraine.
rage 153.

I'late CXXXl. Ite-Hood floors above the present Maekav Glacier—looking

W. from Mount England. (From left to rigjit are visible—Red Cliffs,

Sperm, Pegtop, Suess, (ioiidohi, Oonie and Mount Gran. Flat Iron

is right foreground.)
Page 157.

Plate ('XX XI I.

Pago ici.

I'll pilot ' ol I he eirques on the N.E. slope of Jlount Lister, taken from the sea ioo of Now
Harbour, 35 miles away. Kukri Hills on right.
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J'latc t'XXXlll.—Au ancient cirque partly covered by extension of Wilson I'itiluioiit ice. It is about

15 miles south-west of Cape Roberts. (Telephoto, looking S.W. from the sea ice.)

Plate CXXXIV.—A small but perfect circiue above the

snout of Canada Glacier (Taylor Valley). In the

foreground is the talus on Andrews Ridge. Lake
Chad is seen dammed back by the expanded foot

of Canada Glacier. A larger lower cirque
supplies some ice to the glacier and its near wall

appears on the right.

Plate CXXXV.— The Devil's Punch Bowl, a cirque in the S.W. of Granite

Harbour. The New Glacier appears to curve round the front of

it from the left. The head of the cirque is hidden by the 1000

ft. cUfEs of the Flat Iron on the right. The prominent knob on

the ridge is the Devil's Thumb, 800 ft. high.

Page 162,
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Plate CXXXVl.— Tlie sea-ice floor and ])ortion of rear wall of the Devil's Punch Bow] ( injui'. Tii>- lianiiiiig

glacier '' lozenge " snout just shows at the top left corner—the '" cloven-hoof " ice in the bottom right corner.
Page 162.

Plate CXX XV
Pago 163.

Tlu' Wilson Piedmont (Jliuic r (i\ci wlirlining a cirque on the south side of Granite

Harbour. This fiiMiiii' is alxuit [oo ft. above sea-level.

rvviis
Rial's.

Plate CXXXVIll. Couloirs of Mount Kngland and Minnehaha Ue Falls in the background. Snout of Xow
,.,,ge ^,.,.j

tdacirr in the fovegiound. From the Flat Iron, looking South.



ria. (\\\1\ Telephoto. looking north from Cape Geology, showing the 1000 ft cliffs ot the Kar
'

Plateau, with the " Half-Funnel
• on the left, and the " Spillover Glacier on the right. Mount

Marston behind, Mackay Tongue iu front.

Pago 157.

Plate CXL.-The Garwood Glacier and Valley, showing the tributary glacier coming in on the right (from

behind Davis Valley). (Looking West.) -Ith March, 1911.
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Plat,.('XL]I. -Uo.lrl „l t|„. i;„v.l Society Rancty Ka.ifi.s, showing tlic thn,-e great outlet valleys and the cir.iues
of the Lister Foot-hills.

'

C. Cathedral Rocks.
J). Jlavis Hav.

J). I. -West Dailcv I.sle.

H. =. Heald I.le."

K. = Knob Head.
N.=Nussbaum Rk-gel.
W. = Walcott tilacier.

I'lnlc CXLJli 'I1' I'.M.III Tlir IKiilc, laylor \ alley, sjunvins the narrow uap hefween
llie snoui ,.| the Suess CiitV ({Jaeier {on" ri-ht) ami the talus of
.Vmlrcws Kuiy,-. Not,- the " lee-iipron "

in the fores-round.
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«t..n.0M„pir I'lat. 1
.

Funow,-,l ice i.i Xort li 15ay off Cape Evans. i'hoto<;rapl.«l from top of Inaccessible Me
(Looking N.E.) 4tli Oct., I'JU.

"

Itiat'o.

Sterco.sr

Kar
riiffs

(;.-..|,.cv

I'lat,. II, The Shear Crack and Pressure Hidj^es off Cape GeoU\ay resuitiiij; from the pressure of the .MackiM
iiiguc on the sea ice. (Looking Xorth across Granite Harbour from Cane Geoloin-.)

•JIJ





Stereo.s<ii|ii( Plate III. The Coast at Cape Geology—looking N.W. across Granite Harbour to the Kar Plateau (K)
and Jit. iMaiston (M), showing the Pressure Ridge (P) 10 feet high, due to the thrust of Mackay Ton<nie (T)
two miles off. Dec, 1911. Note helm cloud in the lee of Mt. Marston.

Stereoscopic Plate 1\'. Siuiw Here to Soiitii of ("a|)e Koliert.-i sliowiiij; cornice .-;Iructure. "J'.tlli Nov.. I'.Ml.

Tag.' IJ,

iU





S.S.
s.s.

.Stc.ivos.o|,u- I'latr W (ilM,i,Trt, .^uli.v an,l thaw water lakrl.ts. The .To.lod '-shear-stone" shown on the e.ke of the'11
( I -ook I ng N.W. across Cape Evans.) 3rd Nov., 1911.hill.

nr I'hit,. \ I. Cullv rlo.lr,l ill S.I':, 'rent l.slaml. .sluiwmu iiveil,i|>|iiMi; .^imr.- .hie In waU-i .iom.hi. (UKikini; S.K.
and down stream.) 11th Get., 1011.

2li





Stereoscopic IMatc \ll. -Gul (1 in S.E. Tent Islaml. (Looking up-stream sliowing the rock weathering.)

11th Oct.. I'.tll.

Stereoscopic l'l;ilc \'
1 1 1 . The suiiiioil of T\irk's Head, hu.kin^ N.W. .V small t h;iw-l;ike is visihie in tiie eentre

of (he I'plaiid. To the riiihl across a narrow hay. are the .slopes of Krehus with it.s giiieier at the top. The
slopesare cnnipnsr.l partly of talus and partly of jagged roeks. Sea-iee in biu-k-grounil. Ith IVt., 1911.

•JIT)





Stereoscopic Plate IX.—The face of the Barne Glacier at High Clilf, Cape Evans, showing "' gargoyles " of kenyte

weathered by sun from the glacier. Note the icicles along the silt bands. The englacial material on
falling builds up a moraine below. 3rd Nov., 1911.

Bowdrop Glacier.

Stercosciipic I'lati' X. Icc-ilaiu foniiiiig iako on Devil's Kidgo \00 ft. above Piinoli Bowl Cwni in Granite Harbour.

Tilt' Dewdiop CilaciiT lianas over the cwin 1 milo away. 'J"Jiul 000., 1011.

I'ngo 77.
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